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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nevada files this response in opposition to the United States Department of Energy's 

("DOE") Motion to Strike the January 17, 2008 Licensing Support Network ("LSN") 

Certification by the State of Nevada filed January 28, 2008.  In support of its Response, Nevada 

relies upon the Declarations of Charles J. Fitzpatrick, Susan Lynch, and Mike Thorne, together 

with Exhibits 1 through 15 attached.   

DOE’s motion has no factual or legal basis.  Its factual basis is replete with flagrant 

mischaracterizations of Nevada testimony and statements and, ultimately, it relies on pure 

speculation about Nevada’s intentions and missing categories of documents.  The motion does 

not even fully cite, or discuss, the NRC’s definition of "documentary material."  Moreover, the 

motion is pure chutzpah.  After extraordinary and ultimately successful efforts to deprive Nevada 

of its prior draft application materials, after filing an initial LSN certification with millions of 

documents known to be missing, and after filing another initial LSN certification with full 

knowledge that documents desperately needed by Nevada to draft contentions would not be 

included, DOE now wraps itself in the flags of fairness, full disclosure and transparency, 

insisting against all reason and evidence that it is Nevada, not DOE, that  holds back.  However, 

as explained below, Nevada is in full compliance with NRC’s LSN certification and DOE's 

speculative and conclusory motion should be denied. 

II. NEVADA IMPLEMENTED A GOOD FAITH EFFORT TO CREATE AN 
ACCURATE AND COMPLETE LSN DATABASE; DOE'S UNSUPPORTED 
ASSERTIONS TO THE CONTRARY ARE WITHOUT MERIT 

  
A. Nevada's Good Faith Effort 

 
While "good faith" may not be a term defined by NRC regulation, there is no question 

that it is expected of the parties to this proceeding in all their endeavors and in the preparation of 

their responsive LSN databases for certification.  Nevada believes that "good faith" in this 
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context involves a careful consideration of each document in its possession which is potentially 

"Documentary Material," in light of the regulatory definitions of Documentary Material and the 

obligations which those definitions portend.  Nevada believes it is every bit as much an exercise 

of good faith both to include on the LSN those documents which are Documentary Material (in 

respect to which DOE fell millions of documents short in its 2004 certification) as it is to 

exclude from the LSN those documents which are not Documentary Material (a principle which 

DOE has failed to recognize in its recent certification, by including hundreds of thousands of 

documents on the LSN which are manifestly not Documentary Material (see infra)).   

The need to include that which is Documentary Material is obvious; the vice attendant to 

including volumes of material which is not Documentary Material has been addressed by the 

NRC:  “. . . the Commission believes that it would be beneficial to eliminate or at least 

significantly reduce the loading of duplicate documents.  Reducing duplication will not only 

alleviate burdens on the participants, but will also make search and retrieval of the LSN 

collection more efficient.”  69 Fed. Reg. 113 at 32842 (2004). 

Nevada began the process of providing information and guidance to the members of its 

licensing team early on.  Here, DOE's unsubstantiated speculation by DOE about Nevada's team 

needs correction.  While DOE states (Motion p. 29):  "It is not credible that after 25 years of 

work on Yucca Mountain, the expenditure of several tens of millions of dollars, and a legion of 

experts, consultants, and contractors, Nevada has generated so few documents meeting the 

definition of Documentary Material."  The facts are these:  Dr. Thorne, the coordinator and 

leader of the licensing consultant group for Nevada, was not engaged until April 2003 

(Fitzpatrick Declaration).  With the exception of those who had done work on corrosion or 

volcanism for a different purpose earlier on, not involving contention preparation, every other 

member of the expert team was engaged after Dr. Thorne.   
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Nevada, mindful of the importance of the LSN and Documentary Material, has made the 

careful identification and disclosure of Documentary Material a high priority.  Since 2003, there 

have been numerous expert "summits" (meetings of the entire consultant team, attorneys, and 

Nevada staff); at every one of those meetings, a block of time was set aside for the conduct of 

instruction on the requirements and definitions associated with the LSN and the provision of 

Documentary Material.  Since at least mid-2004, there have been weekly telephone conferences 

which usually included each of the Nevada Area Certification Managers and Assistant Managers 

(i.e., Mr. Loux, Ms. Lynch, Mr. Malsch, Mr. Messenger, and Dr. Thorne), and which often 

included a discussion, issues, or questions relating to the LSN and its requirements (Fitzpatrick 

Declaration).   

There have been various written communications provided to the team members (not 

limited to the samples of information which DOE acquired from the City of Las Vegas in this 

matter by having an attorney request them from a non-attorney).  Inquiries from members of the 

team regarding LSN requirements have been fielded by counsel or by Area Certification 

Managers.  Id.  

Among the information provided by Nevada to its licensing team for guidance in their 

review and designation of Documentary Material were DOE's own publicly promulgated 

Frequently Asked Questions and DOE's own November 2006 Memorandum (Ex. 1) articulating 

to DOE and its contractor personnel the prerequisites of LSN compliance.  At every stage, 

members of Nevada's licensing team were urged to "err in the direction of inclusion" in any 

instance in which there was any question whether something constituted Documentary Material 

or not (Fitzpatrick Declaration).  In addition, the expert consultants were repeatedly cautioned 

that they bore the responsibility of ensuring that anything which they might possibly eventually 

rely upon in forming opinions or writing reports or testifying in connection with the licensing 
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proceeding must be on the LSN at the time of Nevada's certification or risk that it might not be 

available to them.  Id.  While it is difficult at this stage to pinpoint Nevada's licensing positions, 

it is telling that a search of its LSN database by subject discloses these "hits":  TSPA – 380; 

corrosion – 701; LA – 940. 

When DOE filed its Motion, it was well aware that written information had been 

distributed to Nevada's licensing team by Nevada relating to LSN training and procedures, 

information which DOE has not seen (and which DOE did not even inquire about until it had 

already prepared its motion and less than 24 hours before filing).  Id.  Thus, DOE incorrectly 

stated (Motion p. 4) that Nevada "delayed in issuing procedures until October, 2007."  

Incidentally, written procedures are not even required.  In its August 31, 2004 Order, PAPO 

criticized the fact that DOE's 2004 written procedures were useless, having only been signed the 

day before its certification correctly noting that such belated procedures could not have been 

followed.  Then, PAPO excused DOE's "paper" shortcoming and simply focused on whether 

proper document gathering methods had been implemented:  "Nevertheless, we recognize that 

DOE is only required to certify that these procedures 'have been implemented,' see 10 C.F.R. 

§2.1009(b)" (8/31/04 PAPO Order at 50). 

Contrary to DOE's criticism, the written information Nevada provided to its team 

reminded them about procedures and training Nevada had been implementing for several years; 

that it had recently reduced those preexisting LSN compliance procedures to written form; that 

they had received LSN training in numerous forms and in numerous forums, over the prior four 

years; and that this included presentations at the expert summits in each of which an LSN 

presentation was made (Fitzpatrick Declaration).  Nevada's implementation of procedures and 

instruction and training to its licensing team epitomize a good faith effort on Nevada's part to 

create a complete and accurate LSN database.   
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DOE makes a single narrow criticism of that effort, pointing out that the distribution of 

some information promulgated by Nevada did not specifically recite that it was delivered to 

some individuals who worked as helpers or associates to the expert consultants who were so 

named in distribution.  DOE speaks of a "push down" requirement, where information provided 

by a party to contractors is required to be "pushed down" by them to subcontractors and sub-

subcontractors to ensure the compliance of all.  DOE seemingly misapprehends the makeup of 

Nevada's team, where its engaged consultants are not massive companies with thousands of 

employees and dozens of subcontractors as is the case with DOE.  Rather, even where Nevada 

has engaged an entity such as Geoscience Consultants or Geoscience Management International, 

the work is performed by one or two designated individuals.  At all times during the progress of 

this proceeding, from the time of their engagement, expert consultants were instructed that any 

request for Documentary Material or certification of the delivery of Documentary Material was 

to apply not only to themselves individually, but to any associates or helpers who provided any 

assistance during the work process (see Lynch Declaration).  In an abundance of caution, 

because DOE raised the suggestion that such a (limited by its nature) "push down" was not 

required by Nevada and may not have taken place, Nevada specifically contacted every 

consultant on its team in the interim between DOE's Motion and this Response and received in 

response the unanimous assurance of those consultants that their delivery of Documentary 

Material and certifications of compliance had in fact, as they had been instructed, included any 

Documentary Material in the possession of their helpers, assistants, or associates (Lynch 

Declaration).  

B. DOE's Absence of Such a Good Faith Effort 

Looking to the millions of documents it provided on its LSN database, DOE speculates 

that Nevada could not possibly have as few Documentary Materials as it has offered up on its 
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LSN certification.  DOE errs in predicating on the size of its own 3.5 million document database 

the assertion that Nevada's is unduly small.  First of all, all parties have realized for many years 

that the LSN database of DOE (responsible for site characterization, site recommendation, and 

License Application ("LA") production) would be by far the largest of any participant database.  

Second, it is axiomatic that other participants will largely rely upon the LSN database of DOE 

during their participation in the licensing proceeding; since the NRC has wisely adopted a 

provision precluding the necessity of placing duplicate documents on the LSN, this factor 

automatically results in a substantial reduction of what otherwise might be on the databases of 

the other participants.  But finally, and most of all, DOE's rote speculation based on comparative 

database size ignores the facts that Nevada's LSN database is a consequence of its careful 

application of the regulations and the definition of Documentary Material (supra), while the 

enormous size of DOE's apparent benchmark for measurement – its own LSN database – is 

enormously bloated by the fact that DOE, in a bad faith effort to save time and money, dumped 

huge quantities of non-Documentary Material on its LSN database (infra). 

Nevada acknowledges that, in seeking to apply the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 2 and 

particularly the definition of Documentary Material in Section 2.1001 (and to include documents 

which met those prerequisites but exclude those which did not), it did not aspire to employ the 

same quantum of good faith or bad faith which DOE did in its initial recertification last October.  

This is because DOE obviously failed to implement the most basic requirement of good faith in 

this context:  specifically, reviewing each potential LSN document and determining whether it 

did or did not constitute Documentary Material as defined by the NRC's regulations.  Had DOE 

done a good faith implementation of LSN requirements, it could not conceivably have included 

(to this day) documents on its LSN database such as: 
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1. Duplicates:  

As NRC observed in adopting a regulation which precluded a necessity for any party 

putting on its LSN any duplicate of a document already on any other LSN database, “[t]herefore, 

the final amendment to section 2.1003(a)(1) allows an LSN participant to avoid loading a 

document created by another LSN participant if that document has already been made available 

by the LSN participant who created the document or on whose behalf the document was 

created.”  69 Fed. Reg. 113 at 32842 (2004) 

A simple example of DOE's conduct in this regard results from a search of DOE's 

database under the term "colloid filtration in the volcanics."  Of the resulting 83 "hits," there are 

a total of 30 duplicates, including 16 in a row which, when viewed, turn out to be identical 

documents.  (The search result is attached as Exhibit 2 to this Response; duplicate documents 

are marked with an arrow.)  DOE's LSN database contains tens of thousands of duplicates; these 

are not Documentary Material required to be on the LSN.   

2. Old Obsolete Documents:   

A search of DOE's LSN database for documents predating 1990 yields tens of thousands 

of hits.  Intuitively, one suspects that not all are Documentary Material.  This is indeed the case.  

Examples include  

DN2002476639 (1982 purchase requisition from Battelle) 

DN2002476647 (meeting agenda for a "leak sip" meeting at Hanford in 1978) 

DN2000051242 (a 1977 justification of a "non-competitive procurement from 

Westinghouse) 

DN2002404914 (lead auditor record from October 21, 1976) 

DN2001633123 (1978 discussion of drilling salt dome in Louisiana) 
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The concept that documents over 30 years old on irrelevant subjects constitute 

Documentary Material in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 2 is ludicrous.  There are thousands of these 

on DOE's LSN. 

3. Emails Containing No Content: 

Examples of such emails are attached as Exhibits 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3.  In addition, DOE's 

"header" for the fourth document is attached as Exhibit 3-4 because it shows the title recited in 

the LSN database for the particular email is "N."  Beyond these and similar examples, which are 

legion, there are a large number of empty email transmittals, i.e., an email which purports to 

attach some document being forwarded to someone else at the project, but with no attachment.  

The problem is not the missing attachment, which may be located elsewhere on the LSN; the 

problem is that a mere one-line transmittal email is simply not Documentary Material, and 

thousands of them should not be cluttering up the LSN.  An email with no content can neither be 

relied on (DM-1) nor does it fail to support any party's position (DM-2) nor is it a report or study 

(DM-3).   

4. Jokes, Cartoons, and Personal Messages: 

There are a vast number of emails on DOE's LSN transmitting every conceivable kind of 

joke, cartoon, or other personal commentary, including restaurant menus, recipes, prayers, 

political commentary, movie reviews, etc.  Some examples of these include the following (with 

only the first few attached as Exhibits 4-1 through 4-7, there being no need to belabor the 

obvious):   

• LSN No. DN2002350283 – (email transmitting photograph of large carved 
pumpkin vomiting in toilet) (Response Ex. 4-1) 

• LSN No. DN2001478428 – (cartoon of Santa pooping down chimney, "How To 
Tell You've Been Really Bad") (Response Ex. 4-2) 
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• LSN Participant Accession No. ALA.20050603.0291 – (humorous outcome of 
husband purchasing sheer negligee at Frederick's of Hollywood) (Response Ex. 4-
3) 

• LSN Participant Accession No. ALD.20040612.3414 – (DOE officials, including 
Carol Hanlon, Jean Younker, April Gil, et al., debate on the comparative merits of 
geologists versus engineers as husbands) (Response Ex. 4-4) 

• LSN Participant Accession No. ALD.20050302.6581 – (discussion of the proper 
ingredients for a steak marinade recipe) (Response Ex. 4-5) 

• LSN Participant Accession No. ALA.20050323.9472 – (lengthy email string 
debating the merits of various movies available to attend on the coming weekend) 
(Response Ex. 4-6) 

• LSN Participant Accession No. ALA.20061221.0692 – (lengthy prayer in the 
form of a chain, "pass this message to eight people . . .") (Response Ex. 4-7) 

• LSN Participant Accession No. ALA.20050531.4128 – (email about man who 
shoots wife in Paris but falls in the river; jury finds him guilty, but "inSeine") 

• LSN Participant Accession No. ALD.20040612.5463 – (words to song about 
YMP set to the music of "Green Acres is the place to be") 

• LSN Participant Accession No. ALA.20070710.0102 – (numerous jokes 
regarding "kids view on marriage") 

• LSN Participant Accession No. ALA.20070710.0152 – (man eating ham 
sandwich accidentally eats baby residue instead of mustard) 

• LSN Participant Accession No. ALA.20070710.0019 – (woman mistakes 
mechanic for husband; erotic consequences) 

• LSN Participant Accession No. ALA.20070710.0215 – (how to shower like a 
woman/man) 

• LSN Participant Accession No. ALA.20050818.4404 – (copy of menu from 
Italian restaurant) 

• LSN Participant Accession No. ALG.20040618.2435 – (philosophical rant from 
professed "devout postmodernist") 

• LSN Participant Accession No. ALF.20040618.3982 – (helicopter/shark attack 
photo) 

• LSN Participant Accession No. ALD.20050315.5082 – (woman ties ribbon 
around testicles of dog, then husband to stop both from snoring) 
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The point of the foregoing examples is not to feign horror at personal exchanges, some of 

them quite amusing, nor is it to observe how taxpayer dollars are being misspent on the job by 

DOE employees and contractors who have managed to spend in excess of $1 million every 

single day for the last five years (since DOE's Site Recommendation), still without producing a 

License Application ("LA") or many of the critical documents prerequisite thereto.  The real 

point is the measure of good faith, the measure of sincere effort, and the measure of 

conscientiousness displayed by DOE staff and its LSN contractor in allowing the foregoing 

examples and thousands more like them (this is not a case of few isolated examples "slipping 

under the radar") to be displayed on DOE's LSN database as "Documentary Material."  

The point is that not a single one of the foregoing examples – the duplicates, the old 

obsolete documents, the emails containing no content, or the humor and personal emails 

constitute Documentary Material.  As to the prevalence of such material?  The examples given in 

this section were all located during a review of less than one-tenth of one percent of DOE's 

total database of 3.5 million documents.   

Good faith in creating one's LSN database requires a sincere expenditure of time and 

effort in a quest to follow the directives of 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart J, and particularly the 

definitions therein of "Documentary Material," to review every potential candidate document, 

and to make a thoughtful decision with respect to each whether it is or is not Documentary 

Material.  Nevada did this, in the exercise of utmost good faith.  DOE obviously did not do so, 

which may help to explain the relatively large number of documents it certified. 

There is one final category of non-Documentary Material, which DOE has nonetheless 

placed on its LSN, which undoubtedly comprises at least hundreds of thousands of pages.  This 

volume of documents was placed on the LSN intentionally by DOE, and not as a consequence of 

some mere negligence or oversight.  The decision by DOE to dump onto its LSN every draft and 
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revision of every technical document (by definition not Documentary Material) was discussed by 

DOE counsel at the July 12, 2005 PAPO hearing.  Given the somewhat complex definition of 

"circulated drafts" (which are Documentary Material), Judge Karlin asked:  "Can I ask, do you 

have any circulated drafts that you're going to be putting on the LSN, not of the license 

application, necessarily, but of any other reports and other documents?"  DOE's response:  "[W]e 

made this decision, Judge Karlin, with respect to the underlying technical documents, like the 

reports and studies, and analyses and AMRs, that we could have gone through -- I mean, all these 

documents go through a lot of drafting iterations, as you might imagine. And we could have gone 

through and said this one is not a circulated draft, this one is not, this is not, this one is not. We 

also recognize though that was, in part, going to be a very time-consuming and expensive 

process, and we said well, we have these drafts in our record compilation system. We're not 

culling them out because they do or do not meet the definition of circulated draft, so we are 

voluntarily producing many, many drafts of these technical underlying documents so people can 

see the development of the science. You don't need to see the draft license application. We're 

going to be producing all the details, warts and all, for the development of the science on the 

project" (Ex. 5). 

The Commission has found in this proceeding that the only drafts that are Documentary 

Material are circulated drafts (NRC Memorandum and Order dated February 2, 2006).  DOE has 

itself instructed its personnel in its LSN guidance that drafts are not Documentary Material and 

not to be included on the LSN (see Ex. 1 at 3). 

It may be that DOE considered the exclusion of such non-Documentary Material to be a 

"very time-consuming and expensive process."  The fact remains, the dumping of all the drafts 

and the many other foregoing categories of non-Documentary Material discussed above on its 
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LSN by DOE has had the effect of making the system unwieldy and difficult or impossible to 

utilize by any reasonable person and is the antithesis of good faith. 

III. DOE HAS FAILED TO IDENTIFY A SINGLE ITEM OF DOCUMENTARY 
MATERIAL MISSING FROM NEVADA'S LSN DATABASE; ITS ATTEMPT TO 
IDENTIFY THREE SUCH DOCUMENTS UTTERLY FAILS 

 
Aside from DOE's vague speculation that Nevada's LSN database "is not large enough," 

and its erroneous suggestions that every email, every comment, and every bit of work product 

developed by a member of Nevada's licensing team must somehow be Documentary Material, 

DOE finally identifies three specific documents which it contends are Documentary Material, but 

which it claims Nevada supposedly excluded from its database.  Had DOE been correct, this was 

a shortcoming Nevada could and would have remedied instantly, if informed.  However, DOE 

did not meet and confer in good faith, did not reveal that its motion would contend these 

documents were missing, and accordingly, did not make any effort to resolve the issue of these 

allegedly missing documents.   

The three documents DOE contends are Documentary Material supposedly missing from 

Nevada's LSN database are these: 

1 –  Memorandum by Michael Thorne on volcanic probability calculations (DOE 

Motion p. 20) 

2 – A report on the first phase of "cheeseball experiments" performed in China (DOE 

Motion p. 21) 

3 –  Dr. Thorne's "White Paper" on corrosion issues (id.)  

Unfortunately, as DOE would have promptly learned if it had conferred in good faith 

prior to filing its motion, all three documents asserted as missing by DOE are in fact 

Documentary Material, but none are missing and in fact each was prominently placed on 

Nevada's LSN database.  In its haste to accuse Nevada, DOE engaged in faulty and incomplete 
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research, leading to erroneous conclusions (again, easily remedied if DOE had but asked the 

question).  The circumstances of each document are set out below. 

The first document is "Michael Thorne's memo on volcanic probability calculations" 

(DOE Motion p. 20).  DOE believed it "discovered" the existence of such a memo by Dr. Thorne 

based on its observing a reference by Dr. Eugene Smith to a Thorne memo on volcanic 

probability calculations.  DOE proceeded to conduct a search of the LSN collection in its words 

"for documents with Thorne as author and the word 'volcanic' in text."  DOE did not come up 

with the referenced memo.  Apparently failing to notice that Dr. Smith's reference neither 

capitalized nor put in quotation marks the words "volcanic probability calculations," which were 

simply his shorthand rendition of the subject of Dr. Thorne's memo, DOE conducted a search 

which was fatally too narrow.  In fact, Dr. Thorne's memo on volcanic probability calculations is 

entitled "Dyke (English spelling) Intersection Probabilities" and is dated August 24, 2004, 

precisely one week before Dr. Smith's August 31, 2004 mention of its existence (in DOE Ex. O-

60).  Indeed, Dr. Thorne's August 24 memo was specifically addressed to Dr. Smith.  It was and 

is contained in the Nevada LSN database collection with participant accession number 

NEV5000131.   

The second document DOE claims as Documentary Material supposedly missing from 

Nevada's LSN is "the first phase of the 'cheeseball experiments,'" which involved corrosion work 

done in China and reported in a December 30, 2005 report.  As authority for the conduct of such 

work and the potential for a report on its completion, DOE cites NEV5000148 at 3 (DOE Motion 

p. 21 fn.80).  That document is indeed a Nevada memorandum which refers to "the cheeseball 1 

experiments" and their findings.  Beyond that, DOE does not explain the scope of its research; 

however, the complete report regarding the findings of the first phase of the corrosion 
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experiments in China was and is on Nevada's LSN database at NEV0003684.  Nevada would 

gladly have provided this information if asked.   

The third document DOE asserts is Documentary Material supposedly missing from 

Nevada's LSN is a White Paper by Dr. Thorne on corrosion issues (DOE Motion p. 21).  As 

proof of this ostensible omission, DOE refers to a different memorandum by Dr. Thorne and an 

alleged reference in that document to the "missing" "White Paper" on corrosion issues (DOE 

Motion p. 21 fn.81).  The citation referred to by DOE in its footnote 81 is indeed a different Dr. 

Thorne memorandum which indeed reports to his intent to prepare a "White Paper."  However, 

the only "White Paper" Dr. Thorne refers to does not relate to corrosion at all.  Rather, at the 

reference and page number cited by DOE in its footnote 81, Dr. Thorne mentions "when I 

develop my 'White Paper' on uncertainties [not corrosion]" (NEV5000134 at 4).  Accordingly, 

Dr. Thorne's reference was undoubtedly to a White Paper he subsequently prepared that same 

fall entitled "The Role of Uncertainties in Defining the Proposed Standard" (Participant No. 

NEV5000145), which was and is once again found on Nevada's LSN database.  Again, this 

information and DOE's mistake would have been promptly made known to DOE had it not 

concealed the purported "issue" during its bad faith meet and confer on January 28, preceding by 

a few hours the filing of its already-prepared motion. 

DOE was required to implement a good faith consultation with Nevada before filing its 

motion.  The PAPO Board Revised Second Case Management Order ("CMO") dated July 6, 

2007, prescribed that motions will be summarily rejected by the PAPO Board if they are not 

preceded by a sincere attempt to resolve the issues and do not include the certification specified 

in 10 C.F.R. §2.323(b).  That certification, in turn, provides that a motion must be rejected if it 

does not include a certification by the moving party that it has made a sincere effort to resolve 

the issues raised in the motion and that the "movant's efforts to resolve the issue(s) have been 
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unsuccessful."  DOE does not include the foregoing language in its inadequate certification; it 

does not do so because it simply did not comply with this requirement.  Nevada's counsel entered 

the conference with the resolution that any Documentary Material specifically identified by DOE 

as lacking in Nevada's LSN database would be promptly provided.  Nevada purposely stated this 

position at least five times during the conference, so that there could be no ground for the 

assertion that any specific document was being refused or that an "impasse" would ever be 

reached.  Even if all three documents cited by DOE were missing (which they were not), 

Nevada's counsel would have promptly provided them and thus avoided the necessity for their 

being the subject of this motion.  Had DOE identified the documents which would become the 

subject of the claim of "missing," Nevada would either have provided them, or in this case, 

advised DOE that they were already on Nevada's database.  The point, then, is not that DOE 

could have avoided the embarrassment of making a motion demanding three documents be made 

available on Nevada's LSN which are already on Nevada's LSN; rather, the point is that if DOE 

had conferred in good faith, such assertions would not have been brought to PAPO in the first 

place. 

IV. DOE'S POSITIONS WITH RESPECT TO ESTIMATES OF DOCUMENTARY 
MATERIAL AND CONTENTIONS ARE DEMONSTRABLY FRIVOLOUS 

 
A. The Alleged Estimate of 100,000 LSN Documents 

Apparently determined to repetitiously make a point which is weak at best, DOE brings 

up in its Motion three separate times (pp. 2, 6, 29) a very rough, bounding estimate of the 

possible size of its LSN collection given by Nevada at a time when it had not yet tapped all its 

sources of Documentary Material.  In a May 4, 2005 PAPO hearing, with the LSN Administrator 

present, and with the potential burden under consideration of his need to incorporate into the 

NRC's centralized LSN possibly millions of documents of the parties, the Board inquired of each 

party an estimate of the size of its ultimate LSN collection.  Because the LSN Administrator can 
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spider only 30,000 documents per day, an estimate of a million documents would translate into 

approximately two months' work for the Administrator.  Each party was surveyed, with DOE 

predicting an LSN collection of 3.5 million documents (May 4, 2005 PAPO Transcript at 10).  

When asked, Nevada stated "We don't have our arms around the total collection, but we're 

talking in probably terms of hundred thousand range, rather than millions."  Id. at 8.  The import 

of this for the Administrator would be a level of confidence that spidering Nevada's ultimate 

collection would take less than one week of his time.   

DOE, in its motion, seeks to elevate the significance and formality of this gross estimate, 

referring to "the documents Nevada told this Board it would make available on the LSN" 

(Motion p. 2); arguing that "Nevada has never revised that estimate" (without mentioning why in 

the world anyone would think that necessary) (Motion p. 6); and finally, portraying it as proof of 

some imagined Nevada misconduct by arguing that "the incompleteness of Nevada's production 

is further apparent when the small number of documents Nevada has made available is 

contrasted to Nevada's representation about the expected size of its LSN collection" (Motion p. 

29).  DOE can ill afford to equate estimates with binding commitments.  

Besides, the inaccuracy of DOE's estimates of the size of its own LSN collection is 

stunning by comparison.  On September 19, 1999, DOE submitted an estimate to the LSN 

Administrator predicting that DOE's total LSN document collection would be comprised of only 

10,000 documents totaling about 100,000 pages of textual material (Ex. 6).  DOE never changed 

this estimate until prodded to do so by Mr. Graser in March 2003 (Ex. 7).  Finally, in April 2003, 

DOE disclosed a new estimate of three to four million documents composed of 27.5 million to 

36.5 million pages (Ex. 8).  Considering the capacity of Mr. Graser's spidering system, DOE's 

estimate accordingly jumped, overnight, from a requirement of one-third of one day's work for 

Mr. Graser to between 100 and 133 days' work.  Indeed, at the time, Mr. Graser was calculating 
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his capacity at 100,000 documents per week and warned Mr. Ziegler that DOE's estimate meant 

"it will take the LSN software forty (40) weeks to spider and index four million documents" (Ex. 

9).   DOE's three-four million document estimate was reiterated again on February 27, 2004 (Ex. 

10) and again on April 30, 2004 (Ex. 11).  Then, incredibly, four days later, DOE radically 

changed its estimate to only one million documents (Ex. 12).  Finally, on June 30, 2004, DOE 

certified its initial LSN database, which contained two million documents (two million 

documents fewer than the formal, written estimates it had given over and over until May 4, but 

one million documents more than the estimate it gave that day).  Put in other terms, DOE's 

estimated collection fluctuated between four million, one million, and then two million, all in a 

60-day period.  In short, DOE is the last party who should complain about the accuracy of LSN 

document number estimates! 

Nevada's informal "ballpark" estimate is insignificant and irrelevant by comparison.  It is 

insignificant because of the context in which the verbal estimate was made, and with the 

accompanying caveat, it provided the reasonable information Mr. Graser needed – that at most 

his spidering the Nevada LSN collection would take him a week or less.  It is irrelevant because, 

unlike DOE (whose document collection came up two million documents short largely because 

DOE intentionally determined not to review millions of emails), the assertion has not been made, 

and cannot be made that Nevada failed to review all its potential documents in assessing their 

LSN worthiness and creating its database (Fitzpatrick Declaration).  One can only wonder what 

the point is of DOE's repetitious argument about an informal oral estimate given by Nevada 

some two and a half years before the time of its initial certification.  Nevada cannot fabricate 

documents which do not now exist to satisfy DOE's feigned concern about a Nevada document 

shortfall.  It may be DOE's practice to make up information; but it is not Nevada's (e.g., a DOE 

contractor stated "I don't have a clue when these programs were installed.  So I've made up the 
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dates and names . . . this is as good as it's going to get.  If they need more proof I will be happy 

to make up some more stuff" (Ex. 13)). 

B. Estimate About Contentions 

In a fashion similar to its exaggerated discussion of the early Nevada estimate of LSN 

Documentary Material, DOE likewise trumpets its discovery in a newspaper article (DOE Ex. F) 

quoting Nevada official Robert Loux as offhandedly stating, "Nevada plans to file 'thousands' of 

contentions, or objections, during formal repository licensing hearings the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission is expected to hold."  On its face, the article talks about future planning and not 

existing Documentary Material.  DOE also purported to quote a public statement by Nevada's 

Mr. Loux regarding a couple of thousand draft contentions.  Assuming DOE's purported 

quotation of Mr. Loux in its Motion (p. 3 fn.11) was accurate (which Nevada does not concede), 

DOE's argument in its Motion distorts that purported quote.  While DOE's footnote quotes Mr. 

Loux as talking about Nevada having "drafted" contentions, DOE's Motion recklessly uses the 

words "has already prepared" contentions.  Moreover, what it refers to as "testimony" by Mr. 

Loux was simply an informal statement, unsworn.  The real point, however, is not DOE's effort 

to "spin" every argument, relying on misstatement, distortion, and speculation.  The important 

point is that when Mr. Loux spoke of Nevada's plans to prepare contentions, or even if he 

actually had discussed "drafts" of contentions, he was simply not (as DOE would have PAPO 

believe) referring to anything but preliminary draft contentions (Fitzpatrick Declaration; Thorne 

Declaration).   

Referring again to DOE's own exhibits, Mr. Loux elsewhere stated some of the detailed 

information required to be included in final contentions to be submitted to NRC.  He spoke of 

how Nevada must "provide NRC with a specific statement of every issue it wishes to raise in the 

licensing hearing (contentions), together with specification of every source it intends to rely upon 
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in sufficient detail to convince NRC there is a genuine issue for a hearing.  I understand if a 

contention fails to meet NRC's extremely stringent pleading requirements, there will be no 

discovery, evidentiary hearing, or adjudicatory decision on the issue" (DOE Ex. B at 3 (italics in 

original)).  Mr. Loux further explained his understanding that "to be admitted for purposes of the 

hearing, contentions must be submitted at the outset of the proceeding and must set forth 

Nevada's case on each issue with particularity.  Contentions must include available and relevant 

alleged facts, data, analyses, and expert opinion and must indicate all alleged law violations" 

(DOE Ex. D at 3).   

None of these explanations of the detailed work prerequisite to composing a final 

contention apparently fazed DOE in the least.  Instead (as in the case of the so-called 100,000 

document estimate, supra), DOE returned again and again to its supposed "find."  Thus, DOE 

states (Motion p. 14):  "Nevada says it has prepared 'thousands' of contentions. . . .  Yet, 

Nevada’s LSN collection does not appear to contain those thousands of contentions."  DOE goes 

back to the well yet a third time (Motion p. 33):  "Nevada has publicly pronounced that it has 

prepared 'thousands' of contentions" (emphasis added).   

The fact is that Nevada does not have a single final contention (Fitzpatrick Declaration).  

The fact is that Nevada does not have a single "circulated draft" contention (Fitzpatrick 

Declaration).  To the extent that Nevada has been able, in some areas, to attempt to begin 

preliminary draft contentions, DOE has seen an exemplar thereof and has referred to it in its 

Motion (p. 15, referring to DOE Ex. P at 19-24).  These preliminary draft exemplars, each 

containing a few bulletized sentences, fall far short of what a "contention" must ultimately 

contain.  (They happen to be included in Nevada's LSN collection because they were contained 

in what Nevada considered to be a report or study, not because preliminary draft contentions 

themselves were Documentary Material.)   
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DOE quotes Nevada as stating that its LSN collection would include, at the time of its 

initial certification, the contentions Mr. Loux referred to as being in draft form.  The discussion 

in the PAPO hearing cited by DOE specifically referred to Type 3 Documentary Material (i.e., 

circulated draft documents and final documents) only.  Judge Karlin inquired whether Nevada 

would have circulated drafts of contentions, and whether such circulated draft contentions would 

be made available.  Nevada offered that circulated drafts of all contentions and final versions of 

all contentions would be made available on the LSN (7/12/2005 PAPO Tr. 473).  Contrary to 

DOE's misstatement, Nevada did not promise to have non-existent Documentary Material on the 

LSN "when it certified its LSN collection" (DOE Motion p. 14).  The embryonic state of 

Nevada's formulation of preliminary draft contentions is best understood by a careful reading of 

the lengthy Supplemental Declaration of Mike Thorne.  In addition to explaining the 

unavailability of information prerequisite to formulation of contentions, Dr. Thorne attempts in 

his Declaration to correct yet another intentional misstatement of the record by DOE.  Thus, 

DOE's Motion quotes something written by Dr. Thorne as being impressed with the content and 

utility (for Nevada's experts) of the TSPA-SEIS made available by DOE only a week before its 

LSN certification on October 19.  The only problem is that Dr. Thorne wrote the quoted 

comments prior to DOE's release of the TSPA-SEIS, speculating as to the value he hoped it 

might have.  While Dr. Thorne's comments thoroughly detail Nevada's inability to prepare 

contentions and the limited value of DOE's TSPA-SEIS, a few excerpts serve to highlight 

Nevada's response:   

• [T]he LSN is simply missing critical documents that anyone performing this 
analysis would need to have in order to frame contentions. 

• The LSN does not include the "total systems performance assessment" for the 
License Application (the "TSPA-LA").  This is an incredibly complex model that 
in essence compiles over 100 other models so that inputs (which we have not 
seen), are run through a system (which we do not have), to achieve outputs (which 
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we have not been provided) ostensibly to fall within an exposure standard (which 
the Environmental Protection Agency and the Commission is yet to promulgate). 

• [E]ven if we knew every piece DOE was planning to use as part of its TSPA-LA 
(and we do not), without the TSPA-LA Analysis and Model Report ("AMR"), the 
pieces are not assembled.  This makes it impossible to know what point is being 
made from a particular analysis, whether it will matter in any significant way to 
the ultimate conclusion, or what way it will matter.   It is impossible for Nevada 
to guess what DOE’s TSPA-LA will ultimately look like, guess what the inputs 
are, guess what the outputs will be, and explain why it is flawed.  And, of course, 
having a complete TSPA-LA would not allow us to evaluate a pre-closure safety 
analysis or retrieval plan that does not exist. 

• In October 2007, DOE released a Total Systems Performance Assessment for its 
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (the "TSPA-SEIS").  Because we 
did not (and still do not) have the TSPA-LA that DOE will use for its licensing 
application, the experts working for Nevada took some time to examine the 
TSPA-SEIS and are continuing with that examination.  We are engaging in this 
effort because the TSPA-SEIS is as close an indicator as DOE has provided us of 
how it might go about potentially structuring its TSPA-LA. 

• The TSPA-SEIS, however, does not tell you what will be in the TSPA-LA, . . . 

• DOE’s repeated statement that Nevada has already "prepared ‘thousands’ of 
contentions," DOE Opp. at 4, 30; DOE Motion at 3, is not true.  Nevada expects 
that this case may well require thousands of contentions, and has tried its best to 
prepare preliminary drafts of contentions.  But the lack of information on, and 
guesswork required to analyze, the LSN makes framing focused or meaningful 
contentions impossible. 

• [A]lthough Nevada began assembling a team in 2001, it took considerable time to 
retain the large number of experts necessary for this project.  Second, assembling 
a team is not the same as conducting meaningful analysis.  There were no 
documents on the LSN, until June 30, 2004 and 2.1 million documents were not 
made available to any experts until April 2007.  The TSPA-SEIS that DOE 
discusses at length in its brief is a document we received in October 2007.  More 
importantly, not only has our work, therefore been limited in time (especially 
compared to the 18 years that DOE has been working on this project), none of this 
work has allowed Nevada to draft focused or meaningful contentions. 

• DOE quotes a paragraph from a memorandum about a meeting I had with NRC 
Staff on the TSPA and TPA in which I said (before Nevada obtained copy of the 
TSPA-SEIS) that it would be advantageous for Nevada and NRC staff to obtain it, 
because it was "reasonable to suppose" that the TSPA-SEIS "resembles closely 
the version that will become the TSPA-LA" (emphasis added).  As I went on to 
explain in the same meeting memorandum, the fact the TSPA-SEIS resembles the 
"version" being used in the TSPA-LA, does not mean it predicts what the TSPA-
LA will contain . . . 
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• It is emphasised that none of this documentation is, as yet present on the LSN.  
Furthermore, the only document that can reasonably be used to guess at some 
of the approaches that may be adopted is Appendix F of the TSPA-SEIS.  This 
is a very high-level overview of, possibly, non-Q calculations that are likely to 
be substantially revised for the TSPA-LA, so it cannot be used as an adequate 
basis for evaluating the technical arguments and calculation procedures that 
will underpin the License Application. 

As in the case of DOE's distortions relating to Nevada "promising" a database of 

Documentary Material approximating 100,000 items, DOE has likewise distorted the record in a 

vain attempt here to suggest that there exist contentions in the possession of Nevada which are 

Documentary Material and which ought to have been, but are not, on its LSN.  Once again, DOE 

is wrong. 

V. DOE ACCUSES NEVADA OF PRODUCING LIMITED DOCUMENTARY 
MATERIAL, IGNORING ITS OWN INTENTIONAL ACTIONS CALCULATED 
TO DEFEAT NEVADA'S EFFORT 

 
DOE's motion attempts to paint a picture of a large Nevada team, focused for years and 

years on the review of DOE information and preparation of Nevada's licensing position:  

"Nevada has been specifically preparing its positions for the Yucca Mountain licensing 

proceeding since at least 2001.  Nevada hired outside counsel in September, 2001, and thereafter 

identified a group of at least 25 experts for the proceeding" (DOE Motion p. 2).  DOE goes on to 

talk of "the seven years Nevada’s licensing counsel and experts have been preparing for the 

licensing proceeding--and the countless communications they have had" (id. at 15) and states, "A 

significant amount of the work by Nevada’s experts, consultants, and contractors over the years 

has been the critique of DOE’s various reports, studies and other technical work product 

concerning Yucca Mountain.  Id.   

The reality is altogether different, however, as a direct consequence of DOE's calculated 

concealment of its relevant Documentary Material.  DOE again ignores the truth revealed by 

documents which DOE attaches to its own motion.  Thus, for example, DOE's Exhibit A (Report 
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and Recommendations of the Nevada Commission on Nuclear Projects) indeed discusses the 

team of experts assembled by Nevada to assist in its effort to prepare for the licensing 

proceeding.  DOE failed to note the report's complaint:  "One of the most important - and 

frustrating - areas of the State's pre-licensing activities has been gaining access to current 

information and technical materials on the Yucca Mountain repository facility and system design 

being proposed for licensing and on DOE's key performance models and related information 

essential for licensing.  DOE has, to date, refused to provide information on the current 

repository design and models used to assess repository system performance . . ." (DOE Ex. A at 

32) (emphasis added). 

Similarly, DOE apparently missed the urgent plea Nevada Governor Guinn made to 

Energy Secretary Bodman when it cited the Governor's November 20, 2006 correspondence 

(DOE Ex. K).  Governor Guinn pointed out that after the time of DOE's June 30, 2004 initial 

certification, "2,123,265 additional documents have been turned over to the LSN administrator."  

Id. at 1.  Governor Guinn's critical point:  "I am deeply concerned that the two million-plus 

documents provided since 2004, and subsequently indexed by the LSN administrator, under 

instruction by the department, have not been made publicly available on the LSN."  Id. at 2.  

Governor Guinn went on to point out that the withheld information is critical to an understanding 

of the planned repository system, but that the documentation "has literally been 'embargoed' by 

the department."  Id.   

Governor Guinn observed that, on instruction of the Department, the LSN Administrator, 

literally with the flip of a switch, could make these additional two million-plus documents 

publicly available for pre-application review by Nevada.  He went on:  "It is needlessly punitive 

and nothing short of tragic to withhold such information from the public and these important 

entities and parties when it can so easily be made available."  Id.  Bearing in mind the team of 
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experts engaged by Nevada to prepare for the licensing proceeding, the Governor insisted there 

was no justification for DOE withholding access to these documents now, "when the task of 

reviewing them is so overwhelming."  Id. at 2.   

DOE continued to forbid the LSN Administrator to release the approximately 2.1 million 

documents which it had concealed from public availability, despite the fact that they were 

complete and had been turned over the LSN Administrator by September 2005 (Ex. 14).  When 

DOE belatedly decided to release the documents, DOE's self-serving press release at the time 

(April 30, 2007 PR) bragged "today's early disclosure of additional documentary material in 

advance of DOE's LSN certification is intended to facilitate and expedite the Yucca Mountain 

licensing proceeding and to assist the NRC Staff, the State of Nevada, and potential parties to the 

Yucca Mountain proceeding in their review of DOE's documentary material" (Ex. 15; emphasis 

added).  DOE's press release is hypocritical in the extreme, in that DOE had withheld the very 

documents which Nevada's team needed the most for years, for the simple reason that it could 

do so.  The transcript of a PAPO hearing held May 4, 2005, is revealing, with respect to DOE's 

concealment of information.  At the time of that hearing, DOE counsel estimated that it intended 

to recertify its LSN collection within two or three months, before August 2005 or "certainly" 

before September 2005 (Tr. 9).  That is no doubt why DOE's accumulation of documents in the 

hands of the LSN Administrator had reached the 3.5 million document level by September 2005 

(Ex. 14).  But when DOE's planned schedule for filing its LA changed, and its concomitant, 

lockstep LSN certification schedule changed, DOE made the decision to nonetheless conceal that 

vast quantity of Documentary Material (already identified, placed in the hands of the LSN 

Administrator, and spidered) from those who wished to and needed to review it.  Thus, until the 

day of its belated April 30, 2007 release of 2.1 million additional documents, the status 

remained:  not a page of Documentary Material had been made available since June 30, 2004; 
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obviously, all documents which had been made available at that time predated June 2004; and 

the additional 2.1 million documents critical to NRC, Nevada, and the other potential parties, had 

been withheld by DOE for a full two years and ten months! 

Thus stymied, the Nevada team was deprived of access to the most relevant information 

which it needed to review and assimilate.  DOE's posturing in this motion to the effect that 

Nevada has had a large group of individuals working non-stop for the past eight years is simply 

fiction.  By way of example (Fitzpatrick Declaration), Dr. Mike Thorne, who is the technical 

coordinator of the Nevada licensing expert team, and who is one of the State's most productive 

and prodigious asset, averaged only 17 billable hours per month during the four-year period from 

the time of his engagement in April 2003 until the time of DOE's April 30, 2007 release of 

additional information, only nine months ago.  This statistic illustrates two other points which 

DOE either does not understand, or understands but intentionally misleads the PAPO Board 

about.  Specifically, Nevada has not "had a team in place for seven or eight years."  Rather, Mr. 

Egan's law firm was hired at the tail end of 2001, and began at that time to assemble a team of 

world-class experts which took a considerable amount of time to accomplish (note Dr. Thorne's 

engagement was in April 2003).   

Second, the idea that, at any time, there is a group of Nevada full-time employees 

working day and night producing Documentary Material, is likewise erroneous.  Each of the 

members of Nevada's expert consultant team are "weekend warriors" in the sense that every 

single one of them has a list of clients for whom he or she currently performs work in addition to 

delegating some time for Nevada work, primarily based upon the unavailability of relevant 

documentation from DOE and budgeting.  Thus, it can be seen that DOE's intentional 

concealment of information which was ready and placed in the hands of the LSN Administrator, 
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but with instructions not to make it publicly available, had the precise effect desired by DOE:  to 

obstruct the effort of Nevada's team to prepare for licensing for three critical years.   

In a classic analogy to the situation of a boy who kills his parents and then complains of 

being an orphan, DOE has intentionally impeded the effort of Nevada's team, and now complains 

of its alleged shortage of work product.  DOE's motion repeatedly accuses Nevada of bad faith in 

not producing work product which DOE's calculated bad faith prevented Nevada from preparing. 

VI. DOE'S MOTION AS A WHOLE IS A COMPENDIUM OF SPECULATION, 
UNSUPPORTED CONCLUSORY STATEMENTS, MISSTATEMENTS OF 
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS, AND DISTORTIONS OF, AND 
MISLEADING USE OF, FACTS 

 
In addition to the foregoing discussions of specific dispositive points, Nevada is 

constrained to point out some examples where DOE's motion is comprised of pure speculation, 

conclusory statements, and distortion of regulatory requirements and facts.  When one reads 

DOE's motion, what jumps out as obvious regarding its premise (that Nevada's LSN database is 

somehow wanting) is a total absence of any evidence or proof.  The following are a few uncited 

and utterly unsupported examples:   

Page 4:   . . . there is an extraordinarily small number of emails. 

Nevada’s production of so few emails is remarkable.  

It is unclear why Nevada’s production of documents is so limited,  

Page 5: Regardless of the explanation, the end-result of Nevada’s actions is 
reflected in Nevada’s LSN collection, and that end-result is deficient.  

Page 7: The absence of documents associated with Nevada’s experts further 
evidences the insufficiency of Nevada’s November, 2006 production.  

Page 15: It is improbable that . . . 

Page 16: It cannot be that . . .  

There particularly ought to be . . .  

Nevada’s LSN collection is self-evidently missing documentary material 
from Nevada’s team of licensing experts.  
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Page 18-19: It also reveals that Dr. Thorne has been following development of the 
TSPA, . . . 

Page 21: . . . it is clear that Dr. Thorne and his colleagues regularly communicate by 
email and by memoranda. 

Page 23: The work product of other consultants and contractors to Nevada and its 
team of experts appears to be altogether absent from Nevada’s LSN 
collection.  

Nevada has reportedly engaged more recently personnel in China. . . .  
Yet, Nevada’s LSN collection contains no work product by these persons, 
. . . 

Dr. Smith engaged Terry Plank of Boston University to assist in the 
analysis of DOE’s volcanic model starting in 2005. Nevada’s LSN 
collection contains no documents authored by or sent to Professor Plank. 

Page 24: Dr. Thorne makes reference to a Serco Assurance Limited . . .  Nevada’s 
LSN collection has no documents attributed to Serco Assurance Limited in 
their bibliographic headers.  

Page 27: . . . it is a certainty that Mr. Frishman has created and received hundreds of 
technical and scientific documents concerning Yucca Mountain . . . 

Page 29: Nevada’s LSN production does not qualify as a substantial, good faith 
effort to make available Nevada’s documentary material.  

First, the small number of documents Nevada has made available, standing 
alone, reflects an incomplete production.  

It is not credible that . . . Nevada has generated so few documents meeting 
the definition of documentary material. 

Page 30: The absence of email is particularly surprising . . .   

Page 31: Nevada cannot plausibly maintain . . .  

Nevada has not made a substantial good faith effort given its lack of 
diligence to identify its documentary material.  

it then appears . . . seemingly advised . . . does not appear . . . does not 
appear to  

Page 32: That does not appear . . .  

As has been illustrated supra, DOE frequently quotes statements out of context, while 

ignoring more relevant and dispositive statements in the very same exhibits from which DOE has 
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quoted.  DOE's analysis casually assumes that all Nevada emails are Documentary Material; but 

they are not.  DOE casually assumes that all Nevada comments on another's work are 

Documentary Material; but they are not.  DOE casually assumes that any preliminary draft 

contention which a Nevada expert may have drafted is Documentary Material; but it is not.  

Indeed, DOE apparently assumes that everything any individual on the Nevada licensing team 

ever put in writing is Documentary Material; but DOE is wrong.   

DOE even calculatedly omits the initial capital letters in discussing the phrase 

"Documentary Material," apparently hoping this Board will not notice that the Documentary 

Material required by 10 C.F.R. Part 2 to be made publicly available on the LSN is a term of art 

with a defined meaning, not applicable to every shred of paper (i.e., literal documentary material) 

a party has generated.  DOE's focus on Nevada's documents is misplaced – it should be on the 

completion of its own Documentary Material and LA, to which most of Nevada's responsive 

information will be directed.  DOE has now publicly admitted, contrary to its June 30, 2008 LA 

promises "DOE cannot set a definitive date for submittal of its License Application" (2/1/2008 

DOE 33rd Monthly Status Report to PAPO).  Yet DOE badgers Nevada for its alleged failure to 

provide DOE with all information critical of that nonexistent document! 

DOE's determination to acquire from Nevada that which does not exist lies in stark 

contrast to its diligent concealment of its own Draft LA.  DOE fought the production of its Draft 

LA before the PAPO Board and, when ordered by the Board to produce it, then appealed its 

decision to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.  DOE refused to produce it in response to a 

FOIA request and continued that fight through administrative appeals and then in the United 

States District Court.  DOE was successful in securing an order from the NRC that the Draft LA 

was not Documentary Material, and need not be placed on its LSN by DOE.  Significantly, in 

reaching its decision, the Commission rejected an argument by Nevada that, since the Draft LA 
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undoubtedly contained "information" which DOE intended to rely on in the licensing 

proceeding, that information should be on the LSN as DM-1 "reliance" information.  The NRC 

instead ruled:  "Even though language in a draft license application may be carried over into the 

final license application, should DOE seek to introduce that material in evidence, DOE will 'rely' 

on the final document, not on earlier versions, to set out its position on the issues" (2/2/2006 

Memorandum and Order of the Commission CLI-06-05 at 9).  In the same order, the 

Commission made another ruling, one that is elementary and noncontroversial, but is pertinent to 

DOE's misguided motion:  "The only drafts of any document that must be placed on the LSN are 

circulated drafts of reports and studies."  Id. at 13.   

The following are some observations with respect to specific DOE distortions or 

misleading statements of regulatory requirements or pertinent facts, beyond those which are 

decisive of DOE's motion, and which were discussed in the foregoing sections.   

DOE Assertion:  DOE states (Motion p. 2) that Nevada has received $78 million for 

Yucca research (as proof of Nevada's insufficient output of Documentary 

Material). 

DOE Omission:  The $78 million covered the 22-year period 1983 through 2004, as 

stated in the same source cited by DOE.  This amounts to less than $300,000 per 

month.  To put this amount in context, DOE was legally required to file its LA by 

October 23, 2002 (90 days after its Site Recommendation of the YMP became 

final).  DOE did not file its LA in 90 days, nor has it yet, five and a half years 

later.  Since its Site Recommendation, DOE has somehow managed to spend well 

in excess of $1 million per day (Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays included) 

without yet completing an LA, and, ostensibly, without yet completing the 

primary critical documents prerequisite to doing so (PCSA, TSPA-AMR, TSPA-
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LA, etc.).  DOE's focus on Nevada's receipt of $78 million over a 22-year period 

is accordingly no basis for criticizing Nevada for not having complete and final 

Documentary Material ready for the licensing proceeding.   

DOE Assertion:  DOE feigns surprise that "the only documentary material" [avoiding 

the use of initial capital letters] "throughout this quarter-century" of Nevada work, 

is that which appears on the LSN. 

DOE Omission:  It was not until the last few years of this "quarter-century" that Nevada 

even undertook to prepare specifically for the licensing proceeding and began the 

creation of a licensing team.  Given DOE's intentional concealment of millions of 

its own LSN documents for almost three years after their designation until their 

release in mid-2007, the amount of Documentary Material generated by Nevada is 

not surprising at all. 

DOE Assertion:  DOE's Motion (pp. 3, 7, 26) reported repeatedly on the number of 

documents found by "author" and "sent to" searches. 

DOE Omission:  DOE's searches are patently incorrect and result in meaningless 

statistics.  Using one example, its chart (Motion p. 7) and one individual Nevada 

consultant (Aaron Barkatt), DOE's error is apparent.  DOE simply searched under 

the "author" field in the Nevada database and came up with and reported 34 "hits" 

for Dr. Barkatt.  (The actual number is 37.)  More importantly, what DOE failed 

to do was to conduct a search or report its results searching all LSN databases and 

using Dr. Barkatt and the "author" field.  This would have yielded 107 "hits."  

Since Nevada is not expected to put on its LSN database duplicates of documents 

already on the LSN, there is no reason Nevada would have felt it necessary to put 

any of the 107 "hits" from other databases on its database.  Additionally, even the 
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suggested search of all databases under the "author" field would have been an 

incomplete one for the reason that "author" is not a mandatory field for LSN 

headers.  Nevada became aware of this when its own early unsuccessful LSN 

searches under "author" led to a Nevada inquiry to the LSN Administrator, who 

advised that the "author" and "sent to" bibliographic header fields are not 

mandatory and that DOE was accordingly acting within the rules when it 

submitted tens of thousands of headers which did not disclose such information.  

Indeed, one example of a simple search (using the search term "corrosion") led to 

an enormous number of DOE documents in which the document clearly indicates 

the author, but with respect to which the DOE header left the "author" field 

empty.  Numerous examples from that single search include:  DN200124806, 

DN2001140070, DN2001317250, D2002491965, DN2002499116, 

DN2001453858, DN2002497861, DEN001565317, DEN001565355, 

DN2002500676, DN2002502632, DEN001564483, DN2002503317, 

DN2002501677, DN2000003654, DN2002490853, DN2002496622, 

DN2001131626, DN2002500847, and DN2002497323.  The point is that DOE 

knew when it prepared its motion that its searches, conducted under the "author" 

discretionary header field, and limited to the Nevada database instead of all 

databases, do not necessarily prove a thing.  Its protest on this ground is therefore 

disingenuous.   

DOE Assertion:  DOE refers in its motion to a dichotomy between "Nevada's initial 

production of documents" and Nevada's "supplementation" of its initial 

production (Motion pp. 6, 11).   
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DOE Omission:  There is no such thing as Nevada's "initial" and "supplemental" 

production.  There is nothing surprising or inappropriate about the fact that 

Nevada would begin accumulating its Documentary Material, but then, in view of 

indefinite postponements of its LSN and LA by DOE, would suspend that work 

until the likelihood of that work even being necessary became more clear.  The 

decision was based primarily upon budgetary constraints, a consideration which 

DOE, with its hundreds of millions of dollars annually, apparently fails to 

recognize.  Nevada did not deliberately plan an "initial" production and a 

"supplemental" production.  It began gathering relevant Documentary Material at 

one point in time and completed that work, as required, in time for a mandatory 

January 2008 certification.  Accordingly, it is nonsense for DOE to argue with 

respect to Nevada's "initial" production that "that limited production was self-

evidently an incomplete collection of Nevada's documentary material" (Motion p. 

6).  This so-called "initial" production which DOE asserts took place in 

November 2006 was not intended nor was it required to be a "complete 

collection of Nevada's documentary material."  DOE's LSN certification had been 

vacated at that point in time, and it was uncertain whether or when a new 

certification would take place.  Only after such a new certification took place 

would an obligation on the part of Nevada arise to accumulate and make available 

all of its Documentary Material and to certify such.   

DOE Assertion:  A similarly meaningless observation by DOE is that "the absence of 

documents associated with Nevada's experts further evidences the insufficiency of 

Nevada's November 2006 production" (Motion p. 7).   
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DOE Omission:  There would have been nothing improper, had Nevada placed no 

Documentary Material on the LSN until January 2008.  DOE's suggestion 

(Motion p. 8) that "the documents that Nevada made available in November 2006 

were just a small group of test documents" is inaccurate .  They are obviously not 

a "small group" since they comprised more than half of Nevada's ultimate 

collection; nor did Nevada claim that they were "just a small group of test 

documents."  But the completeness, or not, of Nevada's LSN database as of 

November 2006 could not be more irrelevant.   

DOE Assertion:  DOE argues (Motion p. 13) that "a search for document type 'email' in 

the bibliographic header of Nevada's LSN collection yields only 54 hits" and 

concludes from this (Motion p. 14) that "it is evident that Nevada has not made a 

good faith production of emails."  This is simply because DOE believes it 

"obvious that Nevada and its experts, consultants, and contractors communicate 

frequently through email."  Again, not a shred of evidence for this speculative 

conclusion is offered.   

DOE Omission:  First of all, as DOE subsequently admitted, a single one of the 54 hits 

was a collection of 100 emails from one of Nevada's consultants.  That fact aside, 

DOE's premise for its conclusion is erroneous.  Based on nothing more than its 

"belief" that members of the Nevada licensing team communicate frequently by 

email, DOE accuses Nevada of bad faith in not loading up its LSN database with 

emails, regardless of their character as Documentary Material or not.  Nowhere 

does 10 C.F.R. Part 2 suggest that all emails constitute Documentary Material.  

Nevada's licensing team (as it did with other document types) actually reviewed 

all their emails, applied the definitions set out in the Commission's regulations, 
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and included on the LSN those fairly and in good faith adjudged to be 

Documentary Material.  DOE's conclusory accusations are apparently based upon 

its own premise that a better approach is to overload the LSN, willy-nilly, with 

vast numbers of non-Documentary Material emails and other non-Documentary 

Material in the interest of saving the time and money necessitated by actually 

setting a pair of human eyes on each document.   

DOE Assertion:  DOE expands its erroneous observations about Nevada emails to 

include virtually every other piece of paper in Nevada's possession (Motion p. 

14).  Thus, DOE criticizes "the widespread absence of work product" (id.), "the 

absence of contentions" (id.), and asserts Nevada's LSN collection "ought to 

contain a large number of memos, comment sheets, emails, or some other form of 

documents critiquing DOE's reports, studies, and other technical work product" 

(id. at 16) (emphasis added). 

DOE Omission:  DOE's rant ignores the fact that the vague term "work product" is not 

any part of the definition of Documentary Material which must be on the LSN; 

that likewise Nevada possesses no circulated draft or final contentions, but only 

preliminary draft versions which are not required on the LSN; that there is 

likewise no requirement, even assuming that there exist memos, comment sheets, 

emails, or some other form of documents critiquing DOE's work, that they be on 

the LSN unless they are Documentary Material.  A common feature of DOE's 

general accusations of missing document types (whether they be emails, work 

product, contentions, memos, comment sheets, etc.) is the total absence of any 

DOE acknowledgment that regardless of the nature of the document, their content 

must meet the definition of one of the three types of Documentary Material (as 
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defined in 10 C.F.R. §2.1001) in order to be LSN-worthy.  For example, if an 

email were sent after its author read a DOE document which made four points, 

agreeing with two of those points and disagreeing with the other two, that alone 

would in no way suggest the email was "Documentary Material."  Just because 

the author disagreed with DOE on two of its points does not in any way suggest 

such fact will be relied upon by Nevada in the licensing proceeding (DM-1); the 

fact that the author agreed with DOE on two points likewise does not suggest that 

the email is nonsupportive of Nevada's licensing position (DM-2) – if anything, it 

is more likely that in areas where no disagreement with DOE exists, Nevada 

would not raise that issue at all in the licensing proceeding; and finally, there is 

no indication that any hypothetical email rises to the level of a report or study 

(DM-3). 

DOE Assertion:  DOE observes that Nevada's LSN contains reports from the 1990s and 

early 2000s from consultants Drs. Eugene Smith and Maury Morgenstein 

complaining that those reports "end" after Nevada undertook the creation of a 

licensing team and its preparation for a licensing proceeding. 

DOE Omission:  DOE's cynical conclusions of some kind of misconduct are again 

groundless.  Drs. Smith and Morgenstein were hired by the State of Nevada long 

before it sought to prepare for a licensing proceeding, at a time when DOE was 

merely undertaking early site characterization efforts at YMP.  Those consultants 

were hired to undertake scientific analyses and provide relevant information to the 

State and not to attack DOE technical documents or develop contentions for 

licensing (Lynch Declaration).  The fact that their early reports are on the LSN is 

simply consistent with what Nevada viewed as its obligation under the definition 
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of DM-3:  to include all studies or reports done on behalf of Nevada, without 

regard to whether they would or would not be relied on in the licensing 

proceeding.  Accordingly, the analysis is quite reasonable:  the early reports of 

these experts were considered DM-3 and thus included on the LSN; other 

documents they may have generated which were not considered DM-3 were 

excluded because those consultants concluded they did not meet the definitions of 

DM-1 or DM-2 either.  If one of those experts concluded that, for example, raw 

data which he accumulated in 1995 could possibly become relevant to his 

anticipated work for the licensing proceeding, that individual would have 

predictably included that raw data in Nevada's LSN; should the other of the two 

conclude that raw data he accumulated the same year was something he would 

never likely refer to again, then that expert would reach a different conclusion 

regarding LSN worthiness.  Both individuals would have made a good faith 

decision based on the appropriate definitional criteria, and there exists no 

inconsistency in their disparate judgments.  Later in time, both of those 

consultants were engaged, for a different purpose, to join the Nevada licensing 

team.  As they prepare Documentary Material, it will be made available on 

Nevada's LSN.   

DOE Assertion:  DOE asserts (Motion pp. 21-23) that with respect to required "graphic-

oriented documents," Nevada "seemingly has made no organized production of 

this kind." 

DOE Omission:  As with any other LSN entries, there is a prerequisite for the inclusion 

of graphic-oriented materials – that they first be deemed Documentary Material.  

If Nevada has not made an "organized production" of graphic-oriented material, it 
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is because Nevada's analysis and that of its team members did not result in the 

conclusion that some mass amount of this information, to the extent it exists, is 

Documentary Material.  Nevada's LSN is certainly not bereft of such material.  

For example, there is a 114-page output from Catholic University corrosion 

experiments on Nevada's LSN (NEV000004183).  Likewise, in the information 

provided by Dr. Morgenstein in DOE's own exhibit (DOE Ex. P at 1-76), there are 

numerous examples of this type of data.  These inclusions represent decisions on 

the part of the experts in question that, despite its early date, and regardless of the 

purpose for which it was done at that time, it is now (at the time of the LSN 

inclusion decision) conceivable that it is information Nevada experts might rely 

upon in formulating future opinions.  Therefore, the decision was made to include 

them, certainly not as something Nevada now knows it will rely on; rather, it is 

something that (consistent with NRC guidance) Nevada may eventually rely on 

in the future.  The decisions made with respect to this graphic material, then, are 

consistent with instructions given by Nevada to its expert team to err in the 

direction of inclusion on the LSN and to make decisions mindful of the principle 

that if existing documentation is excluded, it may be difficult to rely on it later on. 

DOE Assertion:  DOE draws (Motion pp. 28 and 23, respectively) totally non sequitur 

conclusions from the fact that Nevada sent LSN guidance to its team defining 

what Documentary Material was (and therefore what needed to be searched for 

and provided according to regulation) and that Nevada advised its team if they 

came across anything which might be potentially privileged to send it to the 

attorneys for further analysis.   
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DOE Omission:  From the mere fact of Nevada's distribution of predictable information 

to its team (the absence of which DOE would no doubt have likewise criticized), 

DOE apparently draws the conclusion that there must be privileged information 

which Nevada is concealing, or it would not have so instructed its team; and 

similarly, because it defined what Documentary Material they should look for, 

Nevada's call memos "express no difficulty in the ability of Nevada's forces to 

identify the information they intend to cite or rely."  But, obviously, Nevada had 

to have procedures that allowed the possibility of privileged documentary 

materials.  Possibility doesn’t translate into reality.  These two conclusions may 

be DOE's biggest stretch of all, in a motion which viewed as a whole is a tissue of 

speculation and unsupported conclusory attacks.   

VII. CONCLUSION AND PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

Nevada's conduct in preparing and certifying its LSN database is in accordance with 

NRC regulations and was implemented in the utmost good faith.  DOE's conclusion that 

Nevada's database is not large enough, predicated on the enormous size of the DOE database 

which is swelled to choking with non-Documentary Material, is incorrect.  Aside from DOE's 

bad faith in overburdening its database with non-Documentary Material in order to save time, 

effort, and money, it is axiomatic that DOE's database is expectably the largest of any party and 

that the remaining parties are not expected to load in their LSN databases documents which are 

duplicative of those on the DOE database.  DOE did not properly certify its conduct of a meet-

and-confer to seek resolution of disputed issues before filing its motion, for the reason that DOE 

did not conduct a good faith meet-and-confer with the intention of narrowing the issues for any 

motion it would file.  Setting aside DOE's unsupported conclusory speculation that there should 

be "more" documents on Nevada's database, DOE, in the end, identifies only three specific 
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documents which it contends are Documentary Material left off that database.  In each instance, 

even if DOE were correct, the documents would have been readily provided, thus obviating the 

need for any such complaint in its motion; however, all three documents were on Nevada's LSN 

database the whole time:  DOE simply looked in the wrong place.   

Wherefore, premises considered, there is no basis for Nevada's LSN certification to be 

struck.  There is also no basis for the alternative relief sought by DOE, that the PAPO Board 

should call upon Nevada to remedy the deficiencies of its production, because Nevada 

constituted its LSN database in good faith.  Therefore, DOE's motion should be, in all things, 

denied. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
(signed electronically) 
Charles J. Fitzpatrick  
Joseph R. Egan  
Martin G. Malsch  
EGAN, FITZPATRICK & MALSCH, PLLC 
12500 San Pedro Avenue, Suite 555 
San Antonio, TX  78216 
Telephone:  210.496.5001 
Facsimile:  210.496.5011 

Dated:  February 8, 2008 
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DECLARATION OF CHARLES J. FITZPATRICK 
 

My name is Charles J. Fitzpatrick.  I am over the age of 18 and have never been 

convicted of a crime.  I am of sound mind and am fully qualified to make this Declaration. 

1. As one of the attorneys representing the State of Nevada in connection with the 

DOE licensing proceeding and PAPO Board proceeding, I have personal 

knowledge of the following facts, and they are true and correct. 

2. Nevada does not have a single final contention prepared. 

3. Nevada does not have a single circulated draft contention prepared. 

4. I was among the individuals primarily responsible on behalf of Nevada for the 

accumulation of Documentary Material and certification of its Licensing Support 

Network ("LSN") database. 

5. Since 2003, there have been numerous expert "summits" (meetings of the entire 

consultant team, attorneys, and Nevada staff) in relation to the licensing 

proceeding.   

6. At every one of those meetings, a block of time was set aside for the conduct of 

instruction on the requirements and definitions associated with the LSN and the 

provision of Documentary Material.   
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7. I participated in each of those summit meetings and presented the information 

regarding the LSN at each. 

8. Since at least mid-2004, there have been weekly telephone conferences which 

usually included myself and each of the Nevada Area Certification Managers and 

Assistant Area Certification Managers and which often included a discussion of 

LSN issues and requirements and resolution of any questions. 

9. There have been numerous written communications provided to the Nevada team 

regarding the definitions and requirements and obligations prerequisite to the 

creation of Nevada's LSN database.   

10. Samples of Nevada's written information were provided to the City of Las Vegas 

in this matter for its use, and DOE counsel persuaded a non-attorney employee of 

the City of Las Vegas to release those samples to DOE.   

11. Among the information provided by Nevada to its licensing team for guidance in 

their review and designation of Documentary Material were DOE's publicly 

promulgated Frequently Asked Questions (publicly available on the OCRWM 

website) and DOE's November 2006 "Call Memo"-type memorandum articulating 

to DOE and its contractor personnel the prerequisites of LSN compliance.  At all 

times, the members of Nevada's licensing team were urged in conducting their 

review of Documentary Material for LSN inclusion to err in the direction of 

inclusion in any instance in which there was any question whether something 

constituted Documentary Material or not.   

12. The expert consultants on the Nevada licensing team were repeatedly cautioned 

that they had the responsibility of ensuring that anything they might possibly 

eventually rely on in forming opinions or writing reports or testifying in 
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connection with the licensing proceeding must be on the LSN at the time of 

Nevada's certification. 

13.	 Prior to the time DOE filed its motion in this matter on January 28, 2008, I had 

advised DOE that the samples ofNevada instructional materials which they 

obtained from the City of Las Vegas under questionable circumstances did not 

constitute all of the procedures and training and instruction given its team by 

Nevada. 

14.	 Dr. Mike Thome was engaged by Nevada in April 2003 and devoted an average 

of 17 hours per month to Yucca matters in the interim between then and May 

2007. 

Charles J. Fitzp 
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DECLARATION OF SUSAN LYNCH 
 

My name is Susan Lynch.  I am over the age of 18 and have never been convicted of a 

crime.  I am of sound mind and am fully qualified to make this Declaration.  The facts I discuss 

are within my personal knowledge and are true and correct. 

1. I was employed by the State of Nevada's Agency for Nuclear Projects in 1998 in 

the position of Administrator of Technical Programs.  I have been with the 

Agency for Nuclear Projects for a period of 20 years, and now occupy the 

position of Administrator for Technical Programs.   

2. One of the duties of my position has been to participate in and monitor the 

engagement of consulting experts for the Agency for Nuclear Projects.  In that 

role, I have personal knowledge of the assignments given to each such expert 

consultant and the objectives of their work at various times.   

3. Prior to 2002, expert consultants were engaged by Nevada (including Dr. Maury 

Morgenstein, Dr. Roger Staehle, Dr. April Pulvirenti, Dr. Aaron Barkatt, and Dr. 

Eugene Smith).  At the time of their engagement, the so-called Yucca Mountain 

project was being considered as the possible site for a nuclear waste repository, 

and the United States Department of Energy had begun site characterization work 

to assess the suitability of that site.   
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4. The individuals named in paragraph 3 were engaged to conduct analyses in their 

respective areas of expertise (primarily corrosion and volcanism) and to provide 

periodic progress reports with respect to that work.  During the time prior to 2002, 

none of those individuals was asked to engage in any preparatory activities for the 

State of Nevada regarding a possible DOE License Application or subsequent 

licensing proceeding.  None of them was asked to undertake to prepare 

"contentions" for use in such a proceeding.   

5. At the end of 2001, the State of Nevada engaged the Egan law firm in connection 

with Nevada's preparation for an apparent License Application and licensing 

proceeding, and an effort was subsequently undertaken to engage a team of 

world-class expert consultants knowledgeable in the disciplines most likely to 

become at issue in such a licensing proceeding.  While the expert consultants 

named in paragraph 3 above were not initially asked to become part of the 

licensing team, they were subsequently asked to do so and agreed to do so.   

6. Nevada has endeavored to include reports received from the expert consultants 

named in paragraph 3 above on its Licensing Support Network ("LSN") database 

which were done during the 1990s and early 2000s; this did not represent a 

decision to rely on those reports, but was rather based on the conclusion that, 

without regard to whether Nevada would or would not rely on them in the 

licensing proceeding, they met the definition of reports or studies under the 

definition of DM-3 (10 C.F.R. §2.1001).   

7. Another of the responsibilities of my position has been to participate in and 

monitor the preparation of an accurate and complete LSN database for the State of 

Nevada.  Among other things, I was the individual to whom all members of the 
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Nevada licensing team were instructed to send Documentary Materials in order 

that I might forward them to our LSN contractor, Compulit, Inc., for processing 

and ultimate inclusion in NRC's centralized LSN database.  I am an "Area 

Certification Manager" within the meaning of Nevada's LSN procedures, with one 

of my duties (with the assistance of two Assistant Area Certification Managers) 

being to ensure that our expert consultants, both domestic and international, 

reviewed, identified, and produced for LSN inclusion all Documentary Material in 

their possession and provided certifications to that effect.   

8. I participated in numerous expert "summit" meetings over the period 2004 to the 

present, in which the entire Nevada licensing team (consultants, Nevada staff, and 

attorneys) all participated.  At each one of these "summit" meetings, a block of 

time was reserved for a presentation that was made concerning the requirements 

and obligations for LSN compliance.   

9. For at least the period from 2004 to the present, I have participated in weekly 

telephone conference calls with a smaller number of members of the Nevada 

team.  However, these calls always included (unless an individual was unable to 

participate due to a conflict) each of the Area Certification Managers and 

Assistant Area Certification Managers responsible for LSN compliance under 

Nevada's procedures (including Mr. Loux, Dr. Thorne, Mr. Messenger, Mr. 

Malsch, and myself).  Details of LSN compliance and resolution of any issues 

raised by any team member were frequently discussed during these weekly 

conference calls.   

10. Some of the expert consultants on the licensing team utilized the assistance of 

associates or graduate students or other staff in the conduct of their work.  Those 
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expert consultants were instructed that when they made available Documentary 

Material or certified they had done so, they were responsible to ensure that any 

Documentary Material in the hands of their staff or other helpers or associates 

was included.   

11. I reviewed the DOE motion to strike Nevada's LSN certification filed by DOE on 

January 28, 2008, and saw the criticism made that not all individuals on the 

Nevada team were surveyed for Documentary Material because some staff 

members or associates of expert consultants were not specifically copied on call 

memos.   

12. While I was aware this assertion was incorrect, I nevertheless undertook to 

confirm its untruth.  On January 30, 2008, I sent correspondence to each expert 

consultant inquiring whether, indeed, when identifying and providing 

Documentary Material and certifications to that effect, each had made certain to 

include any Documentary Material in the possession of their staff or associates, as 

instructed.  In response, I received the unanimous affirmative assurance from each 

expert consultant who had made the use of the services of staff or associates that 

each had indeed provided the Documentary Material in the possession of those 

persons, including it with that which was supplied by the expert consultant 

themselves.   

13. Each of our expert consultants has been advised of their continuing duty to 

maintain every document in any way pertaining to the Yucca Mountain project, 

both that which may be Documentary Material and that which may not be, both 

that which exists at this time and that which is developed or acquired at any time 
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SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OF MIKE THORNE 
 

My name is Mike Thorne.  My curriculum vitae is attached as Exhibit A.  I am over the 
age of 18 and have never been convicted of a crime.  I am of sound mind and am fully qualified 
to make this Declaration.  The facts I discuss are within my personal knowledge and are true and 
correct. 

1. I am one of the experts retained by the State of Nevada to review DOE’s 
impending application to the NRC for a construction authorization for the 
proposed repository at Yucca Mountain in the State of Nevada.  Among other 
assignments, I am responsible for coordinating the efforts of the various experts 
Nevada has retained for this project, and, in particular, the effort to draft expert  
contentions.  I have attached a statement of my qualifications and background.  I 
am qualified and experienced in performing risk assessments for nuclear waste 
disposal facilities.  I have personal knowledge of the following facts based upon 
my education, experience and my extensive review of documents relating to the 
Yucca Mountain projects. 

2. As part of my work for the State of Nevada on this project, I have devoted 
hundreds of hours attempting to review, to analyze and to understand what the 
DOE has placed on the Licensing Support Network (“LSN”).  As part of this 
work, I have attempted to determine among other things, what its pre-safety 
closure analysis is; what features, events and processes the DOE is analyzing, or 
has decided not to analyze; what its models are; whether those models are 
empirical or conceptual; what assumptions underlie those models; what results the 
DOE has obtained; how DOE got the results it did; and more generally to discern 
whether it is possible for Nevada to frame focused or meaningful contentions to 
identify and document areas of difference with what DOE is doing. 

3. As I explained in my Declaration of October 29, 2007, notwithstanding these 
efforts, the documentation that was available then, and is available now on the 
LSN does not enable me or the other experts with whom I work to frame focused 
or meaningful contentions in this proceeding.  
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4. One of the problems is that the LSN is simply missing critical documents that 
anyone performing this analysis would need to have in order to frame contentions.  
For example, the LSN does not include a pre-closure safety analysis.  This makes 
it impossible to analyze safety during the 50 or 100 or more year process in which 
radioactive nuclear waste is first, to be shipped and held above ground while 
tunnels are supposed to be constructed, and, then loaded into the tunnels.   

5. The LSN does not identify the features, events or processes that DOE is 
examining as inputs in its analysis, or explain which ones DOE has decided not to 
examine or why.  This makes it impossible to know whether DOE has even 
considered the right factors in determining risks. 

6. The LSN does not include the “total systems performance assessment” for the 
License Application (the “TSPA-LA”).  This is an incredibly complex model that 
in essence compiles over 100 other models so that inputs (which we have not 
seen), are run through a system (which we do not have), to achieve outputs (which 
we have not been provided) ostensibly to fall within an exposure standard (which 
the Environmental Protection Agency and the Commission is yet to promulgate). 

7. The LSN does not include any plan for retrieving the waste canisters once they 
are placed in the drifts.  Accordingly, we cannot assess the feasibility or safety of 
such a plan. 

8. These documents are critical to drafting meaningful contentions.  In fact, even if 
we knew every piece DOE was planning to use as part of its TSPA-LA (and we 
do not), without the TSPA-LA Analysis and Model Report (“AMR”), the pieces 
are not assembled.  This makes it impossible to know what point is being made 
from a particular analysis, whether it will matter in any significant way to the 
ultimate conclusion, or what way it will matter.   It is impossible for Nevada to 
guess what DOE’s TSPA-LA will ultimately look like, guess what the inputs are, 
guess what the outputs will be, and explain why it is flawed.  And, of course, 
having a complete TSPA-LA would not allow us to evaluate a pre-closure safety 
analysis or retrieval plan that does not exist. 

9. In October 2007, DOE released a Total Systems Performance Assessment for its 
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (the “TSPA-SEIS”).  Because we 
did not (and still do not) have the TSPA-LA that DOE will use for its licensing 
application, the experts working for Nevada took some time to examine the 
TSPA-SEIS and are continuing with that examination.  We are engaging in this 
effort because the TSPA-SEIS is as close an indicator as DOE has provided us of 
how it might go about potentially structuring its TSPA-LA.   

 
10. The TSPA-SEIS, however, does not tell you what will be in the TSPA-LA, or 

permit Nevada to frame focused or meaningful contentions about it.  This is true 
for several reasons:  To begin with, although it may be that some of the models in 
the TSPA-LA will turn out to be similar to models used in the TSPA-SEIS, some 
clearly will change substantially, and the LSN does not allow us to know which is 
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which.  Moreover, even if we knew which models in the TSPA-LA will prove to 
be similar to models in the TSPA-SEIS, focused and meaningful contentions 
depend upon knowing the specific data DOE will feed into the model, e.g. 
sorption coefficients, infiltration rates, biosphere dose factors.  No amount of 
scrutiny of TSPA-SEIS will tell us what datasets will be used in the TSPA-LA.  
The TSPA-SEIS does not tell us what features, events and processes the TSPA-
LA will analyze, or address pre-closure safety, or a retrieval plan. 

11. I have reviewed Department of Energy’s (“DOE’s”) Brief on Appeal in 
Opposition to Nevada’s Notice of Appeal from the PAPO Board’s January 4, 
2008 and December 12, 2007 Orders (“DOE’s Opp.”), filed January 25, 2008, and 
similar statement DOE makes in its Motion to Strike the January 17, 2008 
Licensing Support Network Certification by the State of Nevada (“DOE 
Motion”).  In these briefs, DOE juxtaposes excerpts of statements taken from their 
context as support for broad assertions about Nevada’s process of drafting 
contentions, the nature of what DOE has made available, and my own prior 
statements.  DOE’s selection of statements and its assertions do not accurately 
describe the situation. 

12. DOE’s repeated statement that Nevada has already “prepared ‘thousands’ of 
contentions,” DOE Opp. at 4, 30; DOE Motion at 3, is not true.  Nevada expects 
that this case may well require thousands of contentions, and has tried its best to 
prepare preliminary drafts of contentions.  But the lack of information on, and 
guesswork required to analyze, the LSN makes framing focused or meaningful 
contentions impossible. 

13. DOE’s statements that Nevada “assembled a special team of lawyers and experts 
in 2001 to prepare for the Yucca Mountain licensing proceeding,” and that this 
team has been “performing a thorough evaluation,” and worked extensively, DOE 
Opp. at 5, is misleading in several ways.  First, although Nevada began 
assembling a team in 2001, it took considerable time to retain the large number of 
experts necessary for this project.  Second, assembling a team is not the same as 
conducting meaningful analysis.  There were no documents on the LSN, until 
June 30, 2004 and 2.1 million documents were not made available to any experts 
until April 2007.  The TSPA-SEIS that DOE discusses at length in its brief is a 
document we received in October 2007.  More importantly, not only has our 
work, therefore been limited in time (especially compared to the 18 years that 
DOE has been working on this project), none of this work has allowed Nevada to 
draft focused or meaningful contentions. 

14. I have reviewed the statements on page 30 & n.74 of DOE’s Opposition, 
discussing how many gigabytes of data there are on the hard drive that contains 
the TSPA-SEIS.  Although these figures are accurate, the size of the data set does 
not change the fact that the TSPA-SEIS does not tell us what will be in the TSPA-
LA. 
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15. On page 31 of its Opposition, DOE quotes two of my statements.  First, DOE 
quotes a sentence from ¶5 of my October 29, 2007 Declaration, in which I said 
that “[t]he type of information given on this hard drive [of the TSPA-SEIS] will 
be fundamental to scrutinizing the adequacy of the TSPA-LA.”  (Emphasis 
added).  But, as I explained immediately afterwards: 

 
However, it must be emphasized that the information given relates only to the 
TSPA-SEIS and that it cannot be known the degree to which the information 
provided for the TSPA-LA will be the same as the TSPA-SEIS.  Thus, for 
example, in the file ‘README DOCUMENT FOR THE TSPA-SEIS file 
transmittal (henceforth referred to as the README file), relating to the Input 
Database Software and Contents, it is stated that ‘[t]he TSPA_Input_DB 
Version 2.2 is not included in this submittal.  The database has a check box 
that indicates that the values and the references have not been confirmed.  At 
this time, the parameters have not all officially completed this process.’  The 
admission that the parameter values and references have not been officially 
confirmed shows that the input database is at an interim stage of development 
and changes can be anticipated in the database that will underpin the TSPA-
LA. 

I then went on in the next three paragraphs to explain several other reasons why 
this disk did not enable us to frame focused or meaningful contentions about the 
models and data that DOE will decide to put in the TSPA-LA. 
 

16. In footnote 77 on page 31 of its Opposition, DOE quotes a paragraph from a 
memorandum about a meeting I had with NRC Staff on the TSPA and TPA in 
which I said (before Nevada obtained copy of the TSPA-SEIS) that it would be 
advantageous for Nevada and NRC staff to obtain it, because it was “reasonable 
to suppose” that the TSPA-SEIS “resembles closely the version that will become 
the TSPA-LA” (emphasis added).  As I went on to explain in the same meeting 
memorandum, the fact the TSPA-SEIS resembles the “version” being used in the 
TSPA-LA, does not mean it predicts what the TSPA-LA will contain: 

 
Thus, again, it would be extremely useful to obtain access to the TSPA-SEIS, 
with a view to developing advice on the resources required for adequate 
verification of the TSPA-LA by the State of Nevada, as it would not be 
appropriate to accept the results obtained at their face value until such a 
verification had been undertaken.  In this context, I should emphasise that 
verification comprises only the process of determining that the model 
undertakes the specified calculations.  A wider aspect of the review process 
will be to determine whether the underlying conceptual and mathematical 
models are appropriate and fit-for-purpose.  From the presentation by NRC 
Staff, it was clear that a detailed examination of both the structure of the 
TSPA-LA and of intermediate results generated by it is to be undertaken by 
the NRC, so the issue of the resources required to achieve such an 
examination is as relevant to the Commission as it is to the State of Nevada. 
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(Emphasis added).  DOE does not cite this portion of my Memorandum. 

17. Finally, in the same footnote, DOE quotes portions of memos I sent to lawyers for 
Nevada.  In one of the memos I encouraged one of Nevada’s lawyers, Charles 
Fitzpatrick, to review the TSPA-SEIS for scenarios that DOE was using.  In the 
other, I said to Martin Malsch that the DOE on the TSPA-SEIS disk “has done a 
pretty good job in providing information to underpin the TSPA-SEIS 
calculations.”  (emphasis added).  Again, although all of these statements are true, 
all they refer to is the point I made above – that “the TSPA-SEIS is as close an 
indicator as DOE has provided us of how it might go about potentially structuring 
its TSPA-LA.”  As I went on to explain in the memo to Mr. Fitzpatrick: 

The various comments set out above indicate that the TSPA-LA AMR 
is likely to be a very substantial document in its own right and that it 
will necessarily be supported by a number of other substantial 
documents and computer files.  Specifically, the TSPA-LA AMR 
must report the results and interpretation of a wide range of calculation 
cases.  These will include compliance, verification and validation 
calculations, plus sensitivity, uncertainty and importance analyses.  
Furthermore, the results will need to be reported not only at the overall 
system level, but also at sub-system and component model levels, to 
demonstrate that the results obtained are reasonable and consistent.  In 
addition, there will be comparative studies and reviews relating to 
natural analogues and there will also be simplified calculations used to 
support the confidence in the compliance model.  It is not clear 
whether these will be reported in the TSPA-LA AMR or in supporting 
documents.  However, it is noted that letter reports and memos are 
mentioned in relation to the reporting of sensitivity and uncertainty 
analyses. 

For comparison, in the Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement (SEIS), only a top-level overview of the non-Q 
calculations undertaken in support was reported in Appendix F.  
Even that very high-level overview of the limited number of cases 
studied comprised a densely written 69 page document.  For 
comparison, the top-level safety assessment document recently 
produced by SKB in relation to their KB3-3 concept (SKB Report TR-
06-09, 2006) was 620 pages.  Similarly, the FY01 Supplemental 
Science and Performance Analyses, which gave a high-level account 
of TSPA modelling and results comprises around 1000 pages of 
technical material.  Taking these documents into account, it seems 
likely that the main text of the TSPA-LA AMR will be in excess of 
500 pages and that there will be technical annexes or supplementary 
documents giving details of the underlying calculations that will 
comprise many thousands of pages of text, graphs and tables.  There 
will also be supplementary software documentation on the various dlls 
used in the TSPA-LA and this could be very extensive, as the dlls 
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Mike Thorne and Associates Limited 
(Director: Dr M C Thorne) 

 
Abbotsleigh, Kebroyd Mount, Ripponden, Halifax, West Yorkshire, HX6 3JA 

Telephone and Fax: 01422 825890; e-mail: MikeThorneLtd@aol.com 
 

Michael Charles Thorne 
 

Qualifications: PhD FSRP Year of birth: 1950 Nationality: British 
 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES AND MEMBERSHIP 
 
Visiting Fellow at the Climatic Research Unit, School of 
Environmental Sciences, University of East Anglia 
Fellow of the Society for Radiological Protection and a Past 
President of the Society 
Member of the Editorial Board of the Journal of Radiological 
Protection 
Member of the National Dose Assessment Working Group 
(NDAWG) and Chairman of the Habits Subgroup 
Member of the Eco-ethics International Union 
Consultant to the Institute for Energy and Environmental 
Research, Washington DC. 
Quintessa Associate 
Director, Mike Thorne and Associates Limited 
 
ACADEMIC RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
Formal supervision of two PhD students at the University of East Anglia: 
P Burgess, Future Climatic and Cryospheric Change on Millennial Timescales: An Assessment using 
Two-dimensional Climate Modelling Studies, PhD awarded 1998. 
M Hoar, Reconstructing Climate Gradients across Europe for the Last Glacial-interglacial Cycle, PhD 
awarded 2004. 
Informal supervision of PhD students at the University of Edinburgh (development and retreat of ice 
sheets) and at Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine (radionuclide transport in 
vegetated soil columns – experimental studies and modelling interpretations). 
Teaching on the MSc course on Environmental Radioactivity at the University of Surrey. 
Teaching on the MSc course in Environmental Technology at Imperial College of Science, 
Technology and Medicine. 
Supervision of Post-doctoral research activities at the Universities of East Anglia; University of 
Newcastle and Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine on behalf of various 
commercial clients. 
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CAREER HISTORY (Selection of Projects) 
 
Mike Thorne and Associates Limited, 2001 onward 
 
Development of Climate and Landscape Change Scenarios, Biosphere Factors and Characteristics 
of Potentially Exposed Groups for the LLWR near Drigg, West Cumbria 
Client - Nexia Solutions Ltd 
 
Project building on previous work for BNFL relating to the LLWR and for the NDA relating to 
vulnerabilities of various sites. 
 
Radiological Impact of NORM Discharges to the Marine Environment 
Client - Scotoil Services Ltd 
 
Support to an appeal against a SEPA decision to curtail such discharges from North Pier, Aberdeen. 
 
Development of Proposals for Setting Radiation Protection Standards based on Consideration of 
More Sensitive Individuals in a Population 
Client – Institute for Energy and Environmental Research, Washington DC 
 
Overall project review and development of techniques for calculating radiation doses to the early 
embryo from internally incorporated radionuclides. 
 
Review of Impacts of Coastal Erosion at Hunterston 
Client – ERM Limited 
 
Evaluation of the potential radiological implications of coastal erosion on the VLLW pits at 
Hunterston Nuclear Power Station. 
 
Advice on Dose Reconstruction 
Client – S A Cohen & Associates for NIOSH 
 
Advice on dose reconstructions for workers at DOE facilities from 1941 onward. 
 
Advice on Effects of Radionuclides on Organisms other than Man 
Client – Nuclear Safety Solutions Limited, Canada 
 
Provision of guidance on dosimetry, reference levels and effects relevant to selected protected species. 
 
Participation in Safety Assessment Studies for the Baita Bihor Repository, Romania 
Client – Quintessa/for the European Union 
 
Compilation of inventory data, shielding studies and development of both operational and post-closure 
safety cases. 
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Review of the Yucca Mountain Project 
Client – State of Nevada 
 
Co-ordination of technical activities involved in a review of the proposed License Application by US 
DOE for disposal of radioactive wastes at Yucca Mountain. 
 
Co-ordination of biosphere research and participation in BIOCLIM 
Client – UK Nirex Ltd (NDA/RWMD) 
 
Co-ordination of research on climate change, ice-sheet development, near-surface hydrology and 
radionuclide transport, as well as participation in an international programme on the implications of 
climate change for radioactive waste disposal.  Also includes development of new models for 
radionuclide transport in the biosphere and for the gas pathway. 
 
Development of a Handbook on Radionuclide Behaviour in the Environment 
Client – Serco Assurance 
 
Development of a handbook for Environment Agency staff outlining the behaviour of a wide variety 
of radionuclides in terrestrial and aquatic environments. 
 
Development of a Simplified Dose Assessment Model 
Client – Serco Assurance 
 
Development of a simplified spreadsheet-based dose assessment tool for use by Environment Agency 
staff in determining Authorisations. 
 
Provision of Biosphere Advice 
Client – Ciemat, Spain 
 
Provision of advice on models and data relevant to geological disposal of radioactive wastes 
 
Provision of Advice on Safety 
Client – NNC Ltd/Defra 
 
Provision of expert advice to the UK Committee on Radioactive Waste Management (CoRWM). 
 
Effects of Radiation on Organisms Other Than Man 
Client – AEA Technology/Serco Assurance 
 
Study for ANDRA to identify appropriate indicator organisms and develop appropriate dosimetry and 
effects models for those organisms. 
 
Member of the Site Investigation Expert Review Group (SIERG) 
Client – SKB 
 
Oversight reviews of site investigation activities and the associated research and assessment 
programmes. 
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Advice on the Short-, Medium- and Long-term Effects of Climate Change on Nuclear Licensed 
Sites 
Client – BNFL and Nexia Solutions Ltd 
 
Interpretation of results from the international BIOCLIM project in relation to decommissioning and 
solid radioactive waste management, with particular emphasis on the potential significance of sea-
level changes.  Review of information on coastal vulnerabilities at NDA sites. 
 
Advice on Submarine Reactor Accidents and the Development of Detailed Emergency Planning 
Zones 
Client – Electrowatt-Ekono 
 
Assistance to MoD in revising emergency planning criteria in the light of recent changes of views on 
Emergency Reference Levels and other technical developments.  Also studies on tritium analyses and 
migration from transfer tanks. 
 
Review of Continuing Operational Safety Cases 
Client – Electrowatt-Ekono 
 
Review of COSRs developed by BNFL for contaminated land. 
 
Development of a New Soil-Plant Model for use in Radiological Assessments 
Client – Food Standards Agency/Quintessa 
 
Development of the specification for a new soil-plant model (PRISM) to replace that implemented in 
the SPADE suite of codes (implementation of the model has been by Quintessa) and extension of that 
work to new models for 3H and 14C. 
 
Review of Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Criticality Issues relating to a Proposed Surface 
Storage Facility for Spent Nuclear Fuel 
Client – State of Utah 
 
Review of the potential for criticality in breached storage casks and of the probability of breaching by 
aircraft impacts.  Also, supervision of various criticality and radiation shielding calculations. 
 
Development of Models for Radionuclide Transfers to Sewage Sludge and for Evaluating the 
Radiological Impact of Sludge applied to Agricultural Land 
Client – Food Standards Agency 
 
Includes a review of literature and the development and implementation of probabilistic models for 
such transfers. 
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Development of Biokinetic Models for Radionuclides in Animals 
Client – Serco Assurance 
 
Development of updated biokinetic models for use by the Food Standards Agency in their SPADE and 
PRISM modelling systems. 
 
Review Studies for the Proposed Australian National Radioactive Waste Repository 
Client – RWE NUKEM 
 
Reviews of reports on animal transfer factors and of the potential effects of climate change on the 
repository plus development of a model for the biokinetics of the 226Ra decay chain in grazing 
animals. 
 
Development and Application of a Model for Assessing the Radiological Impacts of 3H and 14C in 
Sewage Sludge 
Client – NNC Ltd 
 
Development of a model based on physical, chemical and biochemical principles for the uptake of 3H 
and 14C into sewage sludge and their subsequent distribution and transport after application of the 
sludge to agricultural land. 
 
Support for development of the Drigg Post-closure Radiological Safety Assessment 
Client - BNFL 
 
Support in the areas of FEP analysis, biosphere characterisation, human intrusion assessment and the 
effects of natural disruptive events.  In addition, provision of advice of future research initiatives that 
should be pursued by BNFL. 
   
Review of Parameter Values 
Client – AEA Technology/Serco Assurance 
 
Review of biosphere parameter values for use in the ANDRA assessment model AQUABIOS. 
 
Development of a Database related to Emergency Planning 
Client – AEA Technology (Rail) 
  
Identification of relevant international, overseas and national legislation, regulations and guidance, 
and production of brief summaries of the documents. 
 
Dose Reconstruction for Workers on a Uranium Plant 
Client - McMurry and Talbot 
 
Dose reconstruction for the plaintiffs in a case relating to the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant. 
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Dose Reconstruction for a Worker Exposed to Pu and Am 
Client – Pattinson and Brewer 
 
Dose reconstruction for a worker exposed by a puncture wound in the finger while working at a glove 
box. 
 
AEA Technology, 1998-2001 
 
Revision of Exemption Orders Made Under the Radioactive Substances Act 
Client – DETR 
  
Review of requirements for revision and preparation of a draft text for the purposes of consultation. 
 
Assessment of Remediation Options for Uranium Liabilities in Eastern Europe 
Client - European Commission 
 
Studies of remediation requirements relating to mines, waste heaps and hydrometallurgical plant in 
Bulgaria, Slovakia and Albania. 
  
Evaluation of Unusual Pathways for Radionuclide Transport from Nuclear Installations 
Client – Environment Agency 
 
Review of literature and conduct of formal elicitation meetings to determine potential pathways and 
evaluate their radiological significance. 
 
Support Studies on the Drigg Post-closure Performance Assessment 
Client - BNFL 
 
Support in the areas of FEP analysis, biosphere characterisation, human intrusion assessment and the 
effects of natural disruptive events.  In addition, provision of advice of future research initiatives that 
should be pursued by BNFL. 
 
Development of Models for the Biokinetics of H-3, C-14 and S-35 in Farm Animals 
Client - FSA 
 
Review of relevant literature, development of appropriate biokinetic models and implementation in 
stand-alone software. 
 
Integration of Aerial and Ground-based Monitoring in the Event of a Nuclear Accident 
Client - FSA 
 
Desk-based review and simulation study designed to determine optimum monitoring strategies for 
different types of accidents. 
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Elicitation of Parameter Values for use in Radiological Impact Assessment Models 
Client - FSA 
 
Expert elicitation study to provide distributions of parameter values for use in the suite of assessment 
models currently used by the FSA for routine and accidental releases. 
 
Biosphere Research Co-ordination and Assessment Studies 
Client - United Kingdom Nirex Ltd 
 
Continuation of a programme of work originally undertaken at Electrowatt Engineering (UK) Ltd 
 
Site Investigation and Risk Assessment - Hilsea Lines 
Client - Portsmouth City Council 
 
Radiological assessment of a radium-contaminated site. 
 
Electrowatt Engineering (UK) Ltd, 1987-1998 
 
Development of a Siting Policy for Nuclear Installations: Harbinger Project and Follow-up Study 
Client - HSE/NSD 
 
Review of existing policy and development of alternatives as a precursor to application to a wide 
range of installations, not restricted to commercial reactors. 
 
Support to the Rock Characterisation Facility Public Enquiry 
Client - UK Nirex Ltd 
 
Preparation of position papers and rebuttals of evidence. 
 
Rongelap Resettlement Project 
Client - Marshall Islands Government 
 
Participation in an oversight committee evaluating the radiological safety of Rongelap in the context 
of resettlement by its evacuated community. 
 
Evaluation of Inhalation Doses from Uranium 
Client - Baron & Budd 
 
Provision of expert witness support in a class action relating to environmental exposure from a 
uranium plant. 
  
Biosphere Studies Relating to Drigg 
Client - BNFL 
 
Provision of advice on time-dependent biosphere modelling for the Drigg low-level radioactive waste 
disposal facility. 
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Radiation Doses to an Individual as a Consequence of Working on the San Onofre Nuclear Power 
Plant 
Client - Howarth & Smith 
 
Interpretation of personal and area monitoring data for legal purposes. 
 
Interpretation of Uranium in Urine Data for the Fernald, Ohio Feed Materials Processing Center 
Client - Institute for Energy and Environmental Research 
 
Interpretation of urinalysis and lung counting data, and appearance as an expert witness in the 
associated trial. 
 
Determination of Failure Probabilities for use in PRA 
Client - Nuclear Installations Inspectorate 
 
Development of new approaches to the use of Bayes Theorem in defining component failure 
probabilities for use in PRA when statistics on actual failures are limited. 
 
Review of Inventory Information 
Client - UK Nirex Ltd 
 
Review of uncertainties in inventories of individual radionuclides. 
 
ALARP Study of Options for the Treatment, Packaging, Transport and Disposal of Plutonium 
Contaminated Material 
Client - UK Nirex Ltd 
 
Use of multi-attribute utility analysis to establish which option is preferred. 
 
Expert Judgement Estimation of Intrusion Model Parameters 
Client - British Nuclear Fuels plc 
 
Project Manager of a study assessing the risks of human intrusion into Drigg radioactive disposal site 
using expert judgement techniques. 
   
Brainstorming Study of Risks Associated with Building Structures 
Client - Building Research Establishment 
 
Participation in a classification study of the health risks associated with buildings including both 
injuries and disease. 
 
Radiological Consequences of Deferred Decommissioning of Hunterston A 
Client - Scottish Nuclear Ltd 
 
Project Manager of a study of the radiological impacts of groundwater transport of radionuclides, 
releases to atmosphere and intrusion. 
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Reviews of Safety Documentation 
Client - UK Nirex Ltd 
 
Review of safety related documentation for Packaging and Transport Branch. 
 
The Sheltering Effectiveness of Buildings in Hong Kong 
Client - Ove Arup & Partners 
 
Project Manager of a study evaluating the shielding effectiveness of all types of building in Hong 
Kong for volume sources of photons in air and surface deposition sources. 
  
Assessment of the Radiological Impact of Releases of Radionuclides from Premises other than 
Licensed Nuclear Sites 
Client - Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
 
Project Manager of a study to identify representative premises, obtain data on their releases of 
radionuclides and assess radiological impacts using a new methodology developed for the project. 
 
Assessment of the Radiological Implications of Uranium and its Radioactive Daughters in 
Foodstuffs 
Client - Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
  
Project Manager of a review study of concentrations of uranium and its daughters in foodstuffs, taking 
local and regional variations in uranium concentrations in soils, sediments and waters into account. 
   
Radionuclides in Sewage 
Client - Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution 
 
Project Manager of a study including a desk review on alternative methods of disposal of sewage 
sludges, interpretation of monitoring data relating to radionuclide discharges from Amersham 
International to the public sewer system, development of a model for radionuclide transport in sewers, 
and collection and analysis of effluent, foul water, sediment, sludge and other samples suitable for use 
in model validation studies. 
 
Accident Consequence Calculations 
Client - Nuclear Installations Inspectorate 
 
Project Manager of a study to assess the radiological consequences of various atmospheric releases 
using the MARC code. 
 
Definition of Threshold Recording Levels for Drums of ILW 
Client - UK Nirex Ltd 
 
Project Manager of a study of the implications of post-closure radiological impacts of radioactive 
waste disposal in defining Threshold Recording Levels for radionuclides in individual waste drums. 
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Definition of Expert Judgment Exercises Relating to Nuclear Safety 
Client - Commission of the European Communities 
 
Project Manager for a study defining expert judgment exercises relating to conceptualisation, 
representation and input data specification.  Included a comprehensive review of available formal 
expert judgment procedures, and mathematical and behavioural aggregation techniques. 
 
Definition of Research Requirements Relating to the Use of Expert Judgment in Parameter Value 
Elicitation for Reactor Safety Studies in a UK Context 
Client - Nuclear Safety Research Management Unit, HSE 
 
Development of proposals for using combined behavioural and mathematical aggregation procedures 
in formal elicitations of expert judgment. 
 
Development Priorities for the Drigg Technical Development Programme 
Client - British Nuclear Fuels plc 
 
Provision of detailed advice to BNFL on future design options, and research and development 
priorities, in relation to radioactive waste disposal at Drigg. 
 
Channel Tunnel Safety Studies 
Client - Channel Tunnel Safety Authority 
 
Provision of advice and guidance on safety criteria appropriate to the Fixed Link, on the classes of 
Dangerous Goods that may properly be carried and on the overall characteristics of the proposed 
Safety Case. 
 
Development of Societal Risk Criteria 
Client - Marathon Oil 
 
Interpretation of F-N curves in the context of the offshore oil/gas industry, taking risk aversion into 
account. 
 
Impacts of Salt Dispersal on Plant Communities 
Client - Sir William Halcrow 
 
Evaluation of salt dispersal from a major road in winter in relation to adjacent Sites of Special 
Scientific Interest. 
 
Offsite Consequence Assessments 
Client - Nuclear Electric 
 
Studies of the offsite radiological impacts of atmospheric and liquid releases of radioactive materials 
from Magnox stations. 
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Dry Run 3 
Client - Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution 
 
Uncertainty and bias studies involving formal expert judgment procedures to develop a conceptual 
model of those factors and interrelationships which are of significance in determining the post-closure 
radiological impact of a deep geological repository for radioactive wastes.  This project also included 
advice on data and models to be used for post-closure radiological assessments. 
 
Radiological Assessments of Drigg 
Client - British Nuclear Fuels plc 
 
Project Manager for post-closure radiological impact assessments of the Drigg LLW disposal site.  
Also included specification and development of computer codes relating to the radiological impact of 
fires, releases of radioactive gases produced by microbial action and metal corrosion, and human 
intrusion. 
 
Biosphere Co-ordination 
Client - UK Nirex Ltd 
 
Co-ordination of the UK Nirex Ltd Biosphere Research Programme from its inception, including 
requirements definition, technical management of all projects and QA surveillance as the Client's 
Representative. 
 
Biosphere Support for the Nirex Disposal Safety Assessment Team 
Client - AEA Technology 
 
Development of approaches for assessing the radiological impact of releases of radionuclides to the 
biosphere, plus advice on radiological protection criteria, definition of individual risk, implications of 
conventionally toxic chemicals in wastes and a variety of other matters. 
 
Evaluation and Radiological Assessment of Liquid Effluent Releases from Various Premises 
Client - Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution 
 
Reviews of monitoring data and evaluations of radiological impact, primarily related to Harwell, 
Aldermaston, Capenhurst and Amersham International. 
 
Evaluation of the Radiological Impact of Overseas Nuclear Accidents 
Client - Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution 
 
Studies of the impact of potential overseas nuclear accidents on the UK, with emphasis on survey and 
monitoring requirements, and the selection of appropriate radiation detection equipment for 
monitoring. 
 
Bilsthorpe Power Station 
Client - British Coal/East Midlands Electricity 
 
Preparation of an Environmental Statement with emphasis on atmospheric dispersion of SO2 and NOx. 
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Gas Generation in Radioactive Waste Disposal Facilities 
Client - AEA Technology 
 
Development of a coupled microbial degradation and corrosion model for gas generation in 
repositories for LLW and ILW. 
 
Effects of Chernobyl on Drinking Water Supplies 
Client - Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution 
 
Evaluation of the radiological implications of enhanced concentrations of radionuclides in water 
supplies in England and Wales subsequent to the Chernobyl accident. 
 
Sea Disposal of Radioactive Wastes  
Client - UK Nirex Ltd 
 
Participation in an Environmental Impact Assessment of the proposed resumption of sea-dumping of 
radioactive wastes. 
 
UK Research Related to Radioactive Waste Management 
Client - Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution  
 
Identification of gaps in the UK national research effort related to radioactive waste management. 
 
Research Requirements for Repository Design and Site Investigations 
Client - UK Nirex Ltd 
 
Review of research requirements for repository design and site investigations in relation to LLW and 
ILW disposal in near-surface and deep repositories. 
 
International Commission on Radiological Protection, Sutton, Surrey, England, 1985-1986 
 
Scientific Secretary responsible for arranging and minuting meetings, administrative arrangements, 
technical review of reports, editing of the Commission's journal, liaison with other international 
organisations and public relations. 
 
ANS Consultants Ltd, Epsom, Surrey, England, 1979-1985 
  
Reviews of data on the distribution at transport of radionuclides in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems 
(see publications list). 
 
Development of a dynamic model for radionuclide transport in agricultural ecosystems and 
implementation of the model on various microcomputer systems.  
 
Photon and neutron shielding studies of radiochemical plant, together with area classification and 
ALARA studies.  
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A review of UK use of the criticality code MONK and other approaches to criticality safety 
assessment.  
  
Radiological and conventional safety aspects of Magnox reactor decommissioning.  
 
Development of metabolic models for inclusion in ICRP Publication 30.  
 
Development of pharmacodynamic models for toxic chemicals.  
  
Review of neutron activation analysis in studies of radionuclide transport in soils and plants.  
 
Experimental studies on radionuclide transport in soils and plants using various photon-emitting 
radionuclides.  
  
Support for DoE work on probabilistic risk assessment of LLW and ILW disposal.  
  
Review of UK research requirements for HLW disposal. 
 
Post-closure radiological impact assessment of the proposed LLW and ILW facility at Elstow, 
Bedfordshire.   
 
Development of a generalised biosphere model for use in probabilistic risk assessments of solid 
radioactive waste disposal. 
 
Initial development of a mathematical model for use in assessing the radiological impact of 
contaminated groundwater.  
 
Development, computer implementation and comprehensive documentation of a model to calculate 
the radiological impact of intrusion into radioactive waste repositories.  
  
Development of a general-purpose computer code for solving first-order differential equations using a 
hybrid Predictor-Corrector/Runge-Kutta method.  
 
Studies on the potential radiological consequences of Magnox reactor accidents.  
 
Medical Research Council Radiobiology Unit, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, England, 1974-1979 
  
Development of dosimetric and metabolic models for use in ICRP Publication 30.  
 
Studies on the metabolism of plutonium in bone and relationships to blood flow.  
 
Theoretical studies on radionuclide metabolism and dosimetry.  
 
Development of techniques in neutron-induced autoradiography and alpha imaging.  
 
Image analysis studies of plutonium in bone, uranium in lungs, lysosomal inclusions in cells and 
heterochromatin.  
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Studies on the clearance of inhaled UO2.  
 
Alpha spectroscopy in support of toxicity studies with Ra-224.  
 
Data analysis in connection with experimental animal studies on the potential efficacy of neutron 
therapy using 42 MeV neutrons.  
 
University of Sheffield, 1971-1974 
 
Experimental studies on the reaction γ + p → πo + p at photon energies between 1 and 3 GeV, using a 
linearly polarised photon beam.  
 
SELECTION OF PUBLICATIONS 
 
A measurement of the beam asymmetry parameter for neutral pion photoproduction in the energy 
range 1.2 - 2.8 GeV. P.J.Bussey, C. Raine, J.G. Rutherglen, P.S.L. Booth, L. Carroll, G.R. Court, 
A.W.  Edwards, R. Gamet, C.J. Hardwick, P.J. Hayman, J.R. Holt, J.N. Jackson, J. Norem, W.H. 
Range, F.H. Combley, W. Galbraith, V.H. Rajaratnam, C. Sutton and M.C. Thorne. London 
Conference (1974) Abstract 997. 
 
The measurement of the polarisation parameters S, P and T for positive pion photoproduction between 
500 and 1700 MeV.  P.J. Bussey, C. Raine, J.G. Rutherglen, P.S.L. Booth, L.J. Carroll, P.R. Daniel, 
C.J. Hardwick, J.R. Holt, J.N. Jackson, J.H. Norem, W.H. Range, F.H. Combley, W. Galbraith, V.H. 
Rajaratnam, C. Sutton, M.C. Thorne and P. Waller.  Nuclear Physics, B104, (1976) 253-276. 
 
The polarised beam asymmetry in photoproduction of eta mesons from protons 2.5 GeV and 3.0 GeV.  
P.J. Bussey, C. Raine, J.G. Rutherglen, P.S.L. Booth, L.J. Carroll, P.R. Daniel, A.W. Edwards, C.J. 
Hardwick, J.R. Holt, J.N. Jackson, J. Norem, W.H. Range, W. Galbraith, V.H. Rajaratnam, C. Sutton, 
M.C. Thorne and P. Waller. Physics    Letters, 61B, (1976) 479-482.  
 
Aspects of the dosimetry of plutonium in bone.  M.C. Thorne.  Nature, 259, (1976) 539-541. 
 
The toxicity of Sr-90, Ra-226 and Pu-239.  M.C. Thorne and J. Vennart.  Nature 263, (1976) 555-558.  
 
Radiation dose to mouse testes from Pu-239.  D. Green, G.R. Howells, E.H. Humphreys and J. 
Vennart with Appendix by M.C. Thorne.  Published in "The Health Effects of Plutonium and 
Radium", Ed. W.S.S. Jee, (J.W. Press, Salt Lake City, Utah, 1976). 
 
The distribution and clearance of inhaled uranium dioxide particles in the repository tract of the rat. 
Donna J. Gore and M.C. Thorne.  In "Inhaled particles IV", Ed. W.H. Walton, (Pergamon Press, 
Oxford, 1977) pp. 275-284.  
 
Theoretical aspects of the distribution and retention of radionuclides in biological systems.   M.C. 
Thorne. J. Theor. Biol., 65, (1977) 743-754.  
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Aspects of the dosimetry of emitting radionuclides in bone with particular emphasis on Ra-226 and 
Pu-239.  M.C. Thorne.  Phys. Med. Biol., 22, (1977) 36-46.  
 
A new method for the accurate localisation of Pu-239 in bone.  D. Green, G. Howells and M.C. 
Thorne. Phys. Med. Biol., 22, (1977) 284-297.  
 
The measurement of blood flow in mouse femur and its correlation with Pu-239 deposition.  E.R. 
Humphreys, G. Fisher and M.C. Thorne.  Calcif. Tiss. Res., 23, (1977) 141-145.  
 
The distribution of plutonium-239 in the skeleton of the mouse.  D. Green, G.R. Howells, M.C. 
Thorne and J. Vennart.  In "Proceedings of the IVth International Congress of the International 
Radiation Protection Association Vol. 2 (Paris 1977).  
 
The visualisation of fissionable radionuclides in rat lung using neutron induced autoradiography.  D.J. 
Gore, M.C. Thorne and R.H. Watts. Phys. Med. Biol., 23 (1978) 149-153.  
 
Lymphoid tumours and leukaemia induced in mice by bone-seeking radionuclides. J.F. Loutit and 
T.E.F. Carr with an appendix by M.C. Thorne.  Int. J. Radiat.  Biol., 33, (1978) 245-263. 
 
Plutonium-239 deposition in the skeleton of the mouse.  D. Green, G.R. Howells and M.C. Thorne.  
Int. J. Radiat. Biol., 34, (1978) 27-36.  
 
Imaging of tissue sections on Lexan by alpha-particles and thermal neutrons; an aid in fissionable 
radionuclide distribution studies.  D. Green, G.R. Howells, M.C. Thorne and R.H. Watts. Int. J. Appl. 
Radiat.  Isotopes, 29, 285-295 (1978). 
 
Analytical techniques for the analysis of multi-compartment systems.  M.C. Thorne.  Phys. Med. 
Biol., 24, 815-817 (1979).  
 
The initial deposition and redistribution of Pu-239 in the mouse skeleton: implications for rodent 
studies in Pu-239 toxicology.  D. Green, G.R. Howells and M.C. Thorne. Br. J. Radiol., 52, 426-427 
(1979). 
 
Bran and experimental colon cancer. M.C. Thorne.  Lancet, ii, 13 January 1979, p.108.  
 
Quantitative microscopic studies of the distribution and retention of Pu-239 in the ilium of the female 
CBA mouse.  D. Green, G.R. Howells and M.C. Thorne.  Int. J. Radiat. Biol., 36, 499-511 (1979).  
 
Techniques for studying the distribution of alpha emitting and fissionable radionuclides in histological 
lung sections.  T. Jenner and M.C. Thorne.  Phys. Med. Biol., 25, 357-364 (1980).  
 
Morphometric studies of mouse bone using a computer-based image analysis system.  D. Green, G.R. 
Howells and M.C. Thorne.  J. Microscopy, 122, 49-58 (1981).  
 
A semi-automated technique for assessing the microdistribution of 239Pu deposited in bone.  D. 
Green, G.R. Howells and M.C. Thorne.  Phys. Med. Biol., 26, 379-387 (1981).  
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Radionuclide distribution and transport in terrestial and aquatic ecosystems, Volumes 1 to 6.  P.J. 
Coughtrey, M.C. Thorne et al.  A.A. Balkema, Rotterdam 1983-1985.  
 
Dynamic models for radionuclide transport in soils, plants and domestic animals.  M. C. Thorne and P. 
J. Coughtrey.  In:  Ecological  Aspects of Radionuclide Release  (Ed. P. J. Coughtrey).  British 
Ecological Society Special Publication No. 3, Blackwell, Oxford, 1983.  
 
Studies on the mobility of radioisotopes of Ce, Te, Ru, Sr and Cs in soils and plants.  P.J. Coughtrey, 
M.C. Thorne, D. Jackson and G.F. Meekings.  In:  CEC Symposium on the Transfer of Radioactive 
Materials in the Terrestial Environment Subsequent to an Accidental Release to Atmosphere.  Dublin, 
April 1983.  
 
A study of the sensitivity of a dynamic soil-plant-animal model to changes in selected parameter 
values. M.C. Thorne, P.J. Coughtrey and G.F. Meekings.  In:  CEC Symposium on the Transfer of 
Radioactive Materials in the Terrestial Environment Subsequent to an Accidental Release to 
Atmosphere.  Dublin, April 1983.  
 
Microdosimetry of bone:  implications in radiological protection.  M.C. Thorne.  In:  Metals in Bone, 
N.D. Priest (Ed.)  MTP Press, Lancaster (1985), pp. 249-268.  
 
Non-stochastic effects resulting from internal emitters: dosimetric considerations.  M.C. Thorne.  J. 
Soc. Rad. Prot., 6 (1986).  
 
Pharmacodynamic models of selected toxic chemicals in man. Vol. 1. Review of metabolic data.  M.C. 
Thorne, D. Jackson and A.D. Smith. MTP Press, Lancaster, 1986.  
 
Pharmacodynamic models of selected toxic chemicals in man. Vol. 2. Routes of intake and 
implementation of pharmacodynamic models.  A.D. Smith and M.C. Thorne.  MTP Press. Lancaster 
1986.  
 
Generalised computer routines for the simulation of linear multi-compartment systems.  D.Jackson, 
A.D. Smith, M.C. Thorne and P.J. Coughtrey.  Environmental Software, 2 (1987), 94-102.  
 
The demonstration of a proposed methodology for the verification and validation of near field models.  
J-M. Laurens and M.C. Thorne.  In: Proceedings of an NEA Workshop "Near-field Assessment of 
Repositories for Low and Medium Level Radioactive Waste".  pp. 297-310.  NEA/OECD, Paris, 1987.  
 
Principles of the International Commission on Radiological Protection System of Dose Limitation.  
Br. J. Radiol., 60 (1987), 32-38.  
 
The origins and work of the International Commission on Radiological Protection.  H. Smith and M.C. 
Thorne.  Invest.  Radiol., 22 (1987), 918-921.  
  
The potential for irradiation of the lens and cataract induction by incorporated alpha-emitting 
radionuclides.  D.M. Taylor and M.C. Thorne.  Health Phys., 54 (1988), 171- 179. 
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Forum on alpha-emitters in bone and leukaemia: Introduction and commentary.  M.C. Thorne.  Int. J. 
Radiat. Biol., 53 (1988), 521-539. 
 
Radiological protection and the lymphatic system: The induction of leukaemia consequent upon the 
internal irradiation of the tracheo-bronchial lymph nodes and the gastrointestinal tract wall.  K.F. 
Baverstock and M.C. Thorne.  Int. J. Radiat. Biol., 55 (1989), 129-140.  
 
The Biosphere: Current Status. NSS/G106.  M.C. Thorne.  Available from UK Nirex Ltd, Curie 
Avenue, Harwell, 1989.  
 
The development of an overall assessment procedure incorporating an uncertainty and bias audit.  M. 
C. Thorne and J-M. Laurens.  Proceedings of an International Symposium on Safety Assessment of 
Radioactive Waste Repositories.  OECD Paris (1990), 673-681. 
 
Implications of environmental change for biosphere modelling: work for UK Nirex Ltd.  M.C. Thorne.  
Proceedings of an International Symposium on Safety Assessment of Radioactive Waste Repositories.  
OECD Paris (1990), 860-865. 
 
The Biosphere: Current Status, December 1989.  NSS/G114.  M.C. Thorne.  Available from UK Nirex 
Ltd, Curie Avenue, Harwell, 1990. 
 
The Nirex Overview.  M.C. Thorne and D. George.  In: Future Climate Change and Radioactive 
Waste Disposal:  Proceedings of an International Workshop.  C.M. Goodess and J.P. Palutikof (Eds).  
NSS/R257.  Available from UK Nirex Ltd, Curie Avenue, Harwell, 1991. 
 
A review of expert judgment techniques with reference to nuclear safety.  M. C. Thorne and M. M. R. 
Williams, Progress in Nuclear Energy, 27 (1992), 83-254. 
 
NSARP Reference Document: The Biosphere, January 1992.  Nirex Report No. NSS/G119 M.C. 
Thorne. 1993. 
 
The use of expert opinion in formulating conceptual models of underground disposal systems and the 
treatment of associated bias.  M.C.Thorne, Journal of Reliability Engineering and Systems Safety, 42 
(1993), 161-180. 
 
UK Nirex Ltd Science Report No S/95/003, Nirex Biosphere Research: Report on Current Status in 
1994, M C Thorne (Ed.), UK Nirex Ltd, July 1995. 
 
UK Nirex Ltd. Science Report No S/95/012, Vol 3, A J Baker, C P Jackson, J E Sinclair, M C Thorne 
and S J Wisbey, Nirex 95: A Preliminary Analysis of the Groundwater Pathway for a Deep Repository 
at Sellafield: Volume 3 - Calculations of Risk, UK Nirex Ltd, July 1995. 
 
Nirex 95: An Assessment of a deep repository at Sellafield, A J Baker, G E Hickford, C P Jackson, J E 
Sinclair, M C Thorne and S J Wisbey, TOPSEAL 96, Demonstrating the Practical Achievements of 
Nuclear Waste Management and Disposal, European Nuclear Society, pp. 125-132, 1996. 
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Consideration of post-closure controls for a near surface low level waste disposal site, Clegg, R, 
Pinner, A, Smith, A, Quartermaine, J and Thorne, M C,  In: Planning and Operation of Low Level 
Waste Disposal Facilities, IAEA, Vienna, 1997. 
 
The estimation of failure rates for low probability events, M M R Williams and M C Thorne, Progress 
in Nuclear Energy, 31 (1997), 373-476. 
 
A comparison of independently conducted dose assessments to determine compliance and resettlement 
options for the people of Rongelap Atoll, S L Simon, W L Robison, M C Thorne, L H Toburen, B 
Franke, K F Baverstock and H J Pettingill, Health Physics, 73(1), 133 - 151, 1997. 
 
A Guide to the Use and Technical Basis of the Gas Evolution Program MICROX: A Coupled Model 
of Cellulosic Waste Degradation and Metal Corrosion, R Colosante, J E Pearson, S Y R Pugh, A Van 
Santen, R G Gregory, M C Thorne, M M R Williams and R S Billington, Nirex Safety Studies Report 
NSS/R167, July 1997. 
 
UK Nirex approach to the protection of the natural environment, M J Egan, M C Thorne and M A 
Broderick, Stockholm Symposium. 
 
Post-closure performance assessment: treatment of the biosphere, M A Broderick, M J Egan, M C 
Thorne and J A Williams, Winnipeg Symposium. 
 
The application of constraint curves in limiting risk, M C Thorne, J. Radiol. Prot., Vol. 17, 275-280, 
1997. 
 
The biosphere in post-closure radiological safety assessments of solid radioactive waste disposal, M C 
Thorne, Interdisciplinary Science Reviews, Vol. 23, 258-268, 1998. 
 
An illustrative comparison of the event-size distributions for �-rays and �-particles in the whole 
mammalian cell nucleus, K Baverstock and M C Thorne, Int. J. Radiat. Biol., 74, 799-804, 1998. 
 
Southport ‘99, Achievements and Challenges: Advancing Radiation Protection into the 21st Century, 
Proceedings of an International Symposium, M C Thorne (Ed.) Society for Radiological Protection, 
London, 1999. 
 
Modelling radionuclide distribution and transport in the environment, K M Thiessen, M C Thorne, P R 
Maul, G Prohl and H S Wheater, Environmental Pollution, 100, 151-177, 1999. 
 
Use of a systematic approach for the Drigg post-closure radiological safety assessment, G Thomson, 
M Egan, P Kane, M Thorne, L Clements and P Humphreys, DisTec 2000, Disposal Technologies and 
Concepts 2000, Kontec Gesellschaft für technische Kommunication mbH, Tarpenring 6, D-22419, 
Hamburg, 413-417, 2000. 
 
Validation of a physically based catchment model for application in post-closure radiological safety 
assessments of deep geological repositories for solid radioactive wastes, M C Thorne, P Degnan, J 
Ewen and G Parkin, Journal of Radiological Protection, 20(4), 403-421, 2000. 
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An approach to multi-attribute utility analysis under parametric uncertainty, M Kelly and M C Thorne, 
Annals of Nuclear Energy, 28, 875-893, 2001. 
 
Radiobiological theory and radiation protection, M C Thorne, British Nuclear Energy Society 
International Conference on Radiation Dose Management in the Nuclear Industry, May 2001. 
 
Development of a solution method for the differential equations arising in the biosphere module of the 
BNFL suite of codes MONDRIAN, M M R Williams, M C Thorne, J G Thomson and A Paulley, 
Annals of Nuclear Energy, 29, 1019-1039, 2002. 
 
A model for evaluating radiological impacts on organisms other than man for use in post-closure 
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Department of Energy 
Washington, DC 20585 

November 3, 2006 

MEMORANDUM TO: Distribution ~ 

FROM: David R. Hill l1Z~ 
General Coun 1 

SUBJECT: Ongoing Licensing Support Network ("LSN") Obligations 

This memorandum and its attachments provide further guidance concerning LSN obligations of 
personnel in affected Department of Energy (DOE) and contractor organizations working on the 
Yucca Mountain project. DOE and contractor organizations previously have been given 
guidance through the May 5, 2003 memorandum ofthe DOE General Counsel ("Call Memo") 
and the May 24, 2005 memorandum of the DOE Assistant General Counsel ("Refresher 
Guidance") regarding the submittal and retention of documents for the Yucca Mountain license 
proceeding. 

You are required to distribute a copy of this guidance to each person in your organization who is 
working on matters concerning the Yucca Mountain project. You also are required to distribute 
a copy to all contractors ofyour organization who work on matters concerning the Yucca 
Mountain project, witb instructions that these contractors distribute copies to their affected 
personnel and subcontractors. Upon doing so, provide written verification (using the 
accompanying form) to the DOE LSN Project Manager, Dong Kim, in the DOE Office of 
Civilian Radioactive Waste Management C"OCRWM"), that (i) your organization has 
appropriately distributed this guidance to its personnel and contractors, and (ii) your 
organization's affected contractors have similarly verified in writing to you that they have 
appropriately distributed this guidance to their personnel and subcontractors. 

Computer-based training on this guidance will soon be available for all affected organizations 
and personnel. Also, LSN project members will soon contact the LSN Responsible Manager and 
LSN Point of Contact for your organization to provide additional information regarding 
implementation of this guidance. 

Please contact Dong Kim (202-586-1223) if you have any questions. 

Attachments 

*Printed with ""~ illlc (Il recycled peper 
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Distribution 

Office of the Secretary 
Office of the Deputy Secretary 
Office of the Under Secretary 
Office of the Under Secretary for Science 
Administrator, National Nuclear Security Administration 
Deputy Administrator for Naval Reactors 
Director, Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management 
Assistant Secretary, Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Technology 
Assistant Secretary for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy 
Assistant Secretary for Environmental Management 
Assistant Secretary for Congressional and Intergovernmental Affairs 
Assistant Secretary for Policy and International Affairs 
Director of Public Affairs 
Office of Inspector General 
Administrator, Energy Infonnation Administration 
Office of Healtb, Safety and Security 
Director, Office of Management 
Acting Chief Financial Officer
 
Office of the Chief Human Capital Officer
 
Director, Office of the Executive Secretariat
 

cc: 
Manager, Sandia Site Office 
Manager, Albuquerque Site Office 
Manager, Livennore Site Office 
Manager, Los Alamos Site Office 
Manager, Nevada Site Office 
Manager, Cbicago Operations Office 
Manager, Idaho Operations Office 
Manager, Oak Ridge Operations Office 
Manager, Oakland Operations Office 
Manager, Ohio Field Office 
Manager, Richland Operations Office 
Manager, Savannah River Operations Office 
Manager, Office of River Protection 

---- --.- -- 



GUIDANCE CONCER.~G ONGOING LSN OBLIGATIONS 

A. DOCUMENTS TO BE INCLUDED ON THE LSN
 

DOE needs to make available on the LSN its "documentary material" prior to submitting its 
license application for a geologic repository for spent nuclear fuel and high level radioactive at 
Yucca Mountain. Generally speaking, a document qualifies as "documentary material" and is 
"LSN-Relevant" if it falls into any of the following three categories: 

(1) Class I: It contains information that DOE intends to cite or rely on in the license 
application or in support of its positions in the license proceeding. 

(2) Class 2: It contains information that is adverse to, contradictory of, or inconsistent 
with the information in the first category. 

(3) Class 3: It is a report or study prepared by or for DOE that is relevant to both the 
license application and the issues in the Topical Guidelines in NRC Regulatory Guide 3.69 
(including "circulated drafts" of such reports and studies). 

To enable DOE to collect the documents that potentially qualify as "documentary material," 
personnel need to follow the document submittal procedures below. A one-page summary of 
these document submittal requirements is attached for reference as Attachment 1. 

I.	 Follow project procedures for submittal of documents to the OCRWM Records 
Processing Center ("RPC"). Ifyou perform work on the Yucca Mountain project that 
is subject to procedures that require records to be submitted to the RPC, e.g., Procedure 
AP-17.1Q, you must follow those procedures. When you submit a record to the RPC, 
you are required to designate on the transmittal fonn whether you consider the document 
to be LSN-Relevant, i.e.• that it qualifies as documentary material. You are also required 
to mark appropriately, and identify on the transmittal form, all submitted ducuments that 
you believe may be privileged. 

Personnel in the RPC review all submitted documents and forward copies as appropriate 
to DOE's Automated Litigation Support (hALS") Contractor, i.e., CACI, Inc., for 
inclusion on the LSN. Accordingly, submittal of a record to the RPC satisfies your LSN 
obligations for that document. You do not need to retain for purposes of derivative 
discovery a copy of any document that is submitted to the RPC. 

2.	 Submittal of other potentially LSN-Relevant documents to the ALS Contractor. If 
you author a final document that is not submitted to the RPC, you must assess whether 
the document falls within any of the three classes of documentary material and therefore 
is LSN-Relevant. You must make the same assessment for all documents that you 
receive from persons outside the Yucca Mountain project in the course ofyour work on 
the project (e.g., letters or studies received from universities) that are not submitted to the 
RPC. 
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For any such document that you believe is LSN-Relevant, you must submit a copy to the 
LSN Point of eontact for your organization, who will provide the documents to DOE's 
ALS Contractor. Each document that you provide to your organization's LSN Point of 
Contact should be accompanied by a copy of the form provided as Attachment 3, on 
which you should note all privileges that you believe may apply to the document. 
You should note the following regarding this document submittal requirement: 

• This obligation applies to any type ofdocument, e.g., memoranda, letters, faxes, 
electronic files, etc. Whether a document qualifies as documentary material 
depends on its content, not its form. 

• With one exception, you do not need to submit drafts and should submit only final 
versions of documents. The one exception is a "circulated draft" of an LSN
Relevant report or study. A "circulated draft" of a report or study is a 
presumptively final version that has been distributed for organizational approval 
and that received a formal, written non-concurrence. 

• This obligation does not apply to documents that are submitted to the RPC 
(whether by you or someone else). 

• This obligation does not apply to documents you receive that are authored by 
Yucca Mountain project personnel. That is because each project member has the 
independent duty to submit LSN-Relevant documents that member authors. Your 
submittal obligation applies to (i) documents you author and (ii) documents you 
receive from persons outside the project. 

NOTE: Ifyou plan to submit LSN-Relevant documents with either Protected Persoual 
Identifying Information (protected PII) or Safeguards Information (SGI), you must 
identify those documents to your organization's LSN Point of Contact in advance, so 
special arrangements can be made for them. 

Protected PIT is information that can be used to distinguish or trace an individual's 
Identity, such as their social security number, date and place of birth, mother's maiden 
name, personal financial information, biometric records, medical history, and any other 
personal information tbat is linked or linkable to an Individual (or that could be used for 
identity theft). 

SGI is information that is authorized by §147 of the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) of 1954, as 
amended, to be protected from inadvertent release and unauthorized disclosure, and that is 
further governed by 10 C.F.R. Part 73. 

NOTE: Do not submit any documents that contain cIassUied information even if they are 
LSN-Relevant. Preserve these documents, and contact your organization's LSN Point of 
Contact to receive special handling instructions. 

------- _.. 
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3.	 Submit potentially "non·supportlng" and "supporting" emails. You must submit all 
emails you author that you believe may contain either "non-supporting" or "supporting" 
infonnation. Emails in either category should be treated as LSN-Relevant. 

"Non-supporting" emails are those that contain information that may be adverse to, 
inconsistent with, or contradictory of--or that otherwise call into question--the 
infonnation or analyses relied upon or used in preparation of the license application or 
documents underlying the license application, e.g.. AMRs. These also include emails 
that may call into question DOE's compliance with QA requirements or DOE's ability to 
satisfy the requirements ofNRC's Part 63 regulations for the Yucca Mountain repository. 

"Supporting" emails are those that it might be useful for DOE to cite and rely on in the 
license proceeding. For example, DOE may cite emails that explain or otherwise put in 
context emails or other information cited by opponents in connection with their 
contentions. Accordingly, you should identify emails you believe may assist DOE in the 
license proceeding (e.g., emails that put into context or resolve an issue raised in a non
supporting email) as LSN-Relevant and submit those emails. I 

For each email that you submit--whether non-supporting or supporting--that you believe 
may be privileged under the deliberdtive process privilege, attorney client communication 
privilege, litigation work product doctrine or other applicable privilege, you should mark 
the email as privileged. If you do not have an OCRWM Lotus Notes email account, you 
can do this for emails that you author by writing in the beginning of the email that the 
email is "Privileged and Confidential." 

If you have an OCRWM Lotus Notes email account, that system employs a template that 
requires you to categorize for LSN relevance and privilege each email you send as well 
as each email you receive from outside that system. All emails that you categorize as 
LSN-Relevant through the OCRWM Lotus Notes system are sent to the ALS Contractor, 
which fulfills your submittal requirement for such emails. Because of this feature, you 
should use your OCRWM Lotus Notes account to the extent practicable for matters 
related to the Yucca Mountain project. 

The OCRWM Lotus Notes system template, in addition to requiring users to determine 
whether the email is "LSN-Relevant" and/or "Privileged," also requires you to indicate 
whether the email is a "Federal Record." You generally should mark all emails that 
pertain to your work for the Federal government as a "Federal Record." Further, the 
template also requires you to indicate whether the email reflects a "Condition Adverse to 
Quality," and you must also make this determination for all emails. 

IEmails that merely distribute copies ofreports and studies do not need to be submitted to 
the ALS Contractor. DOE's reports and studies that need to be produced on the LSN are 
obtained either through the RPC or by direct submittal to the ALS Contractor. Any copies 
attached to emails are therefore duplicates. 

----"' ..---_. -_•... _-_...._.__._- . 
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If your organization uses an email system other than the OCRWM Lotus Notes system, 
you can submit LSN-Relevant emails from that system by sending a copy to one of the 
OCRWM Lotus Notes addresses established to capture external email. Personnel 
working for the lead lab should cc: "LEAD_LAB@notes.ymp.gov". Personnel other 
than those working directly for the lead lab should cc: OCRWM_RPC@notes.ymp.gov". 
Alternatively, you can submit copies of LSN-Relevant emails from these other systems to 
your organization's LSN Point of Contact in either paper or electronic form, using the 
transmittal form for submittal of documents discussed in the preceding section. You 
should denote whether you consider any such submitted emails from these other networks 
to be privileged (Note: You are not required to denote such emails as a "Federal 
Record" or "Condition Adverse to Quality." Those designations are a function of the 
template on the OCRWM Lotus Notes system.) 

You should not use personal email accounts (e.g., Yahoo, AOL, MSN) for matters related to the 
Yucca Mountain project. 

The following kinds of emails do NOT contain supporting or non-supporting information and
 
should NOT be categorized as LSN-Relevant or otherwise submitted:
 

•	 Emails that solely concern the schedule or process for preparing or reviewing the license 
application or other documents. 

•	 Emails that solely concern the date, time, location and topic of meetings. 

•	 Emails that merely distribute a draft of a document for review with no substantive 
analysis or commentary about the draft. 

•	 Emails that solely concern internal administrative matters such as budgets, financial 
management, personnel matters, office space or payroll infonnation. 

•	 Emails that solely concern procurement matters. 

•	 Emails that solely concern DOE's processes to collect documents for the LSN. 

B. DOCUMENTS TO BE RETAINED. While they do not need to be submitted to the ALS 
Contractor at this time, there are 6 categories of other documents that need to be preserved for 
potential use in the "derivative discovery" phase of the license proceeding. That phase will 
follow docketing of the license application. Unless copies of these documents are submitted to 
the RPC or are otherwise retained by your organization--such as by the LSN Point of Contact for 
your organization--you (or your organization) must retain one copy of any documents in the 
following 6 categories THAT YOU CREATE. A one-page summary of these document 
retention requirements is attached for reference as Attachment 2. 

1.	 Preliminary drafts. If you are writing a report, study, or other document that is likely to 
qualify as documentary material when finalized, you must save drafts of these documents 
that are distributed to others for comment AND that are not submitted to the RPC. 

---- -_._-------_._- -_._._-~- .-_.-- 
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2.	 Marginalia on documents. If you write on a document, you must retain that copy of the 
document if your notation reasonably could be construed as non-supporting information-
that is, a reasonable person could think that an opposing party could use the notation to 
help frame or support a contention against DOE in the license proceeding. This does not 
mean that you must save a copy ofevery document that you write on. You need to retain 
a copy only if your notations contain substantive information that could reasonably be 
construed as non-supporting infonnation in the license proceeding. The following rules 
also apply to and limit the scope of this retention obligation: 

•	 If your marginal notations are comments on draft work product that will be 
collected and submitted to the RPC as part of a records package, you do not need 
to retain a copy of the draft with your notations. 

•	 If you have submitted to the ALS Contractor a document that includes marginalia, 
you do not need to retain a copy. 

•	 Highlighting and underlining are not marginalia, and you do not need to retain a 
copy of a document merely because you have highlighted or underlined text. 

3.	 Notes for personal use. If you write a note for your personal use--either on paper or 
electronically--you must retain a copy of your note if it contains substantive content that 
reasonabl y could be construed as non-supporting infonnation-·that is, if a reasonable 
person could think that an opposing party could use the note as evidence to help frame or 
support a contention against DOE in the license proceeding. This does not mean that you 
must save a copy of all your personal notes. For example, you do NOT need to retain the 
following kinds ofpersonal notes: 

•	 Notes that are merely a to-do list or other type of action item list. 

•	 Schedules or calendars, or notes that merely recite the date and topics of
 
meetings.
 

•	 Notes that solely concern administrative or personal matters. 

•	 Notes that merely list attendees and topics -discussed in a meeting, with no
 
substantive infonnation pertaining to the merits of the license application.
 

•	 Notes that are reminders to call someone. 

As these examples illustrate, you do not need to retain every note that you write during a 
meeting, presentation or phone call. You need to retain your notes ONLY IF they 
contain specific, substantive infonnation from the discussion that could be considered 
non-supporting evidence. 

4.	 Speeches. If you give a speech concerning the Yucca Mountain project, you (or 
your organization) should keep a copy of any text and presentation materials you 
prepared for the speech. 

--_._----- . - ------_._--~---
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5.	 Yucca Mountain-related travel vouchers. If you travel on Yucca Mountain
related business, you (or your organization) should retain a copy of the travel 
vouchers for the trip. 

6.	 Offsite transportation documents. As noted in the Call Memo, documents 
concerning offsite transportation of spent nuclear fuel or high-level radioactive 
waste to Yucca Mountain are not to be submitted to the ALS Contractor. 
However, if you work on offsite transportation matters, you (or your organization) 
must retain all documents that contain substantive information concerning the 
environmental effects of offsite transportation to Yucca Mountain. You do not 
need to retain such documents that are submitted to the RPC or that are included 
in the administrative record for an Environmental Impact Statement. 

C. POST-PROJECT EMPLOYMENT. If you discontinue working on the Yucca Mountain 
project, you should advise your organization's LSN Point of Contact so appropriate 
arrangements can be made for the safekeeping ofthe documents you have retained for derivative 
discovery. As a general matter, if you discontinue work on the project because you are leaving 
the employment of DOE or a DOE contractor, the documents you have retained for derivative 
discovery, including personal notes, should remain in the custody ofDOE or the DOE 
contractor, and should not be taken with you. 

*** 

If you have questions concerning this guidance, contact either the LSN Point of Contact for your 
organization or Martha Crosland (202·586-5793) or Angela Kordyak (202·586·4301) in the 
Office of the General Counsel. 

Attachments 



LSN 2006 GUIDANCE, ATTACHMENT 1 

Sl:MMARY GUIDANCE FORLSN DOCUMENT SUBMITTAL 

1. Follow project procedures for submittal of documents to the Records Processing Center 
(RPC). If a document is submitted to the RPC, no further action is required. 

2. Submit to your organization's LSN Point of Contact all other "LSN-Relevant" documents 
that (i) you author or (ii) you receive from outside the Yucca Mountain project. A document is 
"LSN-Relevant" if it is: 

a. A fmal report or study relevant to both the Yucca Mountain license application
 
and the issues set forth in the Topical Guidelines in NRC Regulatory Guide 3.69;
 

b. A "circulated draft" of any report or study identified in item 2.a above. A
 
"circulated draft" is a presumptively fmal version of a report or study distributed for
 
organizational approval but that receives a fonnal, written non-eoncurrence; or
 

c. Any other final document that contains "non-supporting" information. 

3. Ifyou send or receive emails on the OCRWM Lotus Notes system, you do not need to
 
retain copies ofthese emails because they are automatically retained. However, you must
 
complete a template to categorize emails on the OCRWM Lotus Notes system. You should:
 

a. Categorize as "LSN-Relevant" all emails that contain "non-supporting
 
information," or contain "supporting infonnation" that could be helpful to DOE in the license
 
proceeding, such as emails that put in context or resolve issues raised by "non-supporting"
 
emails;
 

b. Categorize as "Privileged" all emails that you believe may contain infonnation 
that is privileged under the deliberative process privilege, attorney client communication 
privilege, litigation work product doctrine or any other applicable privilege. 

c. Categorize as a "Federal Record" all emails that pertain to your work for the 
Federal government. 

4. If you send or receive an LSN-Relevant email on another system, you must either (a) 
send a copy to one of the addresses on the OCRWM Lotus Notes system designated for receipt 
of outside relevant emails; or (b) submit a copy to your organization's LSN Point ofContact. 

NOTE: Consult your organization's LSN Point ofContact before you submit any documents 
with either Protected Personal Identifying Information or Safeguards Information. 

NOTE: Do not submit documents with classified information. Preserve these documents, and 
contact your organization's LSN Point of Contact for instruction. 

------_._---- .-.__ . ---- -_._----- "----
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SUMMARY GUIDANCE FOR DOCUMENT RETENTION 

1. Preliminary drafts. Retain a copy of drafts of potentially relevant documents if: 

a. The draft was distributed for comment; and 
b. A copy has not been submitted to the RPC. 

2. Personal records/notes. Retain any notes or other personal records that you write if they 
contain substantive information that could reasonably be considered "non-supporting" of the 
license application. 

3. Marginalia. If you write on a document, retain a copy of the document with your 
marginalia if the marginalia contains substantive infonnation that could reasonably be 
considered "non-supporting" of the license application. 

4. Speeches. Retain a copy of all speeches that you give that concern Yucca Mountain 
(unless your organization already retains them in a central location). 

5. Travel vouchers. Retain a copy ofyour travel vouchers for Yucca Mountain-related 
business (unless your organization already retains them in a central location). 

6. Offsite transportation. Retain a copy of any document that contains substantive 
infonnation concerning the environmental effects ofoffsite transportation to Yucca Mountain 
(unless the document is in the administrative record of an environment statement prepared for 
the Yucca Mountain project or the document has been submitted to the RPC). 



---------

LSN 2006 GUIDANCE, ATTACHMENT 3 

LSN Document Shipment Form 

Custodian:


Date Shipped: _
 

The attached document is subject to the following privileges
 
(mark all that apply): 

__ Attorney-client communication 

__ Litigation work product 

__ Deliberative process 

__ Protected Personal Privacy Infonnation (PH) 

__ Other privacy infonnation 

__ Proprietary privilege 

__ Safeguards Information (SGI) 

__ Other security privilege (DUO, UCNI, etc.) 

__ Archeological privilege 



VERIFICATION FORM FOR LICENSING SUPPORT NETWORK GUIDANCE
 
DISTRIBUTION
 

I hereby verify that I have (1) distributed the guidance from the DOE General Counsel 

regarding Ongoing Licensing Support Network Obligations dated November 3, 2006, to all 

personnel in my organization who work on matters concerning the Yucca Mountain project; (2) 

distributed the guidance to all contractors ofmy organization who work on matters concerning 

the Yucca Mountain project, with instructions that these contractors distribute copies to their 

affected personnel and subcontractors; and (3) received written verification from those 

contractors that they have appropriately distributed the guidance to their personnel and 

subcontractors. I will continue to distribute the guidance to new personnel and contractors who 

work on matters concerning the Yucca Mountain project. 

Signature: 

Title: 

Date: 
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D 89% _	 RETARDATION FACTOR FOR COLLOIDS & DISTRIBUTION FOR 
TSPA AND SSPA & PROPOSED DISTRIBUTIONS FOR LA; 
parameters for PA 

----...!lIIIl.. LSN #: DN2000807943 Participant #: ALB.20050318.8358 Document 
--p'	 Date: 12/10/2002 

RETARDATION FACTOR FOR COLLOIDS & DISTRIBUTION FOR TSPA AND SSPA & PROPOSED 
DISTRIBUTIONS FOR LA; parameters_for_PA 

D 89% _	 RETARDATION FACTOR FOR COLLOIDS & DISTRIBUTION FOR ~ Ii lKl ~ 
TSPA AND SSPA & PROPOSED DISTRIBUTIONS FOR LA; 
parameters for PA 

---..... LSN #: DEN001460866 Participant #: AU.20040615.1087 Document 
--r'	 Date: 12/10/2002 

RETARDATION FACTOR FOR COLLOIDS & DISTRIBUTION FOR TSPA AND SSPA & PROPOSED 
DISTRIBUTIONS FOR LA; parameters_for_PA 

89% ANALYSIS/MODEL COVER SHEET UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTION ~ [!J [£j ~D 
FOR STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS & ATTACHMENT I; S0050 RevOO 
(4-24-00) 
LSN #: DN2001228512 Participant #: ALA.20050321.6396 Document 
Date: 04/01/2000 
Filtration is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport. Note that CRWMS 
M&O 2000b, refers to colloid filtration as retardation. 

89% FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4 FIGURE 5 FIGURE 6 I:!llli ~ ~D 
FIGURE 7 FIGURE 8 ATTACHMENT I ATTACHMENT II OFFICE OF 
CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS/MODEL 
COVER SHEET& 4. TITLE: UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTION FOR 
STOCHASTIC PARAMETER: 22749 
LSN #: DN2001437335 Participant #: ALF.20050208.5576 Document 
Date: 04/24/2000 
Filtration is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport. Note that CRWMS 
M&O 2000b, refers to colloid filtration as retardation. 

89% OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT ~ I!J ~ ~D 
ANALYSISIMODEL COVER SHEET UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTION 
FOR STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS & OFFICE OF CIVILIAN 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT ANALYSIS/MODEL REVISION 
RECORD; uncertainty distributions amr.pdf 
LSN #: DENOOll02454 Participant #: ALE.20040610.9757 Document 
Date: 05/17/2000 
Filtration is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport. Note that CRWMS 
M&O 2000b, refers to colloid filtration as retardation. 

89% ANALYSIS MODEL COVER SHEET FOR UNCERTAINTY	 ~ iii ~ ~D 
DISTRIBUTION FOR STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS. ANL-NBS-MD
000011 REVISION 00, APPROVED (C) 
LSN #: DEN000691924 Participant #: MOL.20000526.0328 Document 
Date: OS/26/2000 
Filtration is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport. Note that CRWMS 
M&O 2000b, refers to colloid filtration as retardation. 

89% ANALYSIS/MODEL COVER SHEET FOR UNCERTAINTY	 [!llil ~ ~D 
DISTRIBUTION FOR STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS, ANL-NBS-MD
000011, REVISION 00. ICN 01. APPROVED (C) 
LSN #: DENOOl320409 Participant #: MOL.20020506.0917 Document 
Date: 12/18/2001 
Filtration is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport. Note that CRWMS 
M&O 2000b, refers to colloid filtration as retardation. 
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89% INPUT TRANSMITTAL FOR UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTION OF [!I i (ll [iD 
STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS (C) 
LSN #: DEN001282438 Participant #: MOL.20000421.0288 Document 
Date: 04/21/2000 
Filtration is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport. Note that CRWMS 
M&O 2000b, refers to colloid filtration as retardation. 

88% INPUT TRANSMITTAL FOR DRAFT OF AMR UNCERTAINTY [!IliJ !E ~D 
DISTRIBUTIONS FOR STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS (ANL-NBS-MD
000011) (C) 
LSN #: DEN001447863 Participant #: MOL.20000405.0512 Document 
Date: 04/05/2000 
Filtration is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport. Note that AMR, ANL
NBS-HS-000031 (CRWMS M&O In Preparation b), refers to colloid filtration as retardation. 

D 88%	 CHECK COPY WITH PCG BACKCHECK, DOCUMENT INPUT [!1 ii ~ ~ 
REFERENCE SHEETS, AND SIS FOR ANL-NBS-MD-OOOOll, 
REVISION OOA FOR UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR 
STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS (C) 
LSN #: DN2001872603 Participant #: JOL.20000914.0164 Document 
Date: 04/18/2000 
electrostatic charge of the colloids and the tuff matrix. Note that AMAit-AAFf-NB&-HS-4 48
Hi34 CRWMS M&O In Preparation b refers to colloid filtration as retardation. 'c, v'" , 

D 88% ..	 FINAL CHECK COPY WITH BACKCHECK, DOCUMENT INPUT [!Iii (lj ~ 
REFERENCE SHEETS FOR ANL-NBS-MD-000011, REVISION OOC 
FOR UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR STOCHASTIC 
PARAMETERS (C)

----'r.... LSN #: DN2002083671 Participant #: JOL.20000914.0159 Document-r Date: 04/24/2000 
Matrix exclusithe volcanic units is considered to be appropriate because of the large size and 
small diffuse, of the colloids compared to the solute, plus the possibility of similar 
electrostatic charge, I colloids and the tuff matrix. 

D 88% ..	 BACK CHECK COpy (PCG REVIEW APRIL 19, 2000), DOCUMENT [!II!) [£1 ~ 
INPUT REFERENCE SHEETS AND SIS FOR ANL-NBS-MD-000011, 
REVISION OOB FOR UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR 

~ STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS (C)
 
~ LSN #: DN2001897410 Participant #: JOL.20000914.0163 Document
 

Date: 04/22/2000 
Filtration is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport. The colloid tracers 
used at the .-hole complex consisted of fluorescent car oxylate-modified latex polystyrene 
microspheres. . 

D 88% ..	 BACK CHECK COPY (PCG REVIEW APRIL 19, 2000), DOCUMENT [!1[i l£I ~ 
INPUT REFERENCE SHEETS AND SIS FOR ANL-NBS-MD-OOOOll, 
REVISION OOB FOR UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR 

--....... STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS (C)
 
-,LSN #: DN2001881591 Participant #: MOL.20000914.0163 Document 

Date: 04/22/2000 
Filtration is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport. Note that CRWMS 
M&O 2000b, refers to colloid filtration as retardation. 

88% INPUT TRANSMITTAL FOR UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTION FOR [!Il!J ~ ~D 
STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS, (ANL-NBS-MD-OOOOll) AND INPUT 
AND RESULTS OF THE BASE CASE SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND 
TRANSPORT MODEL FOR TSPA (ANL-NBS-HS-000030) (C) 
LSN #: DEN001437407 Participant #: MOL.20000404.0198 Document
 
Date: 04/04/2000
 
Filtration is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport. Note that AMR, ANL

NBS-HS-000031 (CRWMS M&O In Preparation b), refers to colloid filtration as retardation.
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88% _ FINAL CHECK COpy WITH BACKCHECK, DOCUMENT INPUT lililll'l ~D 
REFERENCE SHEETS FOR ANL-NBS-MD-000011. REVISION DOC 
FOR UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR STOCHASTIC 
PARAMETERS (C)

--A. LSN #: DN2002088627 Participant #: MOL.20000914.0159 Document 
--"Date: 04/24/2000 

to transport) sorbed onto colloids; the second deals with radionuclides that are reversibly or 
to :i )0 ,irily attached to colloids. Filtration is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the 
transport. 

D 87%	 UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTION FOR STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS; [!] l!J ~ IB 
fetch doc 
LSN #: DN2000147542 Participant #: AU.20040615.1271 Document 
Date: 10/01/2001 
Filtration is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport. Note that CRWMS 
M&O 2000b, refers to colloid filtration as retardation. 

D 87%	 ANALYSIS/MODEL COVER SHEET FOR UNCERTAINTY [!] Iil ~ ~ 
DISTRIBUTION FOR STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS, ANL-NBS-MD
000011. REVISION 00 ICN OlC INCLUDING DOCUMENT INPUT 
REFERENCE SHEET (FINAL CHECK COpy) (C) 
LSN #: DEN001431830 Participant #: MOL.20020529.0113 Document 
Date: 08/16/2001 
Filtration is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport. Note that CRWMS 
M&O 2000b, refers to colloid filtration as retardation. a 0.8 N nom 

87% ANALYSIS/MODEL COVER SHEET FOR UNCERTAINTY	 [!] Ij ~ ~D 
DISTRIBUTION FOR STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS, ANL-NBS-MD
000011, REVISION 00 ICN 01B INCLUDING DOCUMENT INPUT 
REFERENCE SHEET (BACKCHECK COpy) (C) 
LSN #: DEN001450250 Participant #: MOL.20020529.0110 Document 
Date: 07/13/2001 
Filtration is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport. The colloid tracers 
used at the C-wells complex consisted of fluorescent carhoxylate-modified latex polystyrene 
microspheres. 

D 87%	 OFFICE OF CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT [!] i ~ [i1 
ANALYSIS/MODEL COVER SHEET & UNCERTAINTY 
DISTRIBUTIONS FOR STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS; para21 
LSN #: DN2001323031 Participant #: ALI.20040615.6945 Document 
Date: 04/01/2000 
advection and dispersion of colloids in the fracture water, exclusion of the colloids from the 
matrix waters, and chemical filtration or adsorption (here called filtration for breVity) of the 
colloids onto the fracture surfaces. 

D 86%	 UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS [!] III ~ ~ 
5.0 ASSUMPTIONS; coli kc 1 27
 
LSN #: DEN001484309 Participant #: ALI.20040615.7050 Document
 
Date: 01/27/2000
 
UNCERTAINTY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS 5.0 ASSUMPTIONS;
 
coll_kc_l_27 . Uncertainty Distributions for Stochastic Parameters tracers used at the C

hole complex consisted of fluorescent carboxylate-modified latex polystyrene microspheres.
 

86% ELECTRONIC VERSION OF THE SZ PMR CONCURRENCE DRAFT; [!] [i ~ ~D 
SZ REVOO ICN 02 DraftA Sec 3 pt 2 
LSN #: DN2001841236 Participant #: ALA.20050401.3661 Document 
Date: 10/01/2000 
As with radionuclides that are irreversibly sorbed onto colloids in the volcanic units, filtration 
in the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

86% _ CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMD 
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MANAGEMENT & OPERATING CONTRACTOR SATURATED ZONE 
FLOW AND TRANSPORT PROCESS MODEL REPORT TDR-NBS-HS
000001 REV 00 ICN 03A 11/XX/200l; SZ PMR leN 03 
LSN #: DN2002002627 Participant #: ALA.200S032S.S921 Document 
Date: 11/01/2001 
As with radionuclides that are irreversibly sorbed onto colloids in the volcanic units, filtration 
in the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

86% SATURATED ZONE SITE-SCALE FLOW AND TRANSPORT NOMINAL [j Ii [EJ ~D 
CASE; SZ PMR 3.7 to checking 000325 
LSN #: DN20009S4932 Participant #: ALH.200S0302.8197 Document 
Date: 03/01/2000 
As with irreversible colloids in the volcanic units, filtration in the alluvium is modeled by 
applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. Thus, the same Kc applies to 
transport of a radionuclide in the volcanic units and the alluvium. 

86% CHECK COPY/PCG REVIEW FOR TDR-NBS-HS-OOOOO1. REVISION [j i l£I ~D 
OOIlCN 02A, SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND TRANSPORT PROCESS 
MODEL REPORT, BY NORMA BIGGAR (C) 
LSN #: DEN001436724 Participant #: MOL.2001020S.013S Document 
Date: 10/27/2000 
As with radionuclides that are irreversibly sorbed onto colloids in the volcanic units, filtration 
in the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

86% SZ ICN 03 Entire 001201LK,doc [j Ii ~ ~D 
LSN #: DN2001910091 Participant #: ALE.20040610.6487 Document 
Date: 12/04/2000 
As with radionuclides that are irreversibly sorbed onto colloids in the volcanic units, filtration 
in the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

[ Suggest More 

Currently displaying results 1-25 of 83 total hits 
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D 86% ..	 SZ PMR: SZ REVOO ICN 02 DraftA Sec 3 pt 2 ~ li ~ ~ 

LSN #: DN2001978874 Participant #: ALA.20050321.4973 Document 
Date: 10/01/2000 

~ As with radionuclides that are irreversibly sorbed onto colloids in the volcanic units, filtration 
in the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

86% .. 3.7 SATURATED ZONE SITE-SCALE FLOW AND TRANSPORT !!1li ll:I ~D 
NOMINAL CASE: SZ PMR 3.7 RevB 000401 
LSN #: DN2001367751 Participant #: ALC.20050308.6747 Document...,. Date: 04/01/2000 
As with irreversible colloids in the volcanic units, filtration in the alluvium is modeled by 
applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

D 86% ..	3.7 SATURATED ZONE SITE-SCALE FLOW AND TRANSPORT [!] i [&l ~ 
NOMINAL CASE: SZ PMR 3.7 RevB 000401 
LSN #: DN2001009540 Participant #: ALA.20050317.4896 Document 
Date: 04/01/2000~ As with irreversible colloids in the volcanic units, filtration in the alluvium is modeled by 
applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

86% .. 3.3.4 NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF TRANSPORT EOUATION: SZ l!llil [£) ~D 
REVOO ICN 01 Final Sec 3 -2 
LSN #: DN2002026924 Participant #: ALD.20050228.0603 Document 
Date: 08/01/2000 
As with irreversible colloids radionuclides that are irreversibly sorbed onto colloids in the 
volcanic units, filtration in the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the 
transport parameter. 

D 86%	 SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND TRANSPORT PROCESS MODEL [!J Ii USj ~ 
REPORT. TDR-NBS-HS-000001, REVISION 00, leN 02 
APPROVED (C) 
LSN #: DN2001641980 Participant #: MOL.20001102.0067 Document 
Date: 11/02/2000 
As with radionuclides that are irreversibly sorbed onto colloids in the volcanic units, filtration 
in the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

D 86%	 SZ PMR: SZ REVOO ICN 02 DraftA Sec 3 pt 2 l!lll ~ ~ 
LSN #: DN2001866223 Participant #; ALA.20050325.7135 Document 
Date: 10/01/2000 
As with radionuclides that are irreversibly sorbed onto colloids in the volcanic units, filtration 
in the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

D 86% ..	 Delivery Notification: Delivery has failed: SZ REVOO ICN 02 DraftA l!l il !lJ ~ 
Sec 3 pt 2 
LSN #: DN2002018541 Participant #: ALB.20050315.2738 Document 

-........... Date: 10/01/2000 
~ As with radionuclides that are irreversibly sorbed onto colloids in the volcanic units, filtration 

in the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

86% 3.7 SATURATION ZONE SITE-SCALE FLOW AND TRANSPORT l!l iii ~ ~D 
NOMINAL CASE: 3.7 20000325 
LSN #: DN2000990362 Participant #: ALB.20050321.6691 Document 
Date: 03/01/2000 
As with irreversible colloids in the volcanic units, filtration in the alluvium is modeled by 
applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. Thus, the same Kc applies to 
transport of a radionuclide in the volcanic units and the allUVium. 

86% .. CHECKER COPY FOR TDR-NBS-HS-OOOOOl. REVISION OOCD 
(INCLUDES DIRS). SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND TRANSPORT 
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PROCESS MODEL REPORT (C) 
LSN #: DN2002367705 Participant #: MOL.20000720.0212 Document 
Date: 04/23/2000 
Matrix exclusion in the volcanic units is invoked because of the large 5181 size and small 
diffusivities of the colloids compared to the solute, plus the possibility of similar 5182 
electrostatic charge of the colloids and the tuff matrix. 

D 86%	 FINAL CHECK COPY FOR TDR-I\JBS-HS-OOOOO1. REVISION OOD [!l il ~ ~ 
(INCLUDES DIRS). SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND TRANSPORT 
PROCESS MODEL REPORT (C) 
LSN #: DN2002075307 Participant #: MOL.20000720.0213 Document 
Date: 04/26/2000 
As with irreversible colloids in the volcanic units, filtration in the alluvium is modeled by 
applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

86%	 DESIGN REVIEW FOR SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND TRANSPORT [!l[iJ [lj [i1D 
PROCESS MODEL REPORT. TDR-NBS-HS-000001, REVISION 00, 
leN 01B. JULY 2000, TECHNICAL CHECK COPY (C) 
LSN #: DN2001649964 Participant #: MOL.20001128.0089 Document 
Date: 07/11/2000 
As with irreversible colloids that are irreversibly sorb onto colloids in the volcanic units, 
filtration in the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport 
parameter. 

D 86% ..	 CHECK COPY FOR TDR-NBS-HS-000001, REVISION OOA [!l1!J [l:l [i1 
(INCLUDES DIRS) PLUS TWO ATTACHMENTS, SATURATED ZONE 
FLOW AND TRANSPORT PROCESS MODEL REPORT (C) 

,. LSN #: DN2002070540 Participant #: MOL.20000720.0198 Document 
'lflii'" Date: 04/20/2000 

As with irreversible colloids in the volcanic units, filtration in the alluvium is modeled by 
applying a retardation factor to the 

86%	 FINAL CHECK COPY. PCG CHECKED/ALL COMMENTS ADDRESSED [!l [i ~ ~D 
AND DIRS FOR TDR-NBS-HS-000001, REVISION 00. ICN 02B, 
SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND TRANSPORT PROCESS MODEL 
REPORT, OCTOBER 2000 (C) 
LSN #: DEN001452838 Participant #: MOL.20010205.0139 Document 
Date: 10/30/2000 
As with radionuclides that are irreversibly sorbed onto colloids in the volcanic units, filtration 
in the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

86%	 DESIGN REVIEW FOR SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND TRANSPORT [!l [i ~ ~D 
PROCESS MODEL REPORT. TDR-NBS-HS-OOOOO1. REVISION 00, 
ICN 01B. JULY 2000. PCG COMPLIANCE CHECK COPY AND BACK 
CHECKER COMMENTS (C) 
LSN #: DN2001673994 Participant #: MOL.20001128.0088 Document 
Date: 08/02/2000 
As with it eYPible colloids that are irreversibly sorbed onto colloids in the volcanic units, 
filtration in the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport 
parameter. 

86%	 SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND TRANSPORT PROCESS MODEL [!lli Ilj ~D 
REPORT, TDR-NBS-HS-OOOOO1. REVISION 00, ICN 01 
APPROVED (C) 
LSN #: DEN001445025 Participant #: MOL.20000821.0359 Document 
Date: 08/21/2000 
As with radionuclides that are irreversibly sorbed onto colloids in the volcanic units, filtration 
in the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

86% ..	 SZ PMR: SZ REVOO leN 02 DraftA Sec 3 pt 2 ~ lit [l1 ~ 
LSN #: DN2002003837 Participant #: ALA.20050321.4978 Document 
Date: 10/01/2000 

, As with radionuclides that are irreversibly sorbed onto colloids in the volcanic units, filtration 
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D 86% -
in the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

SATURATED ZONE SITE-SCALE FLOW AND TRANSPORT NOMINAL [ji~~ 
CASE; SZ PMR 3.7 to checking 000325 
LSN #: DN2000922990 Participant #: ALF.20050302.9871 Document 
Date: 03/01/2000 
As with irreversible colloids in the volcanic units, filtration in the alluvium is modeled by 
applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. Thus, the same Kc applies to 
transport of a radionuclide in the volcanic units and the alluvium. 

86% CHECK COpy FOR TDR-NBS-HS-000001, REVISION OOA [j~~~D 

~ 

(INCLUDES PIRS) PLUS TWO ATTACHMENTS, SATURATED ZONE - FLOW AND TRANSPORT PROCESS MODEL REPORT (C) 
LSN #: DN2002064901 Participant #: JOL.20000720.0198 Document 
Date: 04/20/2000 
As with irreversible colloids in the volcanic units, filtration in the alluvium is modeled by 
applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

D 86% SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND TRANSPORT PROCESS MODEL [jil[lj~- REPORT, TDR-NBS-HS-OOOOOL REVISION 00, ICN OlA, JULY 
2000, PRELIMINARY DRAFT (C) 
LSN #: DN2001661129 Participant #: MOL.20001128.0083 
Date: 07/01/2000 

Document 

As with colloids that are irreversibly sorbed onto colloids in the volcanic units, filtration in 
the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

D 86% -
-9 

3.7 SATURATED ZONE SITE-SCALE FLOW AND TRANSPORT [ji~~ 
NOMINAL CASE; SZ PMR 3.7 RevB 000401 
LSN #: DN2000842078 Participant #: ALA.20050321.7339 Document 
Date: 04/01/2000 
As with irreversible colloids in the volcanic units, filtration in the alluvium is modeled by 
applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

D 86% - ANALYSIS/MODEL COVER SHEET FOR UNCERTAINTY 
DISTRIBUTION FOR STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS, ANL-NBS-MD

[j!llID~ 

000011, REVISIOI\I 00 ICN OlD INCLUDING DOCUMENT INPUT 
REFERENCE SHEET (FINAL CHECK COpy #2) (C) 
LSN #: DN2001082161 Participant #: MOL.20020529.0119 
Date: 09/24/2001 

Document 

Filtration is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport. The colloid tracers 
used at the C-wells complex consisted of fluorescent carboxylute-modified latex polystyrene 
microspheres. 

D 86% - REVIEW COpy FOR TDR-NBS-HS-OOOOOL REVISION OOB, [jilEj~ 
(INCLUDES DIRS) SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND TRANSPORT 
PROCESS MODEL REPORT (C) 
LSN #: DENOO1446246 Participant #: MOL.20000720.0202 Document 
Date: 04/01/2000 
Thus, the same KK applies to transport of 314 a radionuclide in the volcanic units and the 
alluvium. 315 For TSPA-SR, the Kdcol parameter is based on the Kdcol for americium onto 
waste-form colloids 316 as established by CRWMS M&O (2000-F01l5). 

D 86% - REVIEW FOR SATURATED ZONE FLOW ANP TRANSPORT PROCESS 
MODEL REPORT, TDR-NBS-HS-OOOOOL REVISION 00, ICN OlC 

[ji~~ 

WITH EDITORIAL CHANGES ONLY (C) 
LSN #: DENOO1449983 Participant #: MOL.20001128.0096 Document 
Date: 07/18/2000 
As with colloids that are irreversibly sorbed onto colloids in the volcanic units, filtration in 
the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

D 86% - 3. SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND TRANSPORT MODEL AND 
ABSTRACTIONS FOR TOTAL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 

[ji[J5J~ 
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FOR SITE RECOMMENDATION; SZ PtJlR 000001 ROO Section 3 
LSN #: DN2002027389 Participant #: ALF.200S0214.1011 Document 
Date: 04/01/2000 
TDR-NBS-HS-000001 REV 00 3-129 April 2000, As with irreversible colloids in the volcanic 
units, filtration in the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport 
parameter. 

86% _ FINAL CHECK COPY FOR SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND [!'111l1£l ~D 
TRANSPORT PROCESS MODEL REPORT, TDR-NBS-HS-OOOOO1. 
REVISION 00, ICN OlD, JULY 2000 (C) 

_~ LSN #: DEN001436347 Participant #: MOL,20001128.0099 Document 
-?' Date: 08/16/2000 

j A As h .4,1\ Iolloids that are irrevcrsiblSsorbLd onto colloid in the volcanic units, filtration in 
the alluvium is n}odeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 
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Currently displaying results 51-75 of 83 total hits 

Select RelOto Source Title/Accession Numbers/Description 
o 86% .. 3.6 SYNTHESIS OF SZ MODEL AND MODEL ABSTRACTIONS; 

pmr sz sec3.6-3.7 
LSN #: DN2001273920 Participant #: ALB.20050308.8112 Document 
Date: 02/21/2000 
As with irreversible colloids in the volcanic units, filtration in the alluvium is modeled by 
applying a retardation factor to the transport. For TSPA-SR, reversible colloids are modeled 
using the Kc concept. 

o
 86%
 Re: Key factors	 [II il ~ ~ 
LSN #: DN2001159494 Participant #: ALE.20040621.2344 Document 
Date: 02/26/2004 
Re: Key factors. SZ performance Sorption in volcanic Colloid filtration in volcanics Matrix 
diffusion in volcanics Sorption in alluvium Seismic Scenario Class Annual exceedance 
frequency Infiltration/percolation flux Number of DS breached Patches 

o	 86% .. FINAL CHECK COPY FOR SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND ~ [tj [£I ~ 
TRANSPORT PROCESS MODEL REPORT, TDR-NBS-HS-000001, 
REVISION 00, ICN OlD, JULY 2000 (C) 

...........!IIILSN #: DEN001449420 Participant #: JOL.20001128.0099 Document
 
--;lll'Date: 08/16/2000 

V \s with colloids that arc irreversibly Sorbing onto colloids in the volcanic units, filtration in 
the alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

o
 86%
 SZ PMR - DRAFT SECTIONS 3.6-3.7; pmr sz sec3.6-3. 7 ~ IiJ ~ ~ 
LSN #: DN2001280130 Participant #: ALB.20050308.1501 Document 
Date: 02/17/2005 
As with irreversible colloids in the volcanic units, filtration in the alluvium is mOdeled by 
applying a retardation factor to the transport. 

86% REVIEW FOR SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND TRANSPORT PROCESS ~ Ii ~ ~D 
MODEL REPORT, TDR-NBS-HS-OOOOOl. REVISION 00, ICN 01C 
WITH EDITORIAL CHANGES ONLY (C) 
LSN #: DEN001434913 Participant #: JOL.20001128.0096 Document 
Date: 07/18/2000 
As with colloids that arc irrecersihl} orhed unit, eullutd, in the volcanic units, filtration in the 
alluvium is modeled by applying a retardation factor to the transport parameter. 

o
 84%
 3.7 SATURATED ZONE SITE-SCALE FLOW AND TRANSPORT ~ Ii ~ ~ 
NOMINAL CASE; SZ PMR 3.7 to checking 000311 
LSN #: DN2001059749 Participant #: ALG.20040618.5165 Document 
Date: 03/01/2000 
Matrix exclusion in the volcanic units is assumed because of the large size and small 
diffusivities of the colloids compared to the solute, plus the possibility of similar electrostatic 
charge of the colloids and the tuff matrix. 

o
 84%
 CIVILIAN RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM ~ iii ~ ~ 
MANAGEMENT & OPERATING CONTRACTOR - SATURATED ZONE 
FLOW AND TRANSPORT PROCESS MODEL REPORT APRIL 2000 
LSN #: DN2001965341 Participant #: ALA.20040619.0597 Document 
Date: 04/01/2000 
Matrix exclusion in the volcanic units is invoked because of the large size and small 
diffusivities of the colloids compared to the solute, plus the possibility of similar electrostatic 
charge of the colloids and the tuff matrix. 

o
 84%
 SATURATED ZONE FLOW AND TRANSPORT PROCESS MODEL ~ l!l [£) ~ 
REPORT, TDR-NBS-HS-000001, REVISION 00 - APPROVED (C) 
LSN #: DN2001624216 Participant #: MOL.20000502.0238 Document 
Date: 05/03/2000 
Matrix exclusion in the volcanic units is invoked because of the large size and small 
diffusivities of the colloids compared to the solute, plus the possibility of similar electrostatic 
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charge of the colloids and the tuff matrix. 

D 83%	 ANALYSIS/MODEL COVER SHEET FOR UNCERTAINTY [!l III ~ ~ 
DISTRIBUTION FOR STOCHASTIC PARAMETERS, ANL-NBS-MD
000011, REVISION 00 ICN OlA INCLUDING DOCUMENT INPUT 
REFERENCE SHEET (CHECK COPY) (C) (Redacted) 
LSN #: DN2002475875 Participant #: ALA.20060824.3348 Document 
Date: 06/19/2001 
Note that CRWMS M&O 20006, refers to colloid filtration as retardation. a 0.8 to J7 L 0.6 ru 
OA E 0.2 Z' U Retardation Factor in the Volcanic Units DTN: LA0002PR831231.003 Figure. 

D 82% ..	 DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE:: ~ illEl ~ 
response-CS02 
LSN #: DN2001325754 Participant #: ALJ.20040615.1103 Document____> Date: 11/14/2003 

7' Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. I 
thought the base case did not Base case does not include colloid fascilitated transport. What 
is include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

D 82% ..	 DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE:: ~ Ii ~ ~ 
response-CS02 
LSN #: DN2001325221 Participant #: ALJ.20040615.1162 Document 

_----.~ Date: 11/14/2003 
•	 , Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. 

What is Section 8.3.2.12 include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

D 82% ..	 DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE:: [!'t I!l ~ ~ 
response-CS02 
LSN #: DN2001346530 Participant #: ALF.20040612.8121 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003

.!II.. Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. I 
....----, thought the base case did not Base case does not include colloid fascilitated transport. What 

is include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

D 82% ..	 DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE:: I!llil ~ ~ 
response-CS02 
LSN #: DN2001343581 Participant #: ALJ.20040615.0927 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003.._---+ Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. I 
thought the base case did not Base case does not include colloid fascilitated transport. What 
is include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

D 82%	 DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE:; [!l1iJ lEJ ~ 
response-CS02 
LSN #: DN2001337204 Participant #: ALJ.20040615.0839 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 
Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. I _.--~ thought the base case did not Base case does not include colloid fascilitated transport. What 
is include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

82% .. DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE:: iii ~ ~D 
response-CS02 
LSN #: DEN001284416 Participant #: ALA.20040617.5995 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003•• >.. Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. I 

~ thought the base case did not Base case does not include colloid fascilitated transport. What 
is include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

82% DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE:: l!'l !J ~ ~D 
response-CS02 
LSN #: DN2001330273 Participant #: ALJ.20040615.0630 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 
Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. I --s+ 
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thought the base case did not Base case does not include colloid fascilitated transport. What 
is include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

82%D .. 
• ..
 

82%D .. 
• 

82%D .. 
• ;.
 

82%D .. 
a =,. 

82%D .. 
• a>
 

82%D OD 

~ 

82% ..D 

'" 
__---. 

DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE:; Iillll ~ ~ 
response-CS02 
LSN #: DN2001188099 Participant #: ALA.20040617.6237 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 
Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. I 
thought the base case did not Base case does not include colloid fascilitated transport. What 
is include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium . 

DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE:; ~ I!J llij ~ 
response-CS02 
LSN #: DEN001263559 Participant #: ALA.20040617.6002 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 
Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. I 
thought the base case did not Base case does not include colloid fascilitated transport. What 
is include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium . 

DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE:; Iil [!J usn ~ 
response-CS02 
LSN #: DN2001334157 Participant #: AU.20040615.1141 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 
Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. I 
thought the base case did not Base case does not include colloid fascilitated transport. What 
is include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE:: Iilil ~ ~ 
response-CS02 
LSN #: DN2001322831 Participant #: AU.20040615.0632 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 
Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. I 
thought the base case did not Base case does not include colloid fascilitated transport. What 
is include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE:; I!l Ii us.:l ~ 
response-CS02 
LSN #: DN2001347410 Participant #: ALF.20040615.5378 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 
Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. I 
thought the base case did not Base case does not include colloid fascilitated transport. What 
is include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE:; Iil ii Il1 ~ 
response-CS02 
LSN #: DN2001344155 Participant #: ALC.20040611.4592 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 
Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. I 
thought the base case did not Base case does not include colloid fascilitated transport. What 
is include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE:; Iil Ii ~ ~ 
response-CS02 
LSN #: DN2001348262 Participant #: AU.20040615.0628 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 
Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. I 
thought the base case did not Base case does not include colloid fascilitated transport. What 
is include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

82% .. DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET: response-CS02 ~ !!lIE ~D 
LSN #: DEN001280814 Participant #: ALB.20040618.1025 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003_---:;> Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. I 
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thought the base case did not Base case does not include colloid fascilitated transport. What 
is include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

82% DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET; response-CS02 [!Iii [j5J ~D 
LSN #: DEN001270997 Participant #: ALB.20040618.1048 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 
Do you mean the volcanics? colloids in the volcanics and alluvium are important factors. I 
thought the base case did not Base case does not include colloid fascilitated transport. What 
is include colloid filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

Suggest M()re ] 
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Currently displaying results 76-83 of 83 total hits	 • 

Select RelOto Source Title/Accession Numbers/Description Commands 

D 81% ..	 DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE: l!lli [€j [j] 
SAFETY CLASSIFICATION OF SSCS AND BARRIERS; Dixon 214 
Comments Class 

..	 LSN #: DN2002168293 Participant #: ALA.20051018.1726 Document 

..	 Date: 07/28/2005 
The volcanic tuff and alluvial material are subject to sorption, matrix diffusion, and colloid 
filtration resulting in a slower radionuclide release rate. 

81% ..	DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET & 2. DOCUMENT TITLE: [!] ij ~ ~D 
SAFETY CLASSIFICATION OF SSCS AND BARRIERS; Dixon 214 
Comments Class 
LSN #: DN2002183224 Participant #: ALA.20051007.0310 Document 
Date: 07/28/2005 
The volcanic tuff and alluvial material are subject to sorption, matrix diffusion, and colloid 
filtration resulting in a slower radionuclide release rate. 

80% ..	DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET: S0025 comments sja ~ [!l [lj ~D 
LSN #: DEN001269677 Participant #: ALB.20040618.1028 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 
The volcanics looks much more important according to Table 8.3- 1. 52 Section 8.3.1 I don't~ understand the logic in this paragraph. I thought the base case did not include colloid 
filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

80% ..	DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET: S0025 comments sja ~ Iil [£l1i1 
LSN #: DEN001498308 Participant #: AU.20040615.0818 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 

~ The volcanics looks much more important according to Table 8.3- 1. 52 Section 8.3.1 I don't 
understand the logic in this paragraph. I thought the base case did not include colloid 
filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

D 80% ..	 DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET: ATI4E30U l!l [jj [lj ~ 
LSN #: DEN001274455 Participant #: ALB.20040618.1066 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 

~ The volcanics looks much more important according to Table 8.3- 1. 52 Section 8.3.1 I don't 
---r" understand the logic in this paragraph. I thought the base case did not include colloid 

filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

D 80% ..	DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET: S0025 comments sia l!lli llj ~ 
LSN #: DN2000971369 Participant #: ALA.20050308.7840 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 
The volcanics looks much more important according to Table 8.3- 1. 52 Section 8.3.1 I don't 
understand the logic in this paragraph. I thought the base case did not include colloid 
filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

80% ..	DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET: ~ li ~ ~D 
S0025 comments sja rev2 
LSN #: DN2000913815 Participant #: ALG.20050302.2148 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 
The volcanics looks much more important according to Table 8.3- 1. 52 Section 8.3.1 I don't 
understand the logic in this paragraph. I thought the base case did not include colloid 
filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 

80% ..	DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMENT SHEET: ATI4E30U l!l i) ~ ~D 
LSN #: DN2001330846 Participant #: AU.20040615.0425 Document 
Date: 11/14/2003 
The volcanics looks much more important according to Table 8.3- 1. 52 Section 8.3.1 I don't 
understand the logic in this paragraph. I thought the base case did not include colloid 
filtration in the volcanics or the alluvium. 
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From: Mike Hacskaylo [MIKE@wapa.gov] 
To: Robert Porter 
Subject: Issue Paper 

Attached is an issue paper for our meeting at 0930 on Monday November 26 in Bob Porter's 
office. Have a great Thanksgiving! 

3-1
 



From: M~'k e Hacskaylo [MIKE@wapa.gov] 
. R bert Porter 

To. 0 O(038)M languageSubject: Fwd: Corps 

Finally! 
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From: CN=Finch Robert J./OU=CMT-205/0=ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
 
PostedDate: 10/17/2002 03:51:41 AM
 
SendTo: CN-Mertz Carol J./OU-CMT-205/0-ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY;CN-Kaminski Michael
 
D./OU=CMT-205/0-ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
 
CopyTo:
 
ReplyTo:
 
BlindCopyTo:
 
Subject: FW: Happy Halloween!
 
Body:
 

Another one of Jeff's little treasures ...
 

> -----Original Message----

>From: Fortner, Jeffrey A.
 
>Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2002 9:48 AM
 
>To: Aase, Scott; Craig Payne (E-mail); Edward Bryson (E-mail); 'Irene
 
Robinson' (E-mail); Jill (home) (E-mail); KATE BIDDULPH (E-mail); Finch, Robert
 
J.
 
>Subject: FW: FW: Happy Halloween!
 
> 
>This picture speaks for itself. 
> 
>-Jeff 
> 
>Subject: FW: FW: Happy Halloween! 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 

- drunk pumpkin.jpg 

Attachment: drunk pumpkin.JPG 
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HOW TO TELL YOU'VE BEEN REALLY BAD.; attl 

12/01/1998 

1 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 
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Oh my > > > > > >A man walks into Fredrick's of Hollywood to purchase some sheer 
lingerie> >for his wife. He is shown several possibilities that range from $250 to> >$500 in 
price, the sheerer, the higher the price. He opts for the sheerest> >item, pays the $500 and takes 
the lingerie home. > > > >He presents it to his wife and asks her to go upstairs, put it on and 
model> >it for him. Upstairs, the wife thinks, "I have an idea. It's so sheer> >that it might as 
well be nothing. I won't put it on, do the modeling> >naked, return it tomorrow and keep the 
$500 refund for myself." > > > >So she appears naked on the balcony and strikes a pose. > > > 
>The husband says, "Good Lord! You'd think that for $500, they'd at least> >iron it!" > > > >He 
never heard the shot. > > > >Funeral services are pending. > > > > > 
> >Get ready 
for school! Find articles, homework help and more in the Back to >School Guide! 
http://special.msn.com/network/04backtoschool.armx > 
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c 

Author: Deborah Barr 
Organization: RWDOE 
From: CN=Deborah Barr/OU=YD/o=RWDOE 
PostedDate: 12/10/1999 10:41:52 AM 
SendTo: CN=Bimal Mukhopadhyay/OU=YD/O=RWDOE@CRWMS 
CopyTo: CN=Norma BiggarIOU=YM/O=RWDOE@CRWMS 
ReplyTo: 
BlindCopyTo: 
Subject: Re: Geos R us 
Body: Do you know the answer to this? 
---------------------- Forwarded by Deborah Barr/YD/RWDOE on 12/10/99 07:41 AM 

Norma Biggar 
12/09/99 04:38 PM 
To: Carol Hanlon/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS, Martha Pendleton/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS, Candace 
Lugo/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS, Linda Bauer/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS, Jean Younker/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS, 
Deborah Barr/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS, Sheryl Morris/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS, Claudia 
Newbury/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS, Pamela Adams/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS 
cc: 

Subject: Re: Geos R us 

Does anyone remember the content/issue of the original letter to Ann Landers, 
the one that sparked the response below? 

Carol Hanlon 
12/09/99 03:13 PM 
To: April Gil/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS 
cc: Martha Pendleton/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS, Candace Lugo/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS, Norma 
Biggar/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS, Linda Bauer/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS, Jean Younker/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS, 
Deborah Barr/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS 
Subject: Re: Geos R us 

Well, I know that we're great (doesn't that go without saying?) but as for 
engineering husbands, I have to say that I think they're pretty great, also. 
Anyway, mine is, and he keeps my truck purring! what more could you ask? 

April Gil 
12/09/99 01:14 PM 
To: Martha Pendleton/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS, Candace Lugo/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS, Norma 
Biggar/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS, Linda Bauer/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS, Jean Younker/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS, 
Carol Hanlon/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS 
cc: Deborah Barr/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS 

Subject: Geos R us 

WOW! we always knew it was true .... thanks, Debbie! 
---------------------- Forwarded by April Gil/YD/RWDOE on 12/09/99 01:12 PM 

Deborah Barr 
12/09/99 12:49 PM
 
To: Sheryl Morris/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS, Claudia Newbury/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS, April
 
Gil/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS, Pamela Adams/YD/RWDOE@CRWMS
 

cc: 

Subject: FW: A shining endorsement if I've ever heard one. (fwd) 



DEAR ANN LANDERS: 

This letter, my first ever to an advice columnist, was sparked by your 
column about the geologist's wife who asked, "Are all geologists the very 
embodiment of all the virtues and qualities that are universally admired 
in humankind? Have they alone, of all the professions, achieved a state 
of grace far beyond that ever speculated by history's most hopeful 
philosophers and theologians?" The answer is ABSOLUTELY! Geologists ARE 
a different breed. They are wise, often strikingly handsome and 
beautiful, kind to small children and animals, sensitive to the 
subtleties of everything around them, and when it comes to relationships, 
well, Mom, my three sisters-in-law and one-brother-in-Iaw, and my two 
aunts and two uncles seemed always to have a serene, deeply satisfied 
look of complete contentment. If only I could have hitched up with one 
too. Signed, A Jealous and Bitterly Resentful Wife of an Engineer. 

Ann Landers Replies: DEAR JEALOUS: I've been swamped with letters from 
the lucky spouses and relatives of geologists. They've given me a real 
education, and made me feel a little jealous too. Read on: 

PORTLAND: Geologists ARE different. And I say "Vive la difference!" I 
thought maybe I was the luckiest person ever to have been born, but I 
have found that other geologist's spouses have similar experiences. My 
geologist husband has more sensitivity and consideration than 10 "normal" 
men, selflessly making life safe, loving and meaningful for others. I am 
so lucky to have this man in my life! 

DENVER: Ann, the best piece of advice you could pass along to your 
readers is this: if you can't be one yourself, do whatever it takes to 
associate with as many geologists as you can. My life has been rich, so 
meaningful, since I divorced the egghead engineer I was married to for 12 
years. If I weren't so ecstatic nearly all my waking hours, I would be in 
despair over all that wasted time. But in retrospect, I would have traded 
fifty years with "Ms. Pocket-Protector" for just a few weeks of the 
blissful existence I have with my big lovable rockhound. She has shown me 
all the richness that life holds. I spend hours just basking in the 
warmth of her vast knowledge of life, the universe, and everything. She 
has so much beauty and understanding. And she's always ready to share 
that gift. She's able to explain the most incredibly complex concepts in 
a way that helps you understand, and makes you feel just plain good all 
over. And how can anyone be so perfect, yet so warm and sensitive to the 
needs of others? Think of the world we would have if everyone were a 
geologist! 
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From: CN=Joyce Golos/OU=YM/O=RWDOE
 
PostedDate: 09/13/2000 11:53:32 AM
 
SendTo: Iflint@usgs.gov
 
CopyTo:
 
ReplyTo:
 
BlindCopyTO:
 
Subject: Re: How Soon They Forget!
 
Body:
 

Well I went home last night and rechecked the recipe. I forgot:
 

1/4 cup ketchup
 
onion powder
 

Sorry. How did the meat turn out?
 

Joyce
 

Joyce Golos
 
09/12/2000 03:17 PM
 
To: Iflint@usgs.gov
 
cc: 

Subject: Re: How Soon They Forget! 

Sounds good though. Let me know how it turned out. 

Joyce 
Iflint@usgs.gov on 09/12/2000 03:15:51 PM 

To: Joyce Golos/YM/RWDOE 
cc: 

Subject: Re: How Soon They Forget!
 
I forgot the brown sugar and bay leaf and used crushed red peppers and
 
oregano. I didn't poke the meat either. Dang. It will have marinated for 24
 
hours though, so should be good. Thanks'
 

Joyce_Golos@not 
es.ymp.gov To: Iflint@usgs.gov 

cc: 
09/12/2000 Subject: Re: How Soon They 

Forget! 
01:30 PM 

Marinade: 

1/2 cup oil 
1/4 cup soy sauce (I use the lite it has less salt) 
1/4 red wine 
2 tbls brown sugar 
pepper (I used cracked pepper) 
crushed garlic 
1 bay leaf 

Polk holes in meat with fork (your right 2" is good really perfect) . 

Marinade at least 8 hours. 

Grill 

Is this close to what you did?
 
Iflint@usgs.gov on 09/12/2000 01:05:07 PM
 



I 

To: Joyce Golos/YM/RWDOE 

cc: 

Subject: Re: How Soon They Forget! 
Oh David. I get a call yesterday that he wanted to get another balance, but 
was running beyond the schedule. Honestly didn't know what he was up to. 
too, will tolerate the nastygram I'll get. Sorry about that, you're a 
champ. By the way, I'm marinating a sirloin to grill for tonight. I hope it 
got lt right. Want to remind me of the ingredients? (It's almost 2" thick!) 

Joyce_Golos@not 
es.ymp.gov To: 

David_Hudson@notes.ymp.gov 
cc: lflint@usgs.gov, 

09/12/2000 David_Hudson@notes.ymp.gov, 
aflint@usgs.gov, 

11:03 AM kellett@usgs.gov 
Subject: How Soon They 

Forget! 
David: 

Do you remember some time back you and I were having lunch with Alan and 
Clinton 
and you made the statement to me that you were never informed that 
splitting 
requirements was not allowed. (Meaning, you know you have a requirement to 
purchase something which exceeds your $2,500.00 per purchase limit and then 
you 
intentionally split the orders between cards in order to stay below that 
level.) 
At the time we joked about the fact that you have been told in fact 
numerous 
times, for which I think everyone else can attest to. So now along comes 
poor 
Kevin Ellett, and he forwards me the following message. He's trying to be 
a 
good team player and keep us informed on what is outstanding. However, the 
AO 
only forwards this message on to a new Budget Analyst who is a very by the 
book 
sort of employee (whom by the way had a contracting warrant at one time), 
and 
she freaks out, because. 

1. David, you used other people's credit cards to purchase items. A real
 
and
 
definite NO-NO!
 

2. You used other credit cards so that you could split requirements.
 
Another
 
NO-NO!
 

Kevin, I think you and Lorrie were suppose to send these to me separately, 
minus 
the note that David used your credit cards. 

Kiera wants desperately to write a note explaining the rules and what you 
violated. I'm going to let Kiera write that note as a reminder of the 

rules, so 
don't be offended when it comes out. 

Sorry! 

Joyce 



PS: Rule #1: If I catch you, you weren't sneaky enough. 

David_Hudson@not 
es.ymp.gov To: 

Lorrie_Flint@notes.ymp.gov, 
kellett@usgs.gov 

cc: 
09/11/2000 06:09 Subject: Thanks for 

Ordering 
PM 

Lorrie and Kevin: 

I used your credit cards cards to order 2 balances today. I put one 
balance on 
each card. I think you need to send Joyce a list of your outstanding 
charges so 
this should be added. 

Vendor: GSE Weighing Systems 
23900 Haggerty 
Farmington Hills, MI 48335 
(800) 755-7875 

Item: Model 4444 Floating Beam Scale Base 12" by 18". 100 lbs capacity. 

Cost: $1345 plus shipping. 

Charge to Account: 21302 

Thanks, 

David 
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From: CN=Sara Burkhert/OU=YM/O=RWDOE
 
PostedDate: 10/02/2004 01:36:53 PM
 

SendTo: CN=ERMS RPCWest!OU=YM!O=RWDOE@CRWMS
 
CopyTo:
 
Rep1yTo:
 
B1indCopyTo:
 
Subject: Internal Message sent via Notes Client
 
Body:
 

Haha You know what I love? The fact that I was trying to offer a wide array of
 
movies that would encompass most of the spectrum in an attempt to determine
 
what your tastes are. I'm thinking, does she like girlie movies like dramas?
 
Guilty pleasures? Is she an action babe? And you were interested in movies
 
like Hero and Shaun of the Dead. That makes me very happy. =) I don't know many
 
girls who are interested in both like me. Yeah. Hero will be awesome. I'll
 
check out some times for playing and we can decide on something tomorrow.
 

Sara
 
Darby Kimball
 
10/02/2004 10:33 AM
 
To: Sara Burkhert/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS
 
cc:
 
Subject: Re: This weekend
 
User Filed as: Not Categorized in ERMS
 
LSN:
 

Sunday works better for me also (I came in a bit late too. :) ). We can settle 
on time, etc. tomorrow. 

But yeah, Hero looks like the best choice. YAY JET LI! 

Darby 

Sara Burkhert 
10/02/2004 10:25 AM 
To: Darby Kimball/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS 
cc:
 
Subject: Re: This weekend
 
User Filed as: Excl/AdminMgmt-14-4/QA:N/A
 
LSN:
 

Hey Girl, 

How do you feel about a Sunday matinee? I came into work late today, so I have 
a lot of stuff to take care of, but tomorrow should be a lighter day. Hope 
your Saturday is going well. 

Sara 

Darby Kimball 
10/01/2004 04:06 PM 
To: Sara Burkhert/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS 
cc: 
Subject: Re: This weekend 
User Filed as: Not Categorized in ERMS 
LSN: 

I'm at the La Quinta West Lakes - at Sahara & Ft. Apache. 

There really isn't much out this week, is there? 



I'm fine with Collateral or Vanity Fair. Open Water I'd like to see, but I 
have this problem with jumping and screaming when things on movie screens 
happen too suddenly. :) (Though I did hear an interesting rumor about that 
movie - apparently the director was running out of budget, so instead of 
getting a shark cage he just towed the actors out in the ocean, started filming 
the scenes, and then dumped chum allover. So apparently the terror is not so 
much acting, cause the sharks are very real.) 

Other options in the area are Hero (if you like Jet Li & samurai movies like 
me) and Shaun of the Dead (which is a supposedly hilarious zombie comedy). 
Also I saw Sky Captain last week and that was pretty good. 

Darby 

Sara Burkhert 
10/01/2004 03:35 PM 
To: Darby Kimball/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS 
cc:
 
Subject: Re: This weekend
 
User Filed as: Excl/AdminMgmt-14-4/QA:N/A
 
LSN:
 

I have to work both days this weekend, and likely full days, but would probably 
relish the opportunity to take a long, lazy break one afternoon to go see a 
film. 

Here's what's playing at the Suncoast. I've never been to their theatre before, 
but it's a nice casino and it's near here. I'm assuming your hotel is nearby? 

Collateral
 
Action (R) • 1 hr 56 mins
 

(11:15am) , (1: 55pm), (4: 35pm), 7: 20pm, 10:00pm 

Criminal
 
Drama (R) • 1 hr 27 mins
 

(l1:20am), (1: 25pm) , (3: 35pm) , (5:35pm) , 7: 40pm, 9:45pm 

A Dirty Shame
 
Comedy (NC-17) • 1 hr 29 mins
 

(11: 35am), (1: 40pm), (3: 40pm), (5: 45pm), 7:55pm, 9:55pm 

Facing Windows 
Art/Foreign (R) • 1 hr 41 mins 

(11:25am) , (l: 45pm), (4:10pm), 7:05pm, 9:35pm 



Going Upriver: The Long War of John Kerry 
Documentary (PG-13) • 2 hrs 10 mins 

(11: 20am), (1: 30pm), (3:30pm), (5:40pm), 7:45pm, 9:50pm 

Mr. 3000 
Comedy (PG-13) • 1 hr 43 mins 

7:00pm, 
(11: 30am) , 

8:05pm, 
(12:30pm), (2:00pm), 

9:30pm, 10:30pm 
(3: OOpm) , (4:30pm), (5:30pm), 

Napoleon Dynamite 
Comedy (PG) • 1 hr 26 mins 

(11: 40am), (2:30pm), (5: OOpm) , 7:25pm, 9:40pm 

The Notebook 
Romance (PG-13) • 2 hrs 1 min 

(11:30am), (2: 10pm), (4:55pm), 7:35pm, 10:20pm 

Open Water 
Drama (R) • 1 hr 19 mins 

(11:55am), (2: 25pm), (4: 20pm) , 6:20pm, 8:10pm, 10:05pm 

Paparazzi 
Drama (PG-13) • 1 hr 25 mins 

(11:50am) , (1:45pm), (3: 45pm), 6: 15pm, 8:10pm, 10:30pm 

Silver City 
Drama (R) • 2 hrs 9 mins 

(1: 35pm), (4:25pm), 7: 15pm, 10:05pm 



Vanity Fair
 
Drama (PG-13) • 2 hrs 17 mins
 

(12:40pm), (3: 50pm), 6:55pm, 10:10pm 

Wicker Park 
Drama (PG-13) • 1 hr 55 mins 

(12:05pm), (2: 40pm), (5: 10pm), 7: 50pm, 10:25pm 

Wimbledon
 
Comedy (PG-13) • 1 hr 40 mins
 

(12: OOpm) , (2:20pm), (4:40pm), 7:00pm, 9:20pm 

Without a Paddle
 
Comedy (PG-13) 1 hr 35 mins
 

(12:00pm), (2: 15pm), (4:45pm), 7:10pm, 9:25pm 

Of those listed, I'm interested in Napeoleon Dynamite (I hear it's good), 
Vanity Fair (It looks like a girl's period piece movie with Reese Witherspoon), 
Wimbeldon (Because I love Paul Bettany), the Notebook (Cause it's a sappy 
drama. Why not?), and Open Water ( I can rarely get anyone in this city to go 
see a scary movie with me, but I hear this one is more of a thriller and is 
based [loosely] on true events), and Collateral (I've heard fairly good things 
about this movie, and I hear it's strange to see Tom Cruise as the bad guy and 
Jamie Foxx doing drama). I'm not sure what Criminal is about, and am always 
good for a guilty pleasure comedy. Basically, I love movies. Anything is good 
for me. I can look at another theatre in the vicinity if nothing there strikes 
your fancy. 

Sara 
Darby Kimball 
10/01/2004 03:27 PM 
To: Sara Burkhert/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS 
cc:
 
SUbject: Re: This weekend
 
User Filed as: Not Categorized in ERMS
 
LSN:
 

Definitely! Either day is fine with me; the only thing I really have to do 
this weekend besides work is go spend my VPP check on new shoes. 

I have no idea what's even playing - anything you're interested in? 

Darby 

Sara Burkhert 



I 

10/01/2004 02:57 PM 
To: Darby Kimball/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS 
cc:
 
Subject: This weekend
 
User Filed as: Excl/AdminMgmt-14-4/QA:N/A
 
LSN:
 

Hi Darby, 

hope things are going well for you this fine fine Friday. 

My roommate is trapped in Austin this weekend so our housing option appointment
 
has been postponed. If you're still interested in a movie sometime tomorrow or
 
Sunday, let me know.
 

Sara
 
Message Addressees
 

To:
 
Darby Kimball/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS
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From: "Casandra S. Hall" <cshall@IBB.GOV> 
PostedDate: 01/24/2002 12:45:07 PM 
SendTo: "'aharris@scs.howard.edu'" <aharris@scs.howard.edu>;"'antonio.burdette@nreca.org'" 
<antonio.burdette@nreca.org>;"'BHuff@os.dhhs.gov'" <BHuff@os.dhhs.gov>i"Eairla Hawkins" 
<Ehawkins@ntia.doc.gov>;"Ethel.Herring@rw.doe.gov" 
<Ethel.Herring@rw.doe.gov>;"'harris.cecelia@jeassociates.com'" 
<harris.cecelia@jeassociates.com>;"Jacqueline Innis" <jakid_12@yahoo.com>;"Jalinda Huff 
IE-mail)" <huffjt@navsea.navy.mil>;"'janel.burdette-contractor@bmdo.osd.mil'" 
<janel.burdette-contractor@bmdo.osd.mil>;"LUCIOUSLIPS 69" 
<luciouslips_69@hotmail.com>;"MAHall@wash.atf.treas.gov" <Mllliall@wash.atf.treas.gov>;"Mark 
and Regina Taylor IE-mail)" <lane17@gateway.net>;"Matthews, Renee W." 
<RMatthews@FDIC.gov>;"Wanda L Pearson" <pearsonw@gao.gov> 
CopyTo: 
ReplyTo: 
BlindCopyTO: 
Subject: [Fwd: FW: FW: Prayer 6005] 
Body: 

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit 
Return-Path: <paynet@fhfb.gov> 
Received: from ibb2.IBB.GOV ([152.75.128.20]) by franklin.IBB.GOV ( Netscape 
Messaging Server 4.15) with ESMTP id GQGEAHOO.H3T for <cshall@ibb.goV>i Thu, 24 
Jan 2002 12:37:29 -0500 
Received: from redwood.fhfb.com (smtp.fhfb.com [209.122.55.2]) by ibb2.IBB.GOV 
(8.9.3/8.9.3) with ESMTP id MAA04271 for <cshall@ibb.gov>; Thu, 24 Jan 2002 
12:37:28 -0500 lEST)
 
Received: by REDWOOD with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2654.89) id <C5C4S6MF>;
 
Thu, 24 Jan 2002 12:36:56 -0500
 
Message-ID: <10262A8F80DED21185110008C7A4EFFA861B9D@REDWOOD>
 
From: "Payne, Tammie 0." <paynet@fhfb.gov>
 
To: "Coo (E-mail)" <cshall@ibb.gov>, "Inez Minor (E-mail)" <minori@gao.gov>,
 
"James Bossett IE-mail)" <JBossett@DTIC.MIL>, "Kiti Cole (E-mail)"
 
<KCOLE@cnmc.org>, "Pen Naye @ Work (E-mail)" <pennye.russell@integramed.com>,
 
"Tabitha Shelton-Brown (E-mail)" <tsbrown10@hotmail.com>, "Val (E-mail)"
 
<blytherv@gao.gov>, "Wayne D. Seaward IE-mail)" <Speed8410f1@yahoo.com>
 
Subject: FW: FW: Prayer 6004
 
Date: Thu, 24 Jan 2002 12:36:45 -0500
 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: <10262A8F80DED21185110008C7A4EFFA861B9D@REDWOOD>
 
MIME-Version: 1.0
 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2654.89)
 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----_=_NextPart_000_01C1A4FD.B1B64C40"
 

> > « 
> > 
> > > Please take a moment to relax your mind and humble your heart to 
>focus 
> > on 
> > > Christ. Allow God, to be the only person on your mind while you read 

> > this 
> > > prayer. If we can take the time to read long jokes, stories, etc., we 

> > should
 
> > > give the same respect to this prayer. Friends that pray together,
 

>stay
 
> > > together.
 
> > >
 
> > > Dear Lord,
 

> > > 
> I thank You for this day. I thank You for my being able to see and> > 

> > >
 
> > > to hear this morning. I'm blessed because You are a forgiving God and
 

> > > 
understanding God. You have done so much for me and You keep on> > > an
 

> > >
 



> > > blessing me. Forgive me this day for everything I have done, said or 
> > thought 
> > > that 
> > > 
> > > was not pleasing to you. I ask now for Your forgiveness. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Please keep me safe from all danger and harm. Help me to start this 
> > > 
> > > day with a new attitude and plenty of gratitude. Let me make the best 
> > > 
> > > of each and every day to clear my mind so that I can hear from You. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Please broaden my mind that I can accept all things. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Let me not whine and whimper over things I have no control over. Let 
> > > 
> > > me continue to see sin through God's eyes and acknowledge it as evil. 
> > > 
> > > And when I sin, let me repent, and confess with my mouth my 
>wrongdoing, 
> > > 
> > > and receive the forgiveness of God. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > And when this world closes in on me, let me remember Jesus' example 
> > > 
> > > -to slip away and find a quiet place to pray. It's the best response 
> > > 
> > > when I'm pushed beyond my limits. I know that when I can't pray, You 
> > > 
> > > listen to my heart. Continue to use me to do Your will. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Continue to bless me that I may be a blessing to others. Keep me 
> > > 
> > > strong that I may help the weak. Keep me uplifted that I may have 
>words 
> > of 
> > > 
> > > encouragement for others. I pray for those that are lost and can't 
> > > 
> > > find their way. I pray for those that are misjudged and 
>misunderstood. 
> > I 
> > > pray for those who 
> > > 
> > > don't know You intimately. I pray for those that will delete this 
> > without 
> > > 
> > > sharing it with others. I pray for those that don't believe. But I 

> > > 
> > > thank you that I believe. 

> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > I believe that God changes people and God changes things. I pray for 

> > >
 
> > > all my sisters and brothers. For each and every family member in
 

>their
 



------------------------------------------------------------

> > > 

> > > households. I pray for peace, love and joy in their homes that they 
> > > 

> > > are out of debt and all their needs are met. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 

> > > I pray that every eye that reads this knows there is no problem, 
> > > 

> > > circumstance, or situation greater than God. Every battle is in Your
 
> > >
 
> > > hands for You to fight. I pray that these words be received into the
 
> > > 

> > > hearts of every eye that sees them and every mouth that confesses 
> > > 
> > > them willingly. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > This is my prayer. 
> > > 
> > > In Jesus' Name, Amen. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > If you prayed this prayer, change the number in the subject box 
> > > 
> > > before forwarding the message so people can SEE how many people have 
> > done 
> > > 
> > > so. God Bless!!!!! I I I I I 

> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Just repeat this phrase and see how God moves!! 
> > > 
> > > Lord I love you and I need you, come into my heart, please. 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > > Pass this message to 8 people except you and me. 
> > > 
> > > You will receive a miracle tomorrow. 
> > > 
> > > Don't ignore and God will bless you. 
> > > 
> > > Know that you are already blessed by the person whom sent this to 
> > > 
> > > » 

Dee 

MSN Photos is the easiest way to share and print your photos: 
http://photos.msn.com/support/worldwide.aspx 

- C.DTF 

Attachment: C.DTF 
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From: CN=Bartlett Mann/OU=YM/O=RWDOE
 
UpdatedBy: Bartlett Mann;CN=YMLN2/0U=YM/O=RWDOE;CN=Fred Platten/OU=COMM/O=CACI
 
PostedDate: 12/11/1997 11:56:08 AM
 
ForwardedDate:
 
ForwardedFrom:
 
SendTo: Robert Murray@CRWMS
 
CopyTo:
 
ReplyTo:
 
BlindCopyTo:
 
Subject: Re: FW: Gullible
 
Body:
 

A man was walking across a bridge in Paris when he saw his wife on the
 
other side of the bridge with her lover. The man drew a gun and shot his
 
wife. The recoil from the gun caused him to falloff the bridge into the
 
river. He was tried for murder.
 
What was the jury's verdict?
 
answer: guilty, but inSeine.
 

Robert Murray
 
12/10/97 01:52 PM
 
To: Martha Pendleton@CRWMS, August Matthusen@CRWMS, Bartlett Mann@CRWMS, Ed
 
O'Neill@CRWMS
 
cc:
 
Subject: FW: Gullible
 

Thought for the day ...
 
---------------------- Forwarded by Robert Murray on 12/10/97 01:46 PM
 

richard.roy@guidant.com on 12/10/97 01:34:00 PM
 
To: diana.pederson@guidant.com, mhuntz@Mass-USR.com, dacarpenter@juno.com,
 
crpr03@nspco.com, Jerryrace@aol.com, kelly@xcc.com, Robert Murray,
 
sxlane@uswest.com, richard.clapp@guidant.com
 
cc:
 
Subject: FW: Gullible
 
> >A freshman at Eagle Rock Junior High won first prize at the Greater
 
> Idaho
 
> »»Falls Science Fair, April 26. He was attempting to show how
 
> conditioned
 
> »we
 
> »»have become to the alarmists practicing junk science and spreading
 
> fear
 
> »of
 
> »»everything in our environment. In his project he urged people to
 
> sign a
 
> »»petition demanding strict control or total elimination of the
 
> chemical
 
> »»"dihydrogen monoxide" And for plenty of good reasons, since:
 
> »
 
> »»1. it can cause excessive sweating and vomiting
 
> »
 
> »»2. it is a major component in acid rain
 
> »
 
> »»3. it can cause severe burns in its gaseous state
 
> » 
> »»4. accidental inhalation can kill you
 
> »
 
> »»5. it contributes to erosion
 
> »
 
> »»6. it decreases effectiveness of automobile brakes
 

> »
 
> »»7. it has been found in tumors of terminal cancer patients
 



> » 
> »» 
> »>He asked 50 people if they supported a ban of the chemical 
> dihydrogen 
> »»monoxide. Forty-three said yes, six were undecided, and only one 
> knew 
> »that 
> »»the chemical is more commonly called "water." The title of his 
> prize 
> »winning 
> »»project was, "How Gullible Are We?" The conclusion is obvious. 

- attl.unk 

Attachment: attl.unk 
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Green Acres is the place to be 8 

Farm Livin' is the life for me 8 

Land Spreadin' out so far and wide 8 

Keep Manhattan, just give me that country side 11 

New York is where I'd rather stay 8 

I get allergic smelling hay 8 

Ijust adore a penthouse view 8 

Darling I love you but give me Park Avenue 12 

The Chores! The Stores! 4 

Fresh Air! Times Square! 4 

You are my wife 4 

Goodbye city life 4 

Green Acres we are there 6 

Bill Nelson knows the place to be 
Flow Models in Full-Blown 3-D 
Plumes spreadin J out so far and wide 
Who needs TOUGH-2, FEHMN gives him each rad-nuclide 

i-D, Bill says he 'd rather slay 
He 3' trashin J it most ev ry day 
Waste of time in his point of view 
So hard he tried, but PA still has no clue 

The Flow! So Slow! 
It s Clear! No Fear! 
It gave Bill strife 
Goodbye Project Life 
Bill Nelson 3' out ofhere 



Fast Grids! Cool Vids! 

Los Al 'mos is the place to be 
TOUGH-2 is how I'd rather play 
Running cales doesn t take all day 
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From: CN=Sarah Compson/OU=HQ/O=RWDOE
 
PostedDate: 01/30/2001 09:12:06 AM
 
SendTo: CN=David Braesicke/OU=HQ/O=RWDOE@CRWMSiCN=Charly
 
Halfhuid/OU=HQ/0=RWDOE@CRWMSiJames.Parker@rw.doe.9oviCN=Orren
 
Mingo/OU=HQ/O=RWDOE@CRWMSiCN=Lorenzo Reboca/OU=HQ/O=RWDOE@CRWMSiCN=Julian
 
Brown/OU=HQ/O=RWDOE@CRWMS
 
CopyTo:
 
ReplyTo:
 
BlindCopyTo:
 
Subject: Kids view on marriage
 
Body:
 

HOW DO YOU DECIDE WHO TO MARRY?
 
You got to find somebody who likes the same stuff. Like, if you
 
like sports, she should like it that you like sports, and she should keep the
 
chips and dip coming. --Alan, age 10
 

No person really decides before they grow up who they're going to
 
marry. God decides it all way before, and you get to find out later who you're
 
stuck with. Kirsten, age 10
 

WHAT IS THE RIGHT AGE TO GET MARRIED?
 

Twenty-three is the best age because you know the person FOREVER by then.
 
--Camille, age 10
 

No age is good to get married at. You got to be a fool to get
 
married. --Freddie, age 6
 

HOW CAN A STRANGER TELL IF TWO PEOPLE ARE MARRIED?
 

You might have to guess, based on whether they seem to be yelling
 
at the same kids. --Derrick, age 8
 

WHAT DO YOU THINK YOUR MOM AND DAD HAVE IN COMMON?
 
Both don't want any more kids.
 
--Lori, age 8
 

WHAT DO MOST PEOPLE DO ON A DATE?
 
Dates are for having fun, and people should use them to get to know each other.
 
Even boys have something to say if you listen long enough. --Lynnette, age 8
 

On the first date, they just tell each other lies, and that usually
 
gets them interested enough to go for a second date. --Martin, age 10
 

WHAT WOULD YOU DO ON A FIRST DATE THAT WAS TURNING SOUR?
 
I'd run home and play dead. The next day I would call all the
 
newspapers and make sure they wrote about me in all the dead columns. --Craig,
 
age 9
 

WHEN IS IT OKAY TO KISS SOMEONE?
 
When they're rich. --Pam, age 7
 

The law says you have to be eighteen, so I wouldn't want to mess with that.
 
--Curt, age 7
 

The rule goes like this: If you kiss someone, then you should marry them and
 
have kids with them. It's the right thing to do. --Howard, age 8
 

IS IT BETTER TO BE SINGLE OR MARRIED?
 
I don't know which is better, but I'll tell you one thing. I'm
 
never going to have sex with my wife. I don't want to be all grossed out.
 

--Theodore, age 8
 

It's better for girls to be single but not for boys. Boys need
 

someone to clean up after them.
 
--Anita, age 9
 

mailto:Halfhuid/OU=HQ/0=RWDOE@CRWMSiJames.Parker@rw.doe.9oviCN=Orren


HOW WOULD THE WORLD BE DIFFERENT IF PEOPLE DIDN'T GET MARRIED? 
There sure would be a lot of kids to explain, wouldn't there? 
--Kelvin, age 8 

"And the #1 Favorite is " 

HOW WOULD YOU MAKE A MARRIAGE WORK? 
Tell your wife that she looks pretty even if she looks like a 
truck. 
--Ricky, age 10 
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From: CN=Sarah Compson/OU=HQ/O=RWDOE
 
PostedDate: 01/18/2001 12:56:01 PM
 
SendTo: CN=David Braesicke!OU=HQ!O=RWDOE@CRWMSiCN=Charly
 
Halfhuid/OU=HQ/O=RWDOE@CRWMSiJames.Parker@rw.doe.goviCN=Orren Mingo/OU=HQ/O=RWDOE@CRWMS
 
CopyTo:
 
ReplyTo:
 
BlindCopyTo:
 
Subject: Ham Sandwich
 
Body:
 

"Ham Sandwich"
 

As ham sandwiches go, it was perfection. A thick
 
slab of ham, a fresh bun, crisp lettuce and plenty
 
of expensive, light brown, gourmet mustard. The
 
corners of my jaw aching in anticipation, I carried it
 
to the picnic table in our backyard, picked it up with
 
both hands but was stopped by my wife suddenly
 
at my side. "Hold Johnny (our six-week-old son)
 
while I get my sandwich," she said.
 

I had him balanced between my left elbow and
 
shoulder and was reaching again for the ham
 
sandwich when I noticed a streak of mustard on
 
my fingers.
 

I love mustard.
 

I had no napkin.
 

I licked it off.
 

It was not mustard.
 

No man ever put a baby down faster.
 

It was the first and only time I have sprinted with
 
my tongue protruding. With a washcloth in each
 
hand I did the sort of routine shoeshine boys do,
 
only I did it on my tongue. Later my wife said, (Are you ready for
 
this?)
 
"Now you know why they call that mustard 'Poupon'."
 

eGoups Sponsor 

Choose 3 DVDs for $0.49 each! 

- att1.htm
 
- C:WINDOWSTEMPnsmailAP.gif
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From: CN=Sarah Compson/OU=HQ/O=RWDOE 
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BlindCopyTo: 
Subject: Friday Funny 
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Be careful what you wear (or don't wear), when working under your 
vehicle ... especially in public. From the Sydney Morning Herald Australia comes 
this story of a central west couple who drove their car to K-Mart only to have 
their car break down in the parking lot. The man told his 
wife to carryon with the shopping while he fixed the car there in the lot. 

The wife returned later to see a small group of people near the car. On closer 
inspection she saw a pair of male legs protruding from under the chassis. 
Although the man was in shorts, his lack of underpants turned private parts 
into glaringly public ones. 

Unable to stand the embarrassment she dutifully stepped forward, quickly put 
her hand UP his shorts and tucked everything back into place. On regaining her 
feet she looked across the hood and found herself staring at her husband who 
was standing idly by. 

The mechanic, however, had to have three stitches in his head. 
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From: CN=Sarah Compson/OU=HQ/O=RWDOE
 
PostedDate: 02/08/2001 02:55:14 PM
 
SendTo: CN=Suzanne Lefever/OU=HQ/O=RWDOE@CRWMS
 
CopyTo:
 
ReplyTo:
 
BlindCopyTo:
 
Subject: Funny .... but I think the Man is Homer Simpson
 
Body:
 

---------------------- Forwarded by Sarah Compson/HQ/RWDOE on 02/08/2001 02:54 
PM --------------------------

David Braesicke 
02/08/2001 02:32 PM 
To: jennifer.ctr.dorcsis@faa.gov@internet, Lorenzo Reboca/HQ/RWDOE@CRWMS, 
Charly Halfhuid/HQ/RWDOE@CRWMS, Orren Mingo/HQ/RWDOE@CRWMS, Sarah 
Compson/HQ/RWDOE@CRWMS, James Parker/HQ/RWDOE@CRWMS, Debbie 
Brooks/HQ/RWDOE@CRWMS 
cc: 

Subject: Funny .... but I think the Man is Homer Simpson 

HOW TO SHOWER LIKE A WOMAN: 
1. Take off clothing and place it in sectioned laundry hamper according to
 
lights and darks.
 

2. Walk to bathroom wearing long dressing gown. If you see your husband along
 
the way,
 
cover up any exposed areas.
 

3. Look at your womanly physique in the mirror-make mental note - must do
 
sit-ups.
 

4. Get in the shower. Use face cloth, arm cloth, leg cloth, long loofah, wide
 
loofah
 
and pumice stone.
 

5. Wash your hair once with Cucumber and Sage shampoo with 43 added vitamins.
 

6. Wash your hair again to make sure it's clean.
 

7. Condition your hair with Grapefruit Mint conditioner enhanced with natural
 
avacado oil.
 
Leave on hair for fifteen minutes.
 

8 Wash your face with crushed apricot facial scrub for ten minutes until red. 

9. Wash entire rest of body with Ginger Nut and Jaffa Cake body wash. 

10.Rinse conditioner off hair (you must make sure that it has all come off). 

11.Shave armpits and legs. Consider shaving bikini area but decide to get it 
waxed instead. 

12.Scream loudly when your husband flushed the toilet and you lose the water 
pressure. 

l3.Turn off shower. 

14.Squeegee off all wet surfaces in shower. Spray mold spots with Tilex. 

15.Get out of shower. Dry with towel the size of a small country. Wrap hair in 

super 
absorbent second towel. 

16.Check entire body for the remotest sign of a zit, tweeze hairs. 



l7.Return to bedroom wearing long dressing gown and towel on head. 

l8.If you see your husband along the way, cover up any exposed areas and then 
sashay 
to bedroom to spend an hour and a half getting dressed. 

HOW TO SHOWER LIKE A MAN: 
1. Take off clothes while sitting on the edge of the bed and leave them in a 
pile. 

2. Walk naked to the bathroom. If you see your wife along the way, shake wiener 
at her making the woo-woo" sound. 

3. Look at your manly physique in the mirror and suck in your gut to see if you 
have 
pecs (no). Admire the size of your wiener in the mirror and scratch your ass. 

4. Get in the shower. 

5. Don't bother to look for a washcloth (you don't use one). 

6. Wash your face. 

7. Wash your armpits. 

8. Blow your nose in your hands, then let the water just rinse it off. 

9. Crack up at how loud your fart sounds in the shower.
 

lO.Majority of time is spent washing your privates and surrounding area.
 

11.Wash your butt, leaving those coarse butt hairs on the soap bar.
 

l2.Shampoo your hair (do not use conditioner)
 

l3.Make a shampoo Mohawk.
 

l4.Peek out of shower curtain to look at yourself in the mirror again.
 

l5.Pee (in the shower).
 

l6.Rinse off and get out of the shower. Fail to notice water on the floor 
because you 
left the curtain hanging out of the tub the whole time. 

l7.Partially dry off. 

l8.Look at yourself in the mirror, flex muscles. Admire wiener size again.
 

19.Leave shower curtain open and wet bath mat on the floor.
 

20.Leave bathroom fan and light on.
 

2l.Return to the bedroom with towel around your waist. If you pass your wife,
 
pull off
 
the towel, shake wiener at her, and make the "woo-woo" sound again.
 

22.Throw wet towel on the bed. Take 2 minutes to get dressed.
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We Serve !he liHesl ul 
v~Ue tutd 9HCPOJltecl WiIW 

-------ITALIAN SPECIALTIES ~---~-..-
ALA CART!: 

SERVED WITI-i Sloe OF SPACHITTI, MEAT SAUCE 011 TOASTED RAVIOLI 

CHICKEN SICIl.lA N . .•......•..... ; .. .'.. 16. $0 Y~L PICCANTE • •. . . • • . • . • • • . • . • •• • . •• 1'1.$0 
IOntl... 8,ow of Chk:~tn Salllftd i~ Bul,et. Sti.l. or Veal Saul,. a~lI". LCllIOD. Mu~)It_
 
Mu,llt<>qm•• LomOR. 5hcfry Win•• <::0'_
 VEAL SCALLOPINI, RISOTTO • •••...•••• 17.50 

Mu.~,oom'anti Slimy WillaCHICKEN HUNTER STYLE . . , . . • . . . . . . .• J6.50
 
Bo".IOJ, 8'.Il' of ClIichn $I\I,..d i. OIi" Oil.
 VEAL FRANCAIS£ . l'l.JOMu,hrgoms. Onlon~. Otten Ptppen. TorftllO Siluce Vnl Dipped ill q, IN"... S'\lteed I" B~ t, 

....tll MlIlhroolll, M4 Lz_CHICKElI/CARUSO 16.50 
Liven, M••hroelm,. SI\erTy Wi.e YEA L AND PEPPERS RISOTTQ . . • . • • . . .. 17.50 

Slicel 01 VQj Saar•• M~shrClOm, uci Reel WI~.
CHICKEN OF THE ~1NG£LS. . , , . " 16.50 

Bonc"'u Breau of C~icken DiPl'<d ,n Es' Ilan.,.. S~u\...,d VPAI t;'('TLET P,'1RMIGI14r.'/4 •••••.•..•. I /.~() 
in _"ncr. M""Ul,roomt. l P""I""' • .., .... ~." et ."'''fnOl".", C~II'I of Vt" J,akld w;'h Mo toU. ell_ 

CHICKEN PARMIGJA/','A , ....•••• 16.50 SHRIMPSCAMPI 17.50 
rkJll,I,,, Bl'QIl 6' I,;ll,,~o•. 'to",••o 5.ue•• Motu'.111 Cll.ne Mcdiltrtlftoan Sau.. 

1l\u a 'Illilt. and • iI.", lftd .10..' ...., I c~.... .,
'0' an lht 'DD~ wine. and Wflye '01 t.OIIIl of jl her•. 

0/1.,. '+'0"4,11 Hoi".. 
.. 

ALAC....RTE 

EXTRA LARGE IMPORTED DOVER SOLE 
CIJoicI Babd Potato or Toasz,d Ravioli 

1"95 

COMPLETE GOURMET QUAILS DINNER 
2 BOB WHITE QIMJLS
 

Hearts of Palm JlinallrltU - VtltltlbJ" HollQIJdals~
 
Chaict of Dm", - Co/Itt or T",
 

12.00 Per P'rsr",
 

". 

A.LA CARTE 

LOBSTER and BIRD 
BQB WHITE QUAIL & A USTRALIAN TAIL 

/laked Potato or TotUtet/ Rrzv;oll 
12.95 

ALA CA.RTE 

BEEF and BIRD 
BOB WHITE QUAIL .. FILET MIGNON
 

Babd Potato or tOcUkd Ravioli
 
19.95
 

Pheasant 

(Adv~nce Nolict Require4) 

fEATUIUSG 

Chukkar~ 

(24 H~u.. NOli.e) 

Cllinra Nt,. - J.
~., 

~--~~BEVERAGRS DESSERTS 
Try l)~, fam(lus CappucCIno -- 1\ bkr.d o! E~Dre.so CoU.e. t"h_~ Cake (PI&lDI •••••••••.. , 1.30 
0.",,:,1811 and .ilhl ,liffuem Li4ueurs SlrlwhclT)' Ch"le Cake ~.OO
lopped "',III Whipped CHam . 300 

Blueberry ClIflele Caito •••.•...• ~.OOCoffee '" 1.00 1i')1 Tu .. 1.00 
Milk.. . 1.00 l~cd Tu . ... lOO Spumoni (Italian Ice Cream) 2.~O 

ExprUIo Co(f<:l: . . . . . .. 2.00 Fruh Brtwed Black foral C.~~\ : ''f''. I I ~ • ,.... ~ 4.1'\, I r. ., IDc"fcnaltd Coffee ... ' Inn 
,-. ..... .L- T ,-. r-, ~.-. T 

http:�����.�..�
http:�......�


___ ........ ', ... ,~,-,-."",""Il l""'",--~U..J
 

---~----APPETIZ&---------

Alukln Kin, Crab Co~llIail Imllstard sauce) 

Imporlcd Frnh Imporltd Btishn, Sarciin'l!' 3.95 
Ccler)' and Olivn 3.00 

Stv'ul6 Malonol ESClraOIi BourluigllOnne ISnaiisl Half Dol. 6.95 
Jumbo Shrimp Cocklail 6.9' 

Caviar Marinaled oelOpul a Delio:ao:)' 4.50 
Mannalrd Hcrrlnl in SOllr C,ra.m 4.50 

., M P"r (11, Marinalld lIum of AnlOlukvJ l." 
IIIIVUII~ !IIY~l Oren OIlVU j.m 

Linauini with White Clam SalKe 5.50 

----.---~ IN SEASQN---~-----
I Doten Slumtd Clams 7.S0 bllle Point OyltClS (liaJr Doz.) 7.'0 

----~~~-SOUPS ---------~ 
Soup cJu Jour (Tu_n) 2.50 Chio:kCll aroth with Rlcc or Noodles (TureenI .....•.... 1.~o 
Fralch Onion .u Gf1Ilin (Tureen) %.50 

SALADS ----~-~--~ 
CHOICE OF SALAD DRESSINQ: ITALIAN OR 1000 ISLAND - (IMPORTED fl.OQUEFORT 1.00) 

Oolden 51etr Mil!.cd oreen 3.S0 H.,.rU or Rom"illf or Lenuo:c 3.50 
Beef·Slrolk Tomalo"" wilh Pimiento. "nil An,ho~'jc~ 4.'0 

GARLIC BREAD 
MIld6 with 

Imporl~d Chl~ 

1.00 

Caesars Sallod Pc. P(rwn ".'0 

ALA <:A.RTE 

PRIME RIB OF BEEf 
DIAMONOllLCUT 19.50
 
DIAMOND JIM CUT ..••••••....... , U.SO
 

Cttam<d Hont..d.i,b Sluce - a..i<d Po.&,O
 
U' UUP JlIII8W I a~lIod 1l.VK>li 

DINNERS
 

Sli'ed Tomalo 3.~ 
Hearts of Palm (Vln"ilffllr) 4.~0 

RO(luefort Ch,f.e
 
D1'f••illl1
 
Mad' willi
 

''''PD''~4 F',thelr
 
RoqwtfDr' 

/,(JO 

soVP DU JOUR Oll MIXED OItE!:N SALAD tlMPO~TeD tlOQU£J'O'-T 1.00) (jAal.lC BREAD 1.00 PEIl OJU'lI!P. 

FRESH BROOK TROUT Ptm Fried. Drawn BUlln' IS.50 
FILET OF NORTH A TLANTJC WHITEFISH saut'td In Lffmon SUII", Shffrry Win' •••...•••••• " 16.50 
FROG LEGS Prov'rlcalt. Oklahoml2 or Garlic Burt.r ••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••••. J7.50 
BAKED HALIBVT STEAK. PluQntl .................••••••. , ..••••• , •..•...•.•...•••.••••••.... ]1.50 
SCALLOPS P/CCANTE, SauI,td Sf:allopl In a Til",Y Lffmon Salle, •••••..•••.•••••.. , ••••••••••• " 11.50 
SCALONE. Cutllts 01 AbQlont & SCQ/lops. Dipp,d In E~~ Batt", Top/Xd with Almonds . ••. , ,. , ••••.• JJ.50 
GRENAD]NE OF BEEF (Slices of Filet. Gre,,, Peppffrs, Onions, Red Winll, Risotto) .•.••••••••.•...• 11.$0 
NEW YORK CUT PEePER STEAK with C,all/wi Prppe,conu, Sp'c/ill Stluee :1/.00 

"'IO~'E Sl.'·IO "Tn' CHO,Ci Of ONE, ~~rA OLI Joua O' TO...."EO ••"101.1 oa ......0 1'OT4'0 o. 'UNCH "'ED I'OTIITOILS 

ALACABTE
 
FnOiU TIlE CHARCOAL BROILER 

,""£ US£ PRI.lrtE f.,...~T""..· rn,,,..' ~~,., ""~~ ~V"'~'tl'··.r, 1'1 

BROILED 'n SPRING CHICKEN (disjoin/~d) Extra IR".Spiud P~ach~s //,00 
DOUBLE CUT LAMB CJIOPS (J Doublr Cut Chops. Mint Jtll)", Pin,apple Ring) . . • • . •• •• • • • . • . . • • •. 19.95 
BROCHETTE OF BEEF (Flambr) , • . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . •. . . .. . . . • • • • . .. /1. 9S 
TOP SIRLOIN (£dllern Prim~) 1$·/6 o~ , 16.95 
SHORT HORN STEAK (R~gular IVrHl }'ork CUI) 16 or,. , 19.50 
LONG HORN STEAK fOur Special Ntt>' York CUI) Cut Extril Thick 14 0';• ••.••••••••••••••••••••• 1J.SO 
FILET MIGNON (ThnlristoCttll 01 Tenduness) - . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. • .. . . . . . . .. /9.50 
ALASkAN KING CRAB LEGS. brollrd (0 per/rclion. drawn bUrl.' .....................••••.....•. 19.$0 
LOBSTER AlVO FILET l.fIGNON (Australian Tail. Eosrem Filrl) .........•.....••.•..•....••.•.. 24.00 
JfJMBOAUSTRALJAXL08STER TAIL (One) }/.{)() 
CHATEAUBRIlt,VD (for 1). (80uqutliere) (AlloK' 45 minUles) (11.$0 per ptrsOIf) 
RACK OF L.4MB (jar 1). (Bququ"ia~) (.-WoW' 45 minuu~) ...•.••.••..••...•....•.•..• (1l.50p.rpffrSafl) 

A LA c...Ri£ S£R\'!O ...... ITH CH{'\\C! Of' P","STA DU 
'JOUll Oil TOAST50 RAVIOLI 011 ..... I:EO pt'lTATn QR .ttWlhl'fJom Sallee J.OO 
FH'ICH nmo POT.nOES.

Sau.ttH Muwhroom. J.50 

VEGET.1.BLES - ---  POTATOES ----
Carron 2.30 parllgus '. J .SO Baled ........••.........• , .•• , •.•........... 2.00 
brolXoli. ).00 Caulinower.. ~.'O Collage Frird ...•......•... , ..•....•... " , .•..•. , •. 2.95 

Ilalian l'ric$ , · · .. 3.95 
Side O,der Minncsolo Wild Rice. 2.50 Lyono31Sc .....•.......... , .. , .....•...•.•.•...... 2.00 

SIH1 T.......u til Addt4 ~ ..,,'.,1 r'l(l Uft .... n f ••• ~" illl ....., 
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Author: Larry Rickertsen 
Organization: RWDOE 
From: CN=Larry Rickertsen/OU=YM/O=RWDOE 
PostedDate: 09/30/1998 11:31:38 AM 
SendTo: Ed Taylor <ed-taylor@erols.com> 
CopyTo: 
ReplyTo: 
BlindCopyTo: 
Subject: More 
Body: Ed Taylor <ed-tay10r@ero1s.com> on 09/29/98 09:07:04 AM 
To: Larry Rickertsen/YM/RWDOE 
cc:
 
Subject: Re: Right you are!
 

I am reading and ruminating a lot, and I'm trying to make sense out of our 
experience with the progran. It represents seven years of my life--one fifth 
of my career, and it is in fact one chapter in a coherent six chapter story. 
The question I'm addressing is this: Suppose I should write about it--what 
would my magnum opus say? (This is a broader question than the question about 
our paper--maybe.) What is interesting is that a large number of distinctly 
different themes can be superimposed on the assembled facts. Thinking about 
this is making me a more devout postnodernist. 

I am pondering your remark about being a devout postmodernist. If you are, 
then I am too. But I cannot countenance that to mean that nothing that can be 
said about anything. I don't feel good about concluding common sense is 
invalid. And yet I understand why people say that. Here are some thoughts on 
this. 

1. There is some sense in which common sense is valid. Gravity works, it 
rains in Nevada, catastrophes can happen even if I have never seen one, and I 
know you cannot predict the future. Common sense. Common to a lot of people. 

2. The false religion of arcane analysis serves only the purposes of power, 
wealth, and security--not successful completion of difficult projects. That 
religion permits false statements and obscurantism. Nothing but astrology. 

3. Oops, not astrology--the common man can see through that. In fact, common 
sense also tells you that this false religion has no basis, no ring of truth, 
is useless in anything but ordering society in some metastable state. But the 
common man has a harder time figuring that one out--probably because his 
criteria for credibility are wrong. 

4. A related problem (if not the same) is that common sense gets extended to 
areas where it has no business--things that have not been measured or that are 
unmeasureable. Real common sense says you don't make statements about such 
things. So the war is between real common sense and the inappropriate 
extension. 

5. We have to learn to do well, to seek for sound judgement, but to be humble 
in that judgement. This is not the same thing as saying common sense has no 
intrinsic value. (What a challenge this--it is hard to be humble in the face 
of risk and doubt when we are afraid.) 

6. We are fighting against evil, mediocrity, and clockmindedness that prevent 
success. We can only do that with truth. If there is no truth, then there is 
no way to beat them. Therefore, there must be things that are true. 

In my reading of Isaiah this week I noticed this statement somewhere in the 
first few chapters: wo unto us if we call evil good or good evil, or put 
darkness for light or light for darkness, or that put bitter for sweet or sweet 
for bitter. Whatever other purpose he had in mind, he is talking to 
hydrologists who choose to represent unsaturated fracture flow as a con~inuum 

in the face of experiments to the contrary, air force contractors who dlscount 



sun-induced failures because they get in their way, and incompetent design 
engineers who impose their old mining and reactor experience on a new waste 
isolation problem they refuse to think about. And any clockmind who puts 
square pegs in round holes because the procedures in his head say so. 

Somewhere else in those early chapters Isaiah said. "Wo to those that are wise 
in their own eyes." For some reason, this seems relevant to these musings. 
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AND YOU THINK YOUR HAVING A BAD DAY AT WORK!! 

Although this looks like a picture taken from a Hollywood movie, it is in fact a real photo. 
taken near the South African coast during a military exercise by the British Navy. 

It has been nominated by Geo as "THE photo of the year". 
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From: "." <rdmacd@erols.com>
 
PostedDate: 07/29/1998 03:01:34 PM
 
SendTo: Chao-Hsiung Tung
 

CopyTo:
 
ReplyTo:
 
BlindCopyTo:
 
Subject: A returning joke, and a long P.S. on YMP
 
Body:
 

Terrific joke about the Girlfriend programs -- I'm passing it along to
 
others. This one isn't as good as yours, but I hope it will bring a
 
chuckle.
 

Thanks again.
 

P.S. Any feedback/new developments on EPA's draft standard? Seems to me 
that if it stays (and maybe even if it doesn't, and the standard goes 
forward without it,) the whole concept of "permanent isolation" will have to 
be rethought. It strikes me as already damn near impossible to show that 
releases of each isotope will stay within the prescribed limits for 10K 
years, and now EPA is likely to be sued on the grounds that its 10K-year 
cutoff is arbitrary & capricious. (And the anti's will probably win this 
one, as long as the models indicate that the longest-lived Np, Tc, and I 
releases won't peak for thousands of years later, at levels orders of 
magnitude greater than even 100 mr/yr.) 

All of this augurs for the political doom of the disposal concept as we now 
know it. The best that we could probably hope for is that the death will 
not be agonizing, strangled by decades of legal and regulatory guerilla 
warfare. 

I know you'll probably think I'm crazy here (and you'll probably be right,) 
but it seems to me that the only way to make a nuclear waste management 
facility like this acceptable is to make it a heavily-monitored retrievable 
storage facility and combine it with a huge, collocated investment in basic 
nuclear physics research to render the stuff innocuous, or re-burnable 
without reprocessing as we know it now. This should also be combined with 
more investment to capitalize on the commercial spinoffs of the already huge 
investment in earth sciences at YMP (e.g., to identify and predict more 
accurately the behavior of potential seismic events, or to model vadose 
hydrology.) If this enterprise could be framed as the NWM equivalent of 
the moon shot, with all the enormous competitive advantages in materials 
engineering, computational science, cleaner energy, and other capabilities 
that such research could bring, it would at least address in a politically 
credible way Nevada's fears that it would become a national sacrifice area, 
with no possibility of economic diversification beyond military activities 
and tourism. Think of the possibilities of a major national investment in 
removing the most stubborn impediment to the deployment of the only major 
non-fossil energy option for global warming. (Not that a major advance in 
understanding nuclear physical behavior couldn't also benefit renewable 
options like solar photovoltaics.) If YMP and the national labs could 
become nurseries for the development of leapfrogging technologies for better 
environmental, climatic, and seismic security -- nurseries that would 
attract more inventive technological talent and the high-income economic 
development that comes with it -- these facilities could actually come to be 
viewed by both their host communities and the nation as economic and 
environmental assets. 

Ah, well. You have every right to laugh this off as an impossible dream. 
But you also have to admit that it's probably no less impossible, and a 
whole lot more politically and commercially attractive, than the political 
and scientific nightmare now confronting us for as far as the eye can see. 
Yes, a national investment in solving the problem of radioactivity at its 
source (and/or reinventing reactors to burn a lot more than the one or two 
percent of the energy now obtained from uranium fuel) will be enormously 
costly. But one could argue that an investment in something like this will 
become harder and harder to avoid as it becomes harder and harder to 



demonstrate compliance with any foreseeable EPA standard in an NRC license 
proceeding. 

When you have a minute, I'd be much obliged to hear your reactions to these 
notions. Are they totally beyond the realm of the bureaucratically possible 
at YMP? Are they worth trying out on anybody at DOE? Can things get any 
worse for the program than they appear to be now? 

P.P.S. Don't worry about getting a bill for this, since you didn't 
authorize it.-----Original Message----
From: mattm <mattm@nassau.cv.net> 
To: aaa me at work <mdmurray@cbscable.com>i Akkana Peck <akkana@best.com>i 
Bill Del Vecchio <wdv@compuserve.com>i Bob Tunnell <bobt@wmfilms.com>i 
Bracci <bracci@circoncorp.com>i Brian.F.Smith@snet.net 
<Brian.F.Smith@snet.net>i Byron Short <bshort@AFSinc.com>j Carrie Pires 
<carrie-pires@sv-oln.com>i Clint & Vera <clint@goss.com>j Dani Berman 
<NYIFAN@aol.com>j Dave Van Allan <davevanvan@aol.com>j David Nathanson 
<dngolfer@aol.com>j Ernie Addario <mcllc@javanet.com>j Gary & Kay Lessner 
<Taangary@aol.com>i Greg Smalter <greg@rgts.com>j Jackie Fineman 
<bigjim2@ix.netcom.com>i Jay Langer <jlangerl12@aol.com>j Joe Gastwirt 
<CDJoe@centcon.com>j Kate Hughes <HughesKW@corning.com>j Katie Kelly 
<katiek@spss.com>j Ken Berger <madmix@earthlink.net>i Kevin & Kay Bailey 
<kbaileys@worldnet.att.net>j MacDougall <rdmacd@iname.com>i Mark Sirota 
<msirota@isc.upenn.edu>j Mark Wentworth <autoxr@tiac.net>j Matt Dreier 
<mattparts@aol.com>i MoynahanMD <MoynahanMD@aol.com>j Pat Marafiote home 
<pmarafio@msn.com>i patty & George <lotris1313@aol.com>j Patty Tunnell 
<PLTunnell@aol.com>j Paul & Lynn <pkracer1@aol.com>j PAVANOCPA@aol.com 
<PAVANOCPA@aol.com>j Terry Baker <dr4bmws@infi.net>j Tom & Pat Crolius 
<tomc25cav@worldnet.att.net>j Tom Reichle <hoosiert@ix.netcom.com>j Tony 
Platano <tonyplat@aol.com>j Traci at work <taronson@irl1.com>j Tucker & 
Ginny Crolius <tcrolius@aol.com> 
Date: Tuesday, July 28, 1998 1:35 PM 
Subject: Snoring Cure 

>A woman had a dog who snored in his sleep and kept her and her 
>husband awake at night. She went to the vet to see if he can help. The vet 
>tells the woman to tie a ribbon around the dog's testicles and he will 
>stop snoring. Of course the woman is very sceptical in believing this 
>and goes home. A few hours after going to bed the dog is snoring as usual. 
> 
>Finally getting very frustrated, she went to the closet and 
>grabbed a piece of ribbon, ties it around the dogs testicles, and sure 
enough 
>the dog stops snoring. The woman is amazed. 
> 
>Later that night her husband returns from being out with his 
>friends and he is very drunk. He climbs into bed, falls asleep, and begins 
>snoring very loudly. The woman is desperate and thinks maybe the ribbon 
>will work on him. She goes to the closet again, grabs a piece of ribbon, 
and 
>ties it around her husbands testicles. Amazingly it also works on him. 
>The woman falls asleep again and sleeps very soundly. 
> 
>The next morning the husband wakes up very hung over. He stumbles 
>into the bathroom to urinate. As he is standing in front of the toilet, 
>he looks in the mirror and sees a blue ribbon attached to his 
>scrotum. He is very confused. He walks back into the bedroom and sees a red 
>ribbon attached to his dogs scrotum. He looks at the dog and says "Boy, 
>don't remember what the hell happened last night, but where ever you and 
>1 were, we got first and second place!" 

I 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
 

+ + + + + 

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD 

+ + + + + 

11 

." 

In the Matter of: II Docket No. PAPO-OO 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY II ASLBP No. 

(High-Level Waste Repository: II 04-8239-01-PAPO 

Pre-Application Matters) II 
II 

Hearing Room T3BB45 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Two White Flint North 

11545 Rockville Pike 

Rockville, Maryland 

Tuesday, July 12, 2005 

The above-entitled matter came on for 

hearing, pursuant to notice, at 9:00 a.m. 

Before Administrative Judges: 

THE HONORABLE THOMAS S. MOORE, Chairman 

THE HONORABLE ALEX S. KARLIN 

THE HONORABLE ALAN S. ROSENTHAL 

NEAL R. 'GROSS 
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS 

1323 RHODE ISlAND AVE., N.W. 
(202) 234-4433 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005-3701 www.nealrgross,com 
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I'm afraid, Your Honor -- and we also have processes 

ongoing now where the project people are looking at, 

here's the ones that we are presumptively going to put 

out in full text. We're giving you on the project a 

month or so, speak now or forever hold your peace 

before we release these - just privacy information or 

other privileged information, because we recognize 

once we release them, we're not going back. 

JUDGE KARLIN: Can I ask, do you have any 

circulated drafts that you're going to be putting on 

the LSN, not of the license application, necessarily, 

but of any other reports and other documents? 

MR. SHEBELSKIE: Right. Well, we made 

this decision, Judge Karlin, .with respect to the 

underlying technical documents, like the reports and 

studies, and analyses and AMRs, that we could have 

gone through - - I mean, all these documents go through 

a lot of drafting iterations, as you might imagine. 

And we could have gone through and said this one 'is 

not a circulated draft, this one is not, this 'is not, 

this one is not. We also recognize though that was, 

in part, going to be a very time-consuming and 

expensive process, and we said well, we have these 

drafts in our record compilation system. We're not 

culling them out because they do or do not meet the 

NEAL R. GROSS 
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS 

1323 RHODE ISlAND AVE.. N.W. 
(202) 234-4433 WASHINGTON. D.C. 20005-3701 YNo'W.neaJrgross.ccm 
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definition of circulated draft, so we are voluntarily 

producing many, many drafts of these technical 

underlying documents so people can see the development 

of the science. You don't need to see the draft 

license application. We're going to be producing all 

the details, warts and all, for the development of the 

science on the project. 

CHAIRMAN MOORE: Well, I would like to 

just add one caveat. It's the difference between the 

numbers that have been bandied around - 5,800 pages 

and 70 chapters, and millions of pages. That strikes 

some of us as - 

MR. SHEBELSKIE: Millions of pages for the 

license application? 

CHAIRMAN MOORE: Well, so that the public 

can see how the science was developed. 

MR. SHEBELSKIE: Oh. 

CHAIRMAN MOORE: And you have, under your 

view of the world, not making any of this public, so 

everybody is going to have precisely six months, 

that's a huge difference. And that's, I think, one of 

the underlying tensions in all of this that we're 

having. With that said - 

MR. SHEBELSKIE: "That said, but there's 

another point, keep in mind. 'You know, there has been 

NEAL R. GROSS 
COURT REPORTERS AND TRANSCRIBERS 

1323 RHODE ISLAND AVE.. N.W. 
(202) 234-4433 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005-3701 YNN/nealrgross.com 
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PRELIMINARY INFORMATION REGARDING LSN PARTICIPATION 
September 27,1999 

The following organizations have responded to the NRC request for preliminary inlormation on LSN participation: 

A. Eureka County, NV NJby Johnson 
B. Lincoln County Nuclear <Nerslght Yvonne Culverwell 
C. Nevada Agency lor Nuclear Projects Steve Frishman 
D. Nevada Nuclear Waste Task Force Judy Treichel 
E. Nye County, NY Malachy Murphy 
F. U.S. Department 01 Energy Claudia Newbury 
G. White Pine Nuclear Waste Project Office Debra Kolkman 
H. Clark County, NV Dennis Bechtel 
I. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Dan Graser 

1. Will you participate In the LSN process? Yes Yes Yes 

2. Do you currenUy operate your own website? Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

3. Do you operate a website jointly wtth No Yes No No No' No Yes' Yes No 
others? 

4. ~ not, are you planning 10 star! a website? N/A NlA NlA Yes NlA N/A NlA NlA NlA 

1 Nye County has offered to host a Joint website lor other local govemments. No decisions have been made on this Issue. 

2 www.aulg.org or the affected units 01 local government cenUal Jump point. 



5. How do you anticipate access to your a a a d a b a a • 
material? 

a. Publish on eXisting website 
b. Develop a dedicated website 
c. Participate in a group/coalition webs~e 

d. Other 

6. If Other, estimate volume of documentary N/A NlA NlA >500 NlA N/A N/A NlA NlA 
material 

7. Please provide technical characteristics of 
vour exlstlno or planned webs~e 

. • • 1 • 
e. Hosting platform operating system: Windows RJX2.tl Ultra Windows NT and Windows 

gx, NT Solaris gx, NT Unix Sal 
and Un/x 2.6 and Unix Server 

b. Hosting platform web server software: MS,Unix, 
MSIIS 

AOl Stronghold 
(tentative) 

MS, Unix, 
MSIIS 

liS 4 FlleNet 
IDMwith 
CITRIX 
access 

c. SearctVIndex software: Asp, MS 
Access 

TBD Fulcrum 
(tentative) 

Asp, MS 
Access 

Inloseek 
Exile 

FlleNet 
(SOL 
based) 
and 
Fulcrum 
(Text) 

d. Net bandwidlh 10 site from 
Internet: 

13 3GBlmonlh ? T3 TBD 

e. Gross _dIh 1ll silt from Internot T3 3GB mIX TaO T3 i1 MBiSec 
TBD 

3 Possible collaboration wkh other affected units of local govemment (AUlGs). 

• Our website does not have a search engine. Documents will be posted on the website in him! and other downloadable formats, e.g., text and PDF. 

s MIls changing computer systems and webske server this year so current specllieatlons are not relevant. 

• looking for an ISP located In Nye County, so this Information will probebly change in the near future.
 

7 Currently have partial search capability. We are working on Implementation.
 

• Dedicated external server contains all NRC publicly available documents; a separate library of HlW documents will be Identlfled; documents are TIFF or PDF 
and native word processing format or ascII; full search capabll~les provided at the server. 

2 



I. En llQl18lllI18 11_ LMd (MB): >lGlg 75MB TBD >1 Gig 1750 Gig 

g. Est. number 01 documents 
(nearest 10(0): 

1000 1000 10000 1000 16000 

h. Est. number 01 web pages 
(nearest 10(0): 

10000 1000 100000 10000 193000 

i. List document and Image types: html hlml 1••;1, 
GIF, PDF 

htmI,loxt 
GIF PDF. 
TIFF 

htm!. PDF. 
TIFF 

htmI,1ex1 
GIG, PDF 

hlml, G1F, 
PDF 

TIFF, PDF, 
native word 
processing, 
asci 
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UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, DC 20555 - 0001 

March 28, 2003 

Mr. Joseph D. Ziegler 
Acting Director 
Office of License Application and Strategy 
U.S. Department of Energy 
P.O. Box 364629 
North Las Vegas, Nevada 89036-8629 

RE: Update on DOE Document Volume Estimates for Licensing Support Network 

Dear Mr. Ziegler: 

First of all, I would like to thank you for the comments submitted on the draft revision to the 
Licensing Support Network (LSN) guidelines for OCR accuracy and to let you know that DOE 
comments are being given thoughtful attention. 

Attached is a summary document presented to the Licensing Support Network Advisory Review 
Panel (LSNARP) at its October 13, 1999 meeting. It summarizes information provided to NRC's 
Licensing Support Network Administrator in response to a survey of all parties, potential parties and 
interested governmental entities to be used in sizing the Licensing Support Network (LSN) system. 
You will note that estimates submitted by Claudia Newbury in September 1999 indicate an expected 
DOE document collection of 10,000 documents comprised of 100,000 pages of textual material 
(DOE information is listed in column F, and the information on document and page estimates will be 
found on the lines marked 7.g and 7.h). These estimates were used to size the LSN portal server 
and software which was subsequently developed by NRC and operationally made available on 
October 18, 2001. Based on this 1999 information, the current LSN portal configuration is sized to a 
high-end maximum volume of 15 million pages. 

As we get closer to the point in time where NRC must have the LSN operational in order to service 
parties in their compliance efforts, one of our great concerns is that the LSN database sizing 
assumptions will be exceeded during our fiscal year project execution, thereby introducing a 
constraint on the parties' ability to timely comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart 
J. At the same time, we are in the early stages of planning and assessment for a final cycle of 
technology refreshment for the LSN platform and software. We therefore ask you to review the 
1999 DOE estimates and provide us with any revisions, as appropriate, based on your current 
planning basis for LSN document availability, including both volume and approximate timing. 

I am certain that you can appreciate the importance of thoughtful advance planning and accurate 
information to ensuring that the LSN fulfills its mission in support of a potential construction 
authorization application for the High Level Waste repository. As we are currently active in bUdget 
formulation for Fiscal Years 2004 through 2006, a response no later than April 7, 2003 would be 
greatly appreciated. 



If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Matthew Schmit at 301-415-7469 or via e-mail at 
MRS3@NRC.GOV. Your update information may be sent to me via e-mail at 
DJG2@NRC.GOV or may be mailed to my attention at: 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
 
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Panel
 
Mail Stop T3-F23
 
Washington, DC 20555-0001
 

Once again, thank you for your assistance in our planning efforts. We will be following up this 
electronic communication with a paper record. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel J. Graser 
Licensing Support Network Administrator 

Copies: 

M. Schmit, ASLBP 
G. P. Bollwerk, ASLBP 



PREUMINARY INFORMAllON REGARDING LSN PARllCIPATION 
September 27, 1999 

The following organizations have responded to the NRC request for preliminary information on LSN participation: 

A. Eureka Coumy, NV 
B. Uncoln County Nuclear Oversight 
C. Nevada Agency for Nuclear Projects 
D. Nevada Nuclear Waste Task Force 
E. Nye County, NV 
F. U.S. Department of Energy 
G. White Pine Nuclear Waste Project Office 
H. Clark County, NV 
I. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Abby Johnson 
Yvonne Culverwell 
Steve Frishman 
Judy Treichel 
Malachy Murphy 
Claudia Newbury 
Debra Kolkman 
Dennis Bechtel 
Dan Graser 

Questions A B C D E F G H I 

1. Will you partlclpata In tha LSN procass? Yas Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

2. Do you currently operate your own website? Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

3. Do you operate a website jointly with others? No Yes No No No' No Yes ' Yes No 

4. If not, are you planning to start a webstte? NlA NlA NlA Yes N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

1 Nye County has offered to host a jolm website for other local gowrnments. No decisions haw been made on this Issue. 

2 www.aulg.orgor tha affaClBd units of local govemmem cemral jump point. 



5. How do you anticipate access to your a' a a d a b a a • 
material? 

a. PUblish on existing WIlbslte 
b. Develop a dedlcated wabslte 
c. Participate In a group/coalrtlon WIlbsite 
d. Other 

6. If Other, estimate volume of documentary 
material 

N1A N/A N1A >500 N/A N/A N1A N/A N/A 

7. Please provide technical characteristics of 
I vour existinc or olanned website 

4 5 6 7 S 

a. Hosting platform operating system: Windows RJX2.11 Ultra Windows NT and Windows 
9x, NT and Solarls 2.6 9x, NT Unix Sal 
Unix and Unix Server 

b. Hosting platform web server software: MS, UniX, 
MSIIS 

AOl Stronghold 
(tentative) 

MS, UniX, 
MSIIS 

liS 4 FlleNet 
IDMwlth 
CITRIX 
access 

c. search/Index software: Asp, MS 
Access 

TBD Fulcrum 
(te ntative) 

Asp, MS 
Access 

Infoseek 
Exlte 

FlleNet 
(Sal 
based) and 
Fulcrum 
(Text) 

d. Net bandwidth to srte from Internet: T3 3GBI 
month 

? T3 11.5MB 

e. Gross bandwidth to site from Internet: T3 3GB max TBD T3 T1 7MB 
1.5 
MBlSec 

f. Est. aggregate storage used (MB): >IGlg 75MB TBD >1 Gig 1750 Gig 

3 Possible colleboratlon w~h other affected unrts of local government (AUlGs).
 

4 Our wabslte does not heve a search engine. Documents will be posted on the wabslte In html and other downloadable formats, e.g., text and PDF.
 

5 NV Is changing computer systems and WIlbsite seIVer this year so current speciflcations ere not relevant.
 

S looking for an ISP localed In Nye County, so this Information will probably change In the near future.
 

7 Currently have parUal search capability. We are working on Implementation.
 

S Dedicated external server contains all NRC publicly available documents; a separale library of HlW documents will be identified; documents are TIFF or PDF and native
 
word processing format or ascII; full search capabilities provided at the seIVer.
 



g. Est. number of documents (nearest 
1000); 

1000 1000 10000 1000 16000 

h. Est. number of web pages (nearesI1000): 10000 1000 100000 10000 193000 

i. List document and Image types; him' html text, 
GfF, PDF 

hlml, text 
GfF PDF, 
TIFF 

hlml, PDF, 
TIFF 

html, text 
GIG, PDF 

hlml, GfF, 
PDF 

TIFF, PDF, 
nativaword 
processing 
ascii 
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Document Information
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~====================I •
1...- � •
~====================I •

~====================I •
~====================I •
~====================I •
~====================I ••:1 

The Licensing Support Network (LSN) is an official United States Government web site.
 
Please e-mail your comments and suggestions to the LSN Webmaster.
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Department of Energy 
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management 

QA: N/AOffice of Repository Development
 
P.O. Box 364629
 

North Las Vegas, NV 89036-8629
 

APR 11 Z003
 

OVERNIGHT MAIL 

Daniel 1. Graser, LSN Administrator 
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Two White Flint North 
Rockville, MD 20852 

REVIEW OF 1999 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DOE) ESTIMATES BASED ON 
CURRENT PLANNING FOR LICENSING SUPPORT NETWORK (LSN) DOCUMENT 
AVAILABILITY 

Reference: Ltr, Graser to Ziegler, dtd 3/28/03 

In the referenced letter, you requested a review of the 1999 DOE estimates of the DOE LSN 
participant website. While, at this time, we are still reviewing our document collection. it is 
estimated that, at initial certification, the DOE LSN participant website will contain 
approximately 3,000,000-4,000,000 documents composed of 27,500,000-36,500,000 pages. 
The majority of pages will be "tif' images averaging 50KB per page, one page per file. 
There will be an additiona13,000,000-4,OOO,000 "xml" files (one per document) and 
3,000,000-4,000,000 "html" files (also one per document). 

You also requested timing infonnation related to the DOE LSN participant website. The DOE 
has recently contracted with CACI, Inc. to perfonn services related to loading and operating 
DOE's LSN website. At this time, DOE is evaluating when the website will be electronically 
available. 

If you have any questions concerning these comments. please contact Harry E. Leake at 
(702) 794-1457 or Sheryl A. Morris at (702) 794-5487. 

OLA&S:SAM-1006
 
seph D. Zie r, cting Director 
ffice of Lice se Application and Strategy 

• Printed on recycled paper 
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cc: 
A. L. Capoferri, DOEIHQ (GC-52), FORS 
C. M. Reynolds, DOEIHQ (GC-52), FORS 
1. L. Harding, BSC, Las Vegas, NV 
CMS Coordinator, BSC, Las Vegas, NV 
Veronica Hubbard, CAC!, Las Vegas, NV 
Marshall Bishop, MTS, Las Vegas, NV 
E. R. Jorgensen, RSIS, Las Vegas, NV 
A. V. Gil, DOE/ORD (RW-40W), Las Vegas, NV 
H. E. Leake, DOE/ORD (RW-32W), Las Vegas, NV 
S. A. Morris, DOE/ORD (RW-40W), Las Vegas, NV 
M. E. Van Der Puy, DOE/ORD (RW-30W), Las Vegas, NV 
J. W. Wooley, DOE/ORD (RW-32W), Las Vegas, NV 
J. D. Ziegler, DOE/ORD (RW-40W), Las Vegas, NV 
OLA&S Library 
Records Processing Center ="4" 
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April 29, 2003 

Mr. Joseph D. Ziegler 
Acting Director 
Office of License Application and Strategy 
U.S. Department of Energy 
P.O. Box 364629 
North Las Vegas, Nevada 89036-8629 

PLANNING ESTIMATES PROVIDED BY DOE 

Reference: Letter, Ziegler to Graser, dated April 11, 2003 

Dear Mr. Ziegler: 

Thank you for providing the above-referenced updated planning estimates of DOE materials 
that could possibly be made available via the LSN. 

I note that your estimates generally characterized the majority of pages as being TtF images, 
with an additional "xml" file and an additional "html" file per document. Please be aware that 10 
C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart J, requires that high level waste repository licensing proceeding 
party/potential party documentary materials must be made available in a searchable text format 
(unless the document is essentially graphical in nature) with an accompanying notification 
indicating where an official image version of a document can be acquired. Images of textual 
documents that have been rendered in TIF format seemingly will not, by themselves, meet the 
requirements of SUbpart .) because TIF images are not text searchable. 

In this regard, up to this point our coordination efforts with DOE computer technical staff, 
including the test documents they have provided, have Involved searchable full text as required 
by the rule. In addition to demonstrating the basic DOE intent and capability to provide 
searchable text, this DOE test document collection design includes providing the image file for 
textual documents (as well as the required images for those documents that are essentially 
graphical). Indeed, by providing the image associated with searchable text for online access via 
the LSN, DOE goes beyond the basic requirements of SUbpart J. 

Also in connection with the planning Information you provided, I would like to share with you the 
LSN staffs analysis of that data. Relative to the LSN portal software, and the "spidering" 
software used to index participant collections, our current throughput capacity is conservatively 
estimated to be 100,000 documents per week. This means that without any increase in LSN 
software throughput capacity, or the Invocation of other measures to Increase that capacity, and 
assuming a regular five work-day-a-week schedule and no technical problems with either the 
DOE collection server or the LSN portal server, it will take the LSN software forty (40) weeks to 
spider and index four million documents. 



) . 

To the extent that documents are not -available," within the meaning of 10 C.F.R. § 2.1003(a), 
via the LSN until this indexing process is complete, to ensure that DOE documents are available 
on the LSN when you expect to certify compliance with SUbpart J, at a minimum you should be 
prepared consistently to generate 100,000 documents per week for a period necessary to have 

. all DOE documents Indexed six months prior to the time DOE wishes to submit an repository 
construction authorization application to the NRC. Moreover, in planning for timely DOE 
certification, you should bear in mind that any party/potential party can begin populating its 
document collection server at any time, which could impose additional productivity constraints 
on the LSN spidering software's ability to index documents so as to make them LSN available. 
In light of these considerations, to ensure timely indeXing, advance coordination with the LSN 
staff would be most helpfUl prior to actually beginning to post a high volume of documents on 
the DOE LSN server. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me If you require any additional information or assistance in 
coordinating your participation in the LSN effort. A hardcopy version of this letter will follow. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel J. Graser 
Licensing Support Network Administrator 

Copies: 

M. Schmit, ASLBP 
G. P. Bollwerk, ASLBP 
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Department of Energy 
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management 

Office of Repository Development QA: N/A 
1551 Hillshire Drive Project No. WM-OOO 11 

Las Vegas, NV 89134-6321 

FEB 272004
 

Mr. Daniel 1. Graser 
Licensing Support Network Administrator . 
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

Dear Mr. Graser: 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has reviewed your letter of February 5, 2004, proposing 
an "operational alternative" for populating the Licensing Support Network (LSN) with DOE 
documents. You asked that DOE respond to the proposal by February 27, 2004, in order for you 
to report back to the Commission. 

The DOE appreciates the time and effort put forth by your office to fonnulate the proposal within 
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and commit resources as necessary to the task. 
Based upon our preliminary review, DOE believes the proposal sounds quite promising and, 
under proper conditions, may well enable DOE to provide the LSN Administrator (LSNA) with 
documents for the limited purpose of indexing and loading them prior to initial certification to 
facilitate LSN operations. 

While your letter provided a general outline of the proposal, DOE believes there is the need for 
further discussions with your office before agreement and implementation of this approach. For 
example, in your letter you provide helpful reassurance that DOE's documentary material made 
available to the LSN staff would be protected from disclosure prior to DOE certification or 
absent DOE approval. In our view, important elements of such protection would include the 
following. All DOE documents received by the LSNA will be controlled to prevent their 
unauthorized disclosure. This would include preserving in strict confidence the infonnation 
received, maintaining information in either locked files or areas providing restricted access to 
prevent unauthorized disclosure. In preserving this information, the LSNA would use the same 
standard of care it would use to secure and safeguard its own confidential information of similar 
importance, but in no event less than reasonable care. 



Mr. Daniel 1. Graser -2
FEB 2'? 2004 

The documents would retain their character as DOE agency records, and would not be considered· 
to be records in the possession or control of the NRC such that the NRC would consider them 
responsive to a Freedom ofInfonnation Act (FOIA) request directed to the NRC. Rather, any 
such FOIA request would be referred to the DOE for its direct response to the requester. 
Furthennore, DOE's control of the documentary material would include the exclusive ability to 
continue its evaluation of the material for relevancy and privilege after it has been provided to the 
LSNA for indexing/loading. Thus, DOE would maintain its ability and right to refine the 
identification of documentary material appropriate for inclusion or subject to privilege in the 
LSN prior to DOE certification. Relatedly, DOE does not believe this arrangement would alter 
current policies or practices regarding NRC and DOE interactions in the pre-licensing phase 
(e.g., this arrangement itself would not trigger initiation of the high-level waste proceeding and 
attendant NRC rules of procedure). 

We believe it is important -- for both DOE and NRC -- to have a common understanding on these 
and related matters before agreement and implementation of this proposal. We are available to 
meet at the earliest opportunity to discuss these matters and clarify the details of the proposal. 

Your letter also requested a current estimate regarding the size of the DOE LSN document 
collection. As you know, DOE is actively collecting, processing and reviewing its documentary 
material for possible inclusion in the LSN. The current estimate remains within the range 
previously provided, approximately 3 - 4 million documents composed of 27.5 - 36.5 million 
pages. 

Please contact me at (702) 794-5567 if you have questions on this letter. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph D. Ziegler, Director 
Office of License Application and Strategy 
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cc: 
c. W. Reamer, NRC, Rockville, MD 
A. C. Campbell, NRC, Rockville, MD 
1. 1. Campbell, NRC, Rockville, MD 
D. D. Chamberlain, NRC, Arlington, IX 
G. P. Hatchett, NRC, Rockville, MD 
R. M. Latta, NRC, Las Vegas, NV 
1. D. Parrott, NRC, Las Vegas, NV 
D. B. Spitzberg, NRC, Arlington,IX 
N.·K. Stablein, NRC, Rockville, MD 
B. 1. Garrick, ACNW, Rockville, MD 
H. 1. Larson, ACNW, Rockville, MD 
W. C. Patrick, CNWRA, San Antonio, IX 
Budhi Sagar, CNWRA, San Antonio, IX 
J. R. Egan, Egan & Associates, McLean, VA 
1. H. Kessler, EPRI, Palo Alto, CA 
M. 1. Apted, Monitor Scientific,LLC, Denver, CO 
Rod McCullum, NEI, Washington, DC 
W. D. Barnard, NWTRB, Arlington, VA 
R. R. Loux, State ofNevada, Carson City, NV 
Pat Guinan, State ofNevada, Carson City, NV 
Alan Kalt, Churchill County, Fallon, NV 
Irene Navis, Clark County, Las Vegas, NV 
George McCorkell, Esmeralda County, Goldfield, NV 
Leonard Fiorenzi, Eureka County, Eureka, NV 
Michael King, Inyo County, Edmonds, WA 
Andrew Remus, Inyo County, Independence, C.A 
Mickey Yarbro, Lander County, Battle Mountain, NV 
Spencer Hafen, Lincoln County, Pioche, NV 
Linda Mathias, Mineral County, Hawthorne, NV 
1. W. Bradshaw, Nye County, Pahrump, NV 
Mike Simon, White Pine County, Ely, NV 
R. I. Holden, National Congress of American Indians, Washington, DC 
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U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Inspector General 
Office of Audit Services 

AuditRe ort
 



Appendix 2 (continued)	 _
 

Commeats on the OfBce of IlUpeetor General (OIG)
 
Lieea.siD1 Support Network (LSN)
 

Dnft Audit Report
 

The Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) appreciates the 
comments provided by 010 concerning the management controls over the LSN. It 
should be pointed out that OCRWM has estimated that it would provide between 3 and 
4 million documents to the OCRWM LSN, and a revised estimate for the initial LSN 
Certification will be provided the NRC within the next few weeks. 

The following sections provide the actual or plllDDCd com:ctive actions with pertinent 
target dates for each recommendation. 

Recommendation 1. 

Evaluate the effectiveness ofthe Privacy Aet screening softwlm: and detmnine if it is a 
viable tool for document proccuing. 

•	 If so, fully implement the software for use on the rcmai.DiDg documents. 

•	 If not. identify and implemcat an altemative method for screenioa the documents 
for Privacy Act information. 

RuDOpse 

Concur:	 ADalysis has shown the software is effective at idcatifying privileged and 
Privacy Act information within its fl.mctionallimibltions. Cooscquently, it 
was implemented on March 4, 2004, IIIld the 1IUU1ua1 privilcp and privacy 
review is going forward. Additloaally, both electronic sean:bes and user 
review are beiDa uaod to identify the privileged and PriVIIl:Y A£t iDfonnation. 

ReeommendattoD 2. 

Complete the implementation of the software to process elec:tronic mail associated with 
the Yucca Mountain Projec:t. 

Response 

CODcur:	 We have been working to address this area. ofc:ona=m through a variety of 
methods. including manual and electronic processing. 
Estimated Completion Date: May 13, 2004. 

Paae 1oF2	 Enelosurc 

Page 7	 Management Comments 
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Recommendation 3. 

Develop a plan and begin pro<:essins wonnanon maintained in other relevant databases 
and computer proSJ'lll1'lS. 

RespoPI! 

Concur:	 A Concept of Opendion for the handling ofpotentially re1evllll1 databases and 
software: programs has been deveJopod and is in the maaegement approval 
process. The amount ofdocumentary materilll within this category is 115 
databases and 900 softwme programs. The draft OCRWM LSN Project 
Execution Plan calls for the relevlDt databases and software programs to have 
a bibliographic header aeated and 1111 oftile manual reviews for privacy and 
sensitive unclassified iDfonnatiOD to be completed by May 28. 2004. The 
processing oftbe detaheses and softwme programs is not expected to pn::sent a 
problem to OCRWM in meeting the June 23, 2004, LSN certification date. 

Restmmendatiou 4. 

Finalizing the aareemeot n::aardma document availability. lind indexin& with the 
U.S. Nuclear RegulatOI)' Commission (NRC). 

Response 

ConCW'1	 The U.S. Department ofEDersY (DOE) has met and diacus8ed with the NRC 
the NRC's desi.R to obtain early n::lease ofDOB materiIJ to the OCRWM 
LSN. The NRC has created a DeW LSN OuideliDe, Guttie/t,., 23 ACCU8 

ConJrol Prior to IltltlDl CutJjlCatlon, to controlllCCcss to materials and iDdices 
related to pre-certification loadinafmdexina, and OCRWMbas provided 
comments OD this Ouideline to the NRC. 
Estim8ted Completion Date: May 11. 2004. 

Pqo2of2 
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Department of Energy 
Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management 

Office of Repository Development QA' N/A 
1551 Hillshire Drive . • 

Las Vegas, NV 89134-6321 Project No. WM-OOOll 

MAY 04 2004
 

OVERNIGHT MAIL 

Mr. Daniel J. Graser 
Licensing Support Network Administrator 
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Panel 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001 

Subject:	 Participant Request for Licensing Support Network (LSN) Access Control 
Prior to Initial Certification 

Dear Mr. Graser: 

As provided in Chapter 23 of the April 2004 Licensing Support Guidelines (Access 
Control Guidelines), the U.S. Department ofEnergy (DOE) submits this request for 
access control prior to its initial certification under 10 CFR 2.1 003(a). As requested in 
the Access Control Guidelines, DOE provides the following infonnation: 

DOE currently estimates that the size of its document collection to be made available 
at the time of its initial certification is approximately one million documents 
consisting of approximately 12 million pages. DOE expects to begin populating its 
participant website with these documents on or about May 5, 2004, with weekly 
feeds thereafter. The feed for the initial, as well as subsequent weeks will 
approximate 150,000 documents, which we understand is the current weekly 
capacity of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) technical staff to crawl 
documents for the LSN. An exact schedule will be detennined after consultation 
between the DOE and the NRC technical staff to ensure that operational and 
technical factors are considered. 

DOE requests acknowledgement from the NRC that DOE will be provided access control 
pursuant to Access Control Guidelines for the documents that DOE populates on its 
participant website prior to its initial certification. Additionally, DOE understands the 
Access Control Guidelines to mean (i) that the documents DOE populates on its 
participant website will not be in any way released to the web, identified in response to 
web queries, or otherwise disclosed by the NRC before DOE makes its initial 
certification per 10 CFR 2.1 003(a); (ii) that DOE can recall documents for any reason 
prior to its initial certification; and (iii) that DOE does not waive any privileges by 
providing documents to the NRC technical staff for crawling pursuant to the Access 
Control Guidelines. DOE requests NRC's confinnation that this understanding of the 
Access Control Guidelines is correct. 



Mr. Daniel J. Graser -2
MAY 04 2004 

In consideration of DOE's desire to begin populating its participant website this week as 
early as Wednesday, May 5, 2004, DOE requests by May 5,2004, NRC's 
acknowledgement that it will be providing access control and confirmation that DOE's 
understanding ofthe Access Control Guidelines on the three points referenced above is 
correct. 

If you have any questions, please contact Harry E. Leake at (702) 794-1457 or e-mail at 
harryJeake@ymp.gov. 

Sincerely, 

~~•• =ror 
Office ofLicen e Application and Strategy 

cc: 
A. C. Campbell, NRC, Rockville, MD 
L. L. Campbell, NRC, Rockville, MD 
D. D. Chamberlain, NRC, Arlington, TX 
G. P. Hatchett, NRC, Rockville, MD 
R. M. Latta, NRC, Las Vegas, NV 
J. D. Parrott, NRC, Las Vegas, NV 
D. B. Spitzberg, NRC, Arlington, TX 
N. K. Stablein, NRC, Rockville, MD 
B. J. Garrick, ACNW, Rockville, MD 
H.1. Larson, ACNW, Rockville, MD 
W. C. Patrick, CNWRA, San Antonio, TX 
Budhi Sagar, CNWRA, San Antonio, TX 
w. D. Barnard, NWTRB, Arlington, VA 
1. R. Egan, Egan & Associates, McLean, VA 
1. H. Kessler, EPRI, Palo Alto, CA 
M. J. Apted, Monitor Scientific, LLC, Denver, CO 
Rod McCullum, NEI, Washington, DC 
R. R. Loux, State ofNevada, Carson City, NY 
Pat Guinan, State ofNevada, Carson City, NY 
Alan Kalt, Churchill County, Fallon, NV 
Irene Navis, Clark County, Las Vegas, NV 
George McCorkell, Esmeralda County, Goldfield, NY 
Leonard Fiorenzi, Eureka County, Eureka, NY 
Michael King, Inyo County, Edmonds, WA 



Mr. Daniel J. Graser -3- MAY 042004 

cc: (continued) 
Andrew Remus, Inyo County, Independence, CA 
Mickey Yarbro, Lander County, Battle Mountain, NV 
Spencer Hafen, Lincoln County, Pioche, NV 
Linda Mathias, Mineral County, Hawthorne, NY 
L. W. Bradshaw, Nye County, Pahrump, NV 
Mike Simon, White Pine County, Ely, NV 
R. 1. Holden, National Congress ofAmerican Indians, Washington, DC 



LSN Document Viewer Page 1 of 1 

HEADER VIEW: NRC000024283 - ML041260367 

Participant Request for Licensing Support Network (LSN) Access Control Prior to Initial 
Certification. 

3 

Electronic 

Publicly Available Non-Sensitive 

Graser D J 

NRC/ASLBP 

Ziegler J D 

US Dept of EnergYI Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Mgmt (OCRWM)\ US 
Dept of Energy I Office of License Application & Strategy 

Document Date 
Comments 
Non-Digital Media 
QA Record Indicator 
# Of Images 
Descriptors 
Access Controls 
Addressee Names 
Addressee Orgs 
Author Names 
Author Orgs 

LSN Accession # NRC000024283 

Information Source NRC 

Participant Accession # ML041260367 

Title Participant Request for Licensing Support Network (LSN) Access Control 
Prior to Initial Certification. 

05/04/2004 

Document Numbers 
Document Types Letter 

Packages Ids ML041260374 

Related Record #s 
Related Record Codes 
Traceabilities 
Versions 

http://www.1snnet.gov/docview.aspx?mode=3&lsn=NRC000024283&ic=1&im=O&sc=1&s... 2/7/2008 
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From: CN=Joseph Hevesi/OU=YM/O=RWDOE 
PostedDate: 03/30/2000 06:48:01 PM 
SendTo: CN=William Scott/OU=YM/O=RWDOE@CRWMS 
CopyTo: CN=Cynthia Miller-Corbett/OU=YM/O=RWDOE@CRWMSiCN=Lorrie 
Flint/OU=YM/O=RWDOE@CRWMSiCN=Alan Flint/OU=YM/O=RWDOE@CRWMS 
ReplyTo: 
BlindCopyTo: 
Subject: Installations 
Body: 

Bill, 
The programs, of course, are all already installed otherwise the AMR would not 
exist. I don't have a clue when these programs were installed. So I've made up 
the dates and names (see red edits below). This is as good as its going to 
get. If they need more proof I will be happy to make up more stuff, as long as 
its not a video recording of the software being installed. 
Joe 

---------------------- Forwarded by Joseph Hevesi/YM/RWDOE on 03/30/2000 03:39 
PM --------------------------

William Scott 
03/29/2000 03:13 PM 
To: Joseph Hevesi/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS, Alan Flint/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS 
cc: Cynthia Miller-Corbett/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS, Lorrie Flint/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS 
bcc: 

Subject: Installations 

I'm trying to follow-up on this request, but I need your help. Please respond 
back to me, asap, with the appropriate answers to the questions Don Peppers is 
seeking thanks. 

---------------------- Forwarded by William Scott/YM/RWDOE on 03/29/2000 03:08 
PM --------------------------

Don Peppers 
03/29/2000 01:52 PM 
To: William Scott/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS 
cc: Betty Hodgson/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS, Greg Carlisle/YM/RWDOE@CRWMS 

Subject: Installations 

Good Afternoon Bill: 

I am following up on our conversation today about the installations I have 
pending. 

The installations are for Unqualified Software Codes under section 5.11 of 
AP-SI.IQ. 

SURFER V6.04 Joe Hevesi (1/1/1998) 
TRANSFORM v3.3 Joe Hevesi (1/1/1998) 
ARCINFO V6.1.2 Bill Davies (1/1/1995) 

All three code are for Joe Hevesi and Alan Flint. The first two codes are for 
CPU# SM321276, ARCINFO is for CPU SN 249F2296. 

The information I need have these codes already been installed to initiate the 
5.11 process, or do they still need to be installed? If they have been 
installed I need to know the name of the individual that installed the codes 
and the date. I will also need you permission to make the entries onto the User 
Request forms to bring them up to date. 



Don 



Licensing Support Network (LSN) Document Header Page 1 of 1 

LSN Accession # DN2002129086 

Information Source DN2 

Participant Accession # ALD.200S0208.S419 

Title 
Document Date 
Comments 

Non-Digital Media 

QA Record Indicator 
# Of Images 
Descriptors 
Access Controls 
Addressee Names 
Addressee Orgs 
Author Names 
Author Orgs 
Document Numbers 
Document Types 
Packages Ids' 

Related Record #s 
Related Record Codes 
Traceabilities 
Versions 

Installations 

03/30/2000 

2 

CN=Alan Flint,CN=Cynthia Milier-Corbett,CN=Lorrie Flint,CN=William Scott 

OU=YM/O=RWDOE@CRWMS,OU=YM/O=RWDOE@CRWMS,OU=YM/O=RWDOE@ 

CN=Joseph Hevesi 

OU=YM/O=RWDOE 

EMAIL 

2/5/2008http://www.1snnet.gov/docviewhdr.aspx?1sn=DN2002129086 



Licensing Support Network (LSN) Document Viewer Page 1 of 1
 

HEADER VIEW: DN2002129086 - ALD.20050208.5419 

Installations 

http://www.lsnnet.gov/docviewnav.aspx?mode=3&lsn=DN2002129086&ic=1&im=2&sc=1 ... 2/5/2008 
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LSN Load Statistics Summary
 
As of January 31st, 2006
 

May 2004 164,627 140,455 24,137 35 
June 2004 517,268 492,590 24,643 35 
July 2004 524,161 498,282 24,893 80 

Au~ust 2004 992,307 967,222 24,965 120 
September 2004 1,212,375 1,187,151 25,110 114 

October 2004 1,219,072 1,192,659 25,131 1,282 
November 2004 1,378,245 1,351,689 25,254 1,302 
December 2004 1,378,159 1,351,540 25,252 1,367 

January 2005 1,370,215 1,343,572 25,252 1,391 
February 2005 1,370,215 1,343,572 25,252 1,391 

March 2005 1,580,112 1,553,469 25,252 1,391 
April 2005 2,075,294 2,048,645 25,252 1,397 
May 2005 2,615,320 2,588,645 25,278 1,397 
Jun 2005 3,023,303 2,996,583 25,278 1,442 
July 2005 3,233,823 3,206,813 25,278 1,732 

August 2005 3,333,803 3,305,221 26,007 2,575 
September 2005 3,380,261 3,351,355 26,091 2,815 

October 2005 3,391,111 3,362,316 26,131 2,664 
November 2006 3,371,998 3,344,135 26,247 1,616 
December 2006 3,364,060 3,336,197 26,247 1,616 

January 2006 3,394,933 3,367,070 26,247 1,616 
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United States Department of Energy 

Office of Public Affairs 
J.yashingto1l, D. C. 20585 

News Media Contact: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Allen Benson, (702) 794-1322 April 30, 2007 

Additional Yucca Mountain Documents Made Available on NRC's Licensing Support
 
Network to Facilitate Yucca Mountain Licensing Proceeding
 

Las Vegas, NV. -- The U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Office of Civilian Radioactive 
Waste Management (OCRWM) today made publicly available about 2.1 million additional 
Yucca Mountain-related documents through the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
Licensing Support Network (LSN). The LSN is an electronic database established by the NRC 
to support the agency's licensing proceeding for the nation's first spent nuclear fuel and high
level radioactive waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. 

NRC's regulations for the Yucca Mountain licensing proceeding (10 CFR Part 2, Subpart J), 
require that all parties make their relevant documentary material publicly available on the LSN 
and certify their collections. The DOE must certify its LSN collection six months before the 
DOE submits its license application to the NRC 

DOE currently plans to certify its LSN collection not later than December 21, 2007 and to 
submit its license application for authorization to construct the Yucca Mountain repository not 
later than June 30, 2008. DOE has already made about 1.3 million documents available on the 
LSN. As of today, DOE's collection of documents publicly available on the LSN now totals 
some 3.4 million documents, including scientific, engineering and other license related 
documents, and is estimated to exceed 30 million pages. 

Today's early disclosure of additional documentary material in advance of DOE's LSN 
certification is intended to facilitate and expedite the Yucca Mountain licensing proceeding and 
to assist the NRC staff, the State of Nevada and potential parties to the Yucca Mountain 
proceeding in their review of DOE's documentary material. DOE will continue to add non
privileged documents to the LSN on an ongoing basis. 

The NRC's LSN web site is at http://www.lsnnet.gov. Persons without access to the internet may 
use the public access computers at the following locations: DOE public reading room (1E-190), 
U.S. Department of Energy, Forrestal Building, 1000 Independence Ave. SW, Washington, D.C.; 
and most libraries worldwide. 

-30
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